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Abstract. 
This research is concerned with looking at how girls experience their primary education. The 
aim is to try and discover how the girls perceive themselves as primary school pupils and linked 
to this to evaluate the contribution made by their mothers. The data was gained by interviewing 
girls and their mothers from two suburban primary schools and one rural primary school. 
There are two distinct but interwoven themes: a) the girls' lives at primary school; b) the 
mothers' perceptions of their daughters' education and how they relate to their daughters' own 
schools within the education system. The main focus is on the part played by social class in 
determining both the attitudes of the girls and their mothers. This is linked to Pierre Bourdieu's 
concepts of 'cultural capital', 'habitus' and 'field'. These contextualise the social and cultural 
actions of the individual which are not seen in isolation and both the social groups' or social 
institutions' roles are balanced with that of the individual. 
The research argues that social class still plays a major determining role in the educational 
expectations for girls and affects the tensions between home and school cultures. The girls' 
mothers play a significant part in their daughters' perceptions and attitudes tov.:ards schooling 
and education - notably via the expectations they have for them. These, too, are affected by the 
educational background and the social class of the mothers whose views and attitudes, to a great 
extent, are a direct result of their own experiences. 
CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction. 
This research is primarily concerned with investigating how girls perceive their primary 
education - what influences them and what affects their perceptions. The aim is to try and 
discover how girls perceive themselves as primary school pupils and linked to this to 
evaluate the contribution made by their mothers in helping to construct these perceptions. 
The emphasis is on the role played by the social class of the individual families in 
determining the attitudes of both the girls and their mothers. Differences in the cultural 
and social assets of the various families are considered and how these may affect 
educational achievement. The focus is on how individuals utilise these resources or assets 
within society to gain advantage - specifically within the sphere of education. Whilst the 
main emphasis is on the individual, the role played by the social groups or institutions 
with which they are aligned is also considered. The significance of social class and its 
link with how each person relates to the education system and individual schools is 
particularly important in terms of the girls' mothers and the attitudes they develop. It is 
argued that this has a great bearing on the relationship they have with their daughters' 
education and thus on how they are able to offer them help and on the nature ofthe actual 
support they give. This in turn may well have a significant effect on the girls' educational 
achievement and own perceptions concerning education and life in school. 
The major significance of the social class or cultural background of the families lies at 
the heart of the theoretical framework that supports this research. This is developed from 
the work of Pierre Bourdieu whose concepts of various forms of 'capital', including 
'cultural capital', are at the core of the perspective. This in turn is linked to his concepts 
of 'habitus' and 'field' which tie together the social and cultural actions of the individual 
within the social milieu in which they participate - thus the individuals' actions are 
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contextualised. They are not seen in isolation and both the social groups' or social 
institutions' role is balanced with that of the individual. 
Lareau(l989) uses Bourdieu's concept of 'cultural capital' as a means of explaining the 
differing relationships working-class and middle-class parents have with their child's 
school. She emphasises the significance of the different skills and resources available to 
the parents depending on their social background and what affect it may have on their 
child's achievement. 
Reay( \998) develops this idea further and also uses the theoretical perspectives of 
Bourdieu to explain differences in mothers' involvement in their children's schooling. As 
well as considering 'cultural capital' she includes the concepts of 'habitus' and 'field'. 
This enables differences between individuals within the same social class grouping to be 
accounted for and makes the perspective flexible in that the boundaries between different 
social groups are not perceived as rigid and fixed. Further to this the actions are placed in 
a social context. In this particular research the framework offered by Bourdieu's concepts 
allows the complex and ever-changing social and cultural relationships between the 
individual, their social class and other social institutions to be evaluated in terms of the 
effect they may have on the individual's education and educational achievements. It also 
enables women to be included within their own right because there is not the dependency 
on male occupation as a defining medium of a specific social grouping. 
Within this particular research there are two distinct but interwoven themes. The first 
theme looks at the girls' own interpretations of their lives at primary school. The second 
theme considers the perceptions the mothers have of their daughters in terms of their 
education and the relationship they have with the educational system and the individual 
schools attended by the girls. The first hypothesis put forward is that the social class of 
the family plays a major role in determining the educational expectations for the girls and 
also affects the tensions the girls may experience between home and school cultures. The 
second hypothesis that is explored is that the girls' mothers play a notable role in their 
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daughters' perceptions and attitudes towards schooling and education. The final 
hypothesis that is put forward is that the attitudes and views expressed by the mothers 
concerning education are a direct result of their own experiences. 
The starting point of this study is to place the research in context - both in tenns of other 
research and theoretical perspectives. In Chapter Two the general social context is 
considered and then the two major areas that are at the centre ofthe research are explored 
ie. the home and the school context. Relevant research issues concerning each are 
highlighted. There then follows a detailed consideration of the development of the 
theoretical perspectives that provide a framework for the research. This focuses on the 
concept of social class and its reproduction in tenns of cultural behaviours and values -
specifically related to the individual and the individual's role. It draws on the work of 
Bourdieu and explores the relationships between individuals, their social class and the 
context in which their social activities take place. 
Chapter Three involves a consideration of the rationale behind the actual research 
process and a detailed account of the gathering of data. This incorporates the criteria used 
when selecting the sample of participants to take part in the research and some of the 
problems faced, and issues raised, when gaining access to the appropriate schools and the 
individuals who ultimately participated. Wherever possible any ethical concerns that 
occur are discussed. 
Chapter Four includes details about the three schools that were involved in the research. 
This provides the educational context for the girls who are the focus of this study. Also 
included is some basic infonnation about each of the girls' family backgrounds and their 
mothers' educational histories. This places the girls in their family context. 
The following chapters are all concerned with the actual analysis of the data gained. 
Chapter Five focuses on how the girls view the curriculum they are taught at their 
primary schools. It aims to elicit which subjects are allocated a high or a low status by the 
girls and what curriculum areas are seen as being relevant or irrelevant to them. Attention 
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is then turned to what the girls actually enjoy studying in school and areas of the 
curriculum that give rise to misgivings and concerns. Throughout the emphasis is placed 
on the reasons the girls give for their views. 
Chapter Six turns its attention to the girls themselves and how they perceive their own 
abilities and other pupils' abilities. Issues explored include: the criteria used by the girls 
as indicators of ability, their own self-esteem and the criteria their teachers use for 
judging the girls - frequently using personality and character rather than intellectual 
abilities as standards of evaluation. Focus is also placed on how family factors can play a 
major role in the girls' academic lives. 
This is folIowed, in Chapter Seven, by a consideration of the mothers' relationships with 
their daughters' schools. These are evaluated both in terms of the mothers themselves and 
also their daughters' class teachers - thus presenting the two sides of the relationship. The 
emphasis is on the role the mothers actually play, or are allowed to play, in their 
daughters' schooling. 
Chapter Eight explores some of the issues and events that affected the girls' mothers' 
own education and how these, in turn, may have played a role in structuring their attitudes 
towards their own daughters' education. 
The final chapter, Chapter Nine, draws the threads of the research together and provides 
a brief summary of the main themes and issues that have emerged. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
The Context of the Research and Relevant Theoretical 
Perspectives. 
Introd uction. 
This chapter considers the actual context of the research - both in terms of other research 
and the theoretical context in which it is positioned. The first section of the chapter places 
the research in a general social context. This is followed by a consideration of the two 
major areas that are the focal point of the research proper - ie. the school context and the 
home context. These two are inextricably intertwined but relevant research issues 
concerning each are highlighted. The final section of the chapter investigates appropriate 
theoretical perspectives and outlines a suitable theoretical framework to support the 
research. 
General Context of the Research. 
In society there are still inequalities between and amongst various sections and some of 
these inequalities are based on gender. Since the 1970's issues concerning gender have 
been debated and legislated for, or against, and have often been at the forefront in 
political or parliamentary discussion. These issues frequently centred around the rights of 
individuals, or groups, to receive the same rates of pay for carrying out identical work-
related tasks or the rights of individuals to take up a job, profession or activity that was 
designated as a 'male' or 'female' occupation. This was the focus of the 1974 Equal 
Opportunities legislation. 
In many areas debate still continues and frequently courts controversy. This can be 
illustrated by events in the 1990's involving discriminatory practices in the armed forces 
- on becoming pregnant many women were forced to resign from their posts or 
encouraged to seek an abortion. In a number of cases when the issue has been formally 
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raised and questioned the women concerned have been awarded considerable financial 
compensation for their loss of career and earnings. This issue of pregnant women in the 
armed forces appeared in the press at regular intervals throughout 1996. Constantly 
reoccurring themes are those of single mothers and working mothers - these arouse much 
contentious political discussion. Concerns raised have linked the child's academic 
performance to a mother's work situation ie. suggesting that if a mother is working full-
time it may have a detrimental effect on her child's academic achievement at school. This 
contention was highlighted in the 'Panorama' television programme that was broadcast 
on February 3rd 1997. A counter argument appeared in the 'Daily Telegraph' of the same 
date. At regular intervals throughout the last decade successive governments have raised 
issues concerning single mothers and whether or not they should work in order to 
contribute towards the keep of themselves and their children. It would appear that the 
theme of mothers and work outside the home is an ongoing saga. David( 1999) considers 
this issue in detail, particularly in the light of espoused governmental policies concerning 
the family in the socio-economic context. One of her main focuses is how this affects the 
family in terms of having to balance a home life and a work life. 
The School Context. 
a)Secondary School Issues. 
Educational issues, particularly those involving gender, came more to the fore. These 
tended to revolve around curricular matters mainly involving girls in the secondary phase 
of their education. The literature and the points discussed in this section are particularly 
pertinent and relevant to the girls' mothers and their educational experiences. In terms of 
this research some of the issues raised, notably those concerning working-class girls, very 
much affected some of the girls' mothers' education and helped them to formulate many 
of their views and opinions involving education - and these in turn affected the 
aspirations they had for their own daughters. Where secondary education was involved 
the emphasis tended to be placed on the curriculum areas of mathematics, science and 
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technology. Initiatives such as G.I.S.T.(Girls Into Science and Technology) and 
G.A.T.E.(Girls And Technology Education) were devised to counteract the imbalance in 
numbers of girls opting to study these specific subject areas. The National Curriculum is 
now firmly in place in an attempt to broaden all pupils' range of experiences and bring an 
element of balance to courses of study. This is facilitated by all pupils following a core 
curriculum. Educational legislation to ensure equality of opportunity is in place but has it 
really affected underlying attitudes? 
Riddell(l992) concluded that the National Curriculum was unlikely to improve the 
situation of girls in terms of the choices they ultimately made - those that were likely to 
affect their choice of career. She indicated that the cultures of the pupils and families 
played a part in producing gender divisions in the curriculum. The working-class girls 
tended to make more traditional choices and opt for rather a safe, restricted range of 
careers. The middle-class girls generally selected a more academic curriculum but were 
still more likelv to oot for arts subiects rather than science subiects. These g:ender 
divisions in terms of subject choice were evident in the table produced in the Daily 
Telegraph of Thursday August 17th 2000. Here A-level results are tabulated by grade and 
gender. Whilst it would appear that girls, on the whole, academically outperformed boys 
in terms of the grades they attained, there were certain curriculum areas that were under-
represented in terms of the number of girls actually opting to pursue that course of study 
at A-level. Examples of this included: less than a quarter of the pupils who studied 
computing were females, under one third who studied economics were girls, just over one 
third of the total number studying mathematics were female, less than one quarter of the 
pupils who studied physics were girls and under one third of the pupils who pursued 
studies in technology subjects were female. Inevitably this precluded girls from a 
significant number of career areas - or rather they are under-represented in these fields. 
Delamont( 1983) in her article "The Conservative School" considered how important a 
pupil's own prejudices can be for academic achievement. Similarly Grafton et al(l987) 
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looked at how pupils made decisions concerning the choice of subjects they studied at 
school. They indicated that gender played a considerable part in this decision- making 
process and that girls were frequently channelled into 'taking' certain subjects which 
possibly stemmed from society's idea that boys were educated for work and girls for 
domestic life, motherhood and part-time work. 
Both Whyte(1985) and Kelly(l987) looked at some of the reasons for girls' 
underachievement in science and why they frequently possessed negative attitudes 
towards the subject. The idea of differences in behaviour and self-perceptions was in the 
forefront of their thinking. Since these pieces of research were completed the situation 
has somewhat changed - the issue is no longer one of girls actually underachieving in 
science and related subjects it is more a problem of them opting not to study them when 
they choose academic areas for further study. This point was highlighted earlier when 
considering the proportion of boys and girls choosing these subjects to study at A-level. 
Griffin( 1985), Stan ley( 1989) and Sharpe( 1994) researched how girls view the world and 
their prospects. Griffin(1985) considers the attitudes, views and opinions of a group of 
girls who were in the final year of the secondary phase of their education. This research 
followed the girls from school into their first experiences of the world of work. 
Considerable emphasis was placed on how their family life affected their job prospects in 
the 1980's. Some of the girls, particularly the working-class ones, frequently had to take 
on considerable domestic responsibilities, including looking after younger siblings. In 
some instances this necessitated absences from school to care for sick, or pre-school, 
brothers and sisters with the obvious effect on their academic progress. Others curtailed 
their education, rather than going on to pursue further qualifications, in order to take up 
employment to ensure more financial income in their households. This work carried out 
by Griffin( 1985) is particularly pertinent in terms of the mothers who participated in this 
research. They underwent the secondary phase of their education during the 1970's to the 
mid-1980's. In a similar vein Sharpe(l994) studied issues concerning girls during the 
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secondary stage of their education. Her initial research was carried out in 1972 and then 
she returned to the same schools twenty years later to see if there were any marked 
changes in the girls' attitudes and perceptions. She contended that since her first piece of 
research girls themselves had changed and were more aware of gender issues and rights 
and focused more on their own needs. However she suggested that, despite these factors, 
there were no indications that there was a very marked expansion in job expectations and 
rather gloomily concluded that girls in the nineties were just as likely to face the same 
hindrances and prejudices as their predecessors. 
In contrast to Sharpe(l994), a more positive view concerning girls and their schooling is 
expressed by Arnot et al(1999). They emphasise how, in terms of educational 
achievement in school, there has been a decline in the relative advantage of boys over 
girls and the gender gap is now in favour of girls. The girls' achievements in literacy and 
communication skills put them in a strong position in the new technological and cultural 
industries. In contrast the place of schooling in boys' lives has been transformed 
particularly in terms of the loss of the traditional transitions from school to work and by 
the replacement of traditional skill-based apprenticeships. Boys have had to adapt their 
personal and occupational choices and this has proved more difficult for them to do than 
girls. Arnot et al(1999) emphasise that with the wider social changes and technological 
developments the traditional role of the woman in a patriarchal family has altered. The 
freeing of women from the cult of femininity, domesticity and the traditional family allied 
to increases in women's employment has resulted in a shift in girls' aspirations. Many see 
school as a potential for offering them the chance of more freedom and new opportunities 
to enter paid employment. In particular many working-class girls express the desire for 
upward social mobility. 
With the most recent reforms in education Arnot et al(1999) point out that pupils are 
required to engage in the improvement of their academic performance and that 
educational success is predominantly measured by the number of qualifications achieved 
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at the age of sixteen. This shift in educational values has been successfully exploited by 
girls. Despite the girls' relative success in terms of educational achievement Arnot et 
al(1999) highlight that they feel that this success hides the continuing significance of 
class inequalities in society. In their view class and racial differences in educational 
opportunities are condoned not reduced. 
Burwood(1992) explored whether or not the National Curriculum would help to reduce 
working-class underachievement. He indicated that in the past working-class pupils had 
experienced difficulties where there was a very subject-based curriculum. The conclusion 
he drew was that if the National Curriculum were to succeed in terms of working-class 
children the approach the individual teachers adopted would be of paramount importance. 
They needed to present the curriculum in relevant forms to the pupils and try to reduce 
the gap between the classroom experience and the everyday experience of the children. 
These pieces of research referred to secondary school pupils and indicated issues that 
affected the education of the girls' mothers. These were factors that particularly caused 
them concern and played a role in formulating the views they expressed concerning their 
own daughters' education. Indeed, some of these concerns may well prove to be of 
significance for the girls themselves in the future. 
b)Primary School Issues. 
However, I now wish to turn my attention to issues that may affect girls during the 
primary stages of their education because it is from early perceptions formulated both at 
home and school that future decisions and ideas are derived and they provide the building 
blocks for the future. The literature and the points raised in this section are specifically 
applicable to the girls' own experiences at school. 
Before a child starts hislher formal education at school he/she has an awareness of 
cultural norms in relation to gender and has quite a definite concept of self in terms of 
gender identity(L1oyd and Duveen 1992). This self-concept has developed in the home 
environment and school will continue to exert a major influence on further development. 
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Davies( 1989) researched four and five year olds at nursery school and the way in which 
they constructed their gender identity using their play, conversations and interpretations 
of feminist stories. Similarly L10yd and Duveen( 1992) focused on pupils during the first 
year of schooling and looked at how children came to negotiate a social gender identity. 
They focused on the nature of groups during play activities and also on the types of 
activity in which boys and girls were likely to participate. They concluded that the 
children's practical activity was greatly influenced by their social gender identity. 
Emphasis was also placed on the part played by societal norms and the social world of the 
child (home and school) in contributing to a child's self-perception. A final conclusion 
reached by L10yd and Duveen( 1992) was that social gender divisions and social gender 
identities reflect the influence of existing social orders. 
It is possible that the primary school plays a significant role in gender construction and 
socialisation. There are still activities within school, both academic and social, that are 
linked to gender. Boys and girls exhibit differential rates of achievement and skills, 
frequently choosing different play activities and usually opting for single sex play groups. 
Differential treatment reinforces different behaviours. Further to this the actual informal 
peer culture of pupils reinforces what is seen as being appropriate behaviour for boys and 
girls. These issues involving school culture and its effects on the construction of gender 
identity were investigated by Delamont() 990) and Measor and S ikes( 1992). 
Francis(l998) considers how primary school children construct gender and the 
implications this may have for them in terms of attitudes and behaviours within the 
classroom. She indicates that the children construct gender as oppositional - girls are 
expected to be sensible and selfless whereas boys are expected to be silly and selfish. 
Visual signs and behaviour which signify gender identity are used by the children to 
achieve a gender position. Generally the children construct power as male and assertion 
and confrontation conflict with the dominant construction of femininity. This means that 
in mixed sex interaction the boys' construction of masculinity becomes a source of power 
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whereas the girls' oppositional constructions become a source of potential powerlessness. 
In many instances the girls may feel that the boys' use of power is intimidatory but they 
tend to 'suffer in silence' and accept this as normal male behaviour and choose to ignore 
it. In conclusion Francis(1998) indicates that gender constructions potentially empower 
boys and disempower girls. 
When investigating how and why the girls see themselves as they do at school it is 
important to consider their views of the curriculum they are taught. The teaching of the 
curriculum is one of the major roles of the school and the academic outcome may well 
have some considerable bearing on the girls' future lives and achievements. 
In considering the curriculum it is important to focus on the areas that the girls find most 
and least enjoyable. This may well then indicate where individual interests lie and thus 
show where the girls channel their energies and place most of their attention. Very much 
linked to this is the value the girls place on the different curriculum areas - what in their 
eyes are important subject areas and why. What do they view as being of lesser 
significance? How they rationalise their views and the relevance they attribute to different 
aspects of their learning within the school may well affect their attitude and approach to 
given tasks. This in turn could affect decisions they make in their later academic and 
adult lives. 
Despite all children now, in theory, experiencing the same form of primary curriculum 
many of the same problems remain it terms of attitude towards different subject areas. 
This issue was explored by Davies and Brember(2001). They considered primary school 
children's attitude development. They concluded that differences in gender preferences, 
in terms of curriculum subjects, were still maintained - notably they gradually became 
more marked towards the end of the primary phase of education. A worrying point that 
they highlighted was that in the junior years girls were starting to become more negative 
about the curriculum they were being taught. 
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Issues surrounding the effectiveness of the National Curriculum have been explored by 
GaJton(2000). He expressed particularly negative views concerning its advantages. He 
considered that many of the same problems exist as prior to the introduction of the 
National Curriculum. One of the major difficulties children face is the transition between 
primary and secondary school. He indicated that there was stiI1 a lack of continuity 
between the two stages of education. These were also concerns voiced by both the girls 
and the mothers who participated in this research. 
An integral part of the National Curriculum is assessment and this has affected the actual 
nature of the curriculum and the teaching methods adopted. James(2000) and 
McDonald(200 I) focus on this aspect of education. They both indicate that the 'tests' are 
a major source of concern for many pupils and this can be detrimental to their progress. 
James(2000) highlights how the approaches towards teaching in the primary school have 
changed. There is a pressure to 'fit in' work and the focus is on performance. She 
indicates that there is less emphasis on pastoral care and this can also be linked to an 
increase in child anxieties. 
Possibly one of the most important aspects for an individual is whether or not they see 
themselves positively or negatively. This could affect their approach and attitude to all 
aspects of their schooling. It is important to bear in mind how the girls view their own 
abilities as this may indicate how positively the girls see their achievements and skills. 
Licht and Dweck( 1987) considered the idea of self-image and achievement-related 
beliefs concerning classroom work. The researchers indicated that girls frequently 
underestimated their chances of success and that there were definite differences in the 
type of task boys and girls sought within the classroom. 
During the early years at primary school children view certain activities and occupations 
as being linked to gender - some tasks are deemed more appropriate for men and others 
more appropriate for women. However, by the time they are coming to the end of their 
primary school careers, they are aware of issues concerning stereotyping and 
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discrimination(Short and Carrington 1989). Despite this awareness they do still voice 
ideas concerning certain professions and types of employment as being more suitable for 
men or women. In a small scale study Henshaw et al(1992) indicated that children clearly 
differentiate activities and occupations they see as appropriate for males and females. 
Steedman(1982) looks at primary school girls' perceptions of what they think adult life 
will be like for them. The data stems from a story written by a small group of working-
class girls. They wrote about the type of house they may have and the work they may do. 
Their views are very much coloured by how they see their own parents and family living. 
By looking at these different facets of school life it may be possible to build up a picture 
of how the girls feel they experience school life and what influences them concerning the 
perceptions they have involving their own education. 
The Home Context with Specific Reference to the Role of the Mother. 
Having considered some of the issues that could possibly affect the girls within the 
school context attention is now turned to the home context. This section specifically looks 
at the relationship between the home and the school. The focus is on the mothers' roles 
and the significance of their relationship with their daughters' schools and how this may 
play a part in the girls' education. 
The mothers' own perceptions of education in general and, more specifically, of their 
daughters' individual schools may affect their attitudes and the views they may express. 
External factors such as issues highlighted in the media may well play a role in helping to 
shape the mothers' views concerning education or, at least, focus their attention on 
aspects of the education system. High profile coverage of events such as the breakdown 
of discipline at the Ridings School, the rejection of A-level student Laura Spence by 
Oxford University despite gaining top grade passes and the derogatory comments passed 
by politicians concerning comprehensive schools could not fail to provoke comment or 
thoughts. 
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The publishing of 'league tables of achievement' for primary schools may no doubt 
further colour parental opinions concerning individual schools. At present 'official' 
sources of information open to personal interpretation include items such as OFSTED 
school inspection reports, governors' annual report to parents, parents' evenings, 
individual school reports and events such as school concerts and functions organised by 
PTA groups. All of these are likely to help to create or 'colour' a mother's perceptions of 
her daughter's school. Information can also be gained from more informal sources 
ie.conversations with other parents, their own daughters and other children attending the 
school. These all help in the creation of impressions or an overall picture. 
The mothers' own educational experiences will affect their attitudes towards education 
and the views they express. Each mother's own personal educational history may well 
play a part in the development of her perceptions and opinions. Understanding of 
educational processes and activities will be affected by the nature and extent of the 
individual mother's own involvement within the education system. In a similar vein 
differences would be anticipated between those viewing their own educational 
experiences positively and those viewing them negatively. 
Depending on their own educational and social background the mothers may well 
perceive education differently. This may be shown by the relative importance and 
significance they attribute to different areas of the curriculum and aspects of schooling. 
Some may be given particular relevance and others discounted. 
Again linked to their own educational and social background the mothers may well have 
different expectations for their daughters in terms of their education. If a mother's own 
experience of the education system has been somewhat limited the aspirations expressed 
for her daughter may also be somewhat restricted. No doubt all of the mothers will want 
their own child to succeed but their perceptions of success could well vary. What is 
viewed as 'normal' educational achievement in one family may well be viewed in a 
different light in another family. Inevitably this will affect a child's views and 
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expectations. Family background could well be a determinant in how mothers perceive 
schooling for their daughters. 
From whatever background a child comes there will more than likely be some tensions 
and frictions between home and school cultures. These will vary from comparatively 
trivial to quite major rifts - the degree and nature of these will be linked to the child's 
family background and the ethos of the school. How these tensions are accommodated 
and dealt with is of major importance - again this will vary according to the child's social 
background. Of great significance will be the ideas from home and school that are either 
accepted or rejected by the individual girls. 
One of the main themes of this research is the mother's role in her child's education. 
Generally the school and family are seen as two separate and distinct areas of research. 
However, at the present time, parents are expected to play a more active role in their 
child's education and are seen as 'consumers' concerning the education process. Bowe, 
Gewirtz and Ball( 1994) consider the notion of parents being viewed as consumers and the 
idea of consumer power being represented as parental choice. They conclude that this is a 
politically constructed ideal to make education accountable. The idea of 'choice', an 
integral part of government policy, is seen as central to school reform. It is viewed as a 
means of parents playing a part in making schools more efficient and raising standards. 
The emphasis is on parents being 'active choosers' and taking responsibility for their 
child's educational future. Bowe, Gewirtz and Ball (1994) also express misgivings about 
how 'choice' is portrayed and feel that little attention is paid to how parents and children 
make choices and that the social context in which families live are ignored. They 
conclude that the end result of the 'choice process' is that opportunities are provided for 
some and constraints for others. This issue is explored by Gewirtz, Ball and Bowe( 1995) 
who indicate that 'choice' is a new factor in maintaining and reinforcing social-class 
divisions and inequalities. They perceive the 'choice factor' as being directly and 
powerfully related to social-class differences. Success in the 'market system' of education 
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is not mainly connected to family motivation but to parental skills, social and material 
advantages. Middle-class parents are more likely to become involved in the market and 
are best skiJIed to exploit it to their child's advantage. Gewirtz, Ball and Bowe(1995) 
conclude that schools are becoming more oriented towards meeting what are seen as the 
demands of middle-class parents and that there is a growing inequality of access to the 
quality of provision necessary for all children to succeed within the education system. 
The issue of differences in the ways families from different social backgrounds approach 
the process of 'choice' in terms of schooling is explored by Ball, Bowe and 
Gewirtz(1995). They indicate that where working-class parents are concerned the child's 
wishes are more often decisive and family organisation can be a constraint. In contrast 
where middle-class parents are involved the organisation of the family provides less of a 
constraint and the child's input in the choice process is likely to be more limited. 
Generally speaking parents from different social backgrounds are oriented culturally and 
materially differently towards the education market and expect different things from it. 
The working-class families tend to focus on the practical and immediate whereas the 
middle-class families focus on the ideal and advantageous. All in all the middle-class 
parents take full advantage of 'the market' to sustain their class advantages. BaIl, Bowe 
and Gewirtz( 1995) conclude that members of different social classes use the 'choice' 
process to maintain or improve their position in the structure of class relations. 
On the whole, where young children are concerned, the mothers are expected to take 
responsibility and the emphasis is on the mother's role in assisting their child's 
educational, social and moral progress. David(1993) considered the increased emphasis 
on the role of the mother and looked at the historical background concerning changes in 
home/school relations. She concluded that public policy, to a great extent, determines the 
relations between home and school and that the boundaries between the two have 
changed - having pronounced implications for the mothers' role in terms of their 
expected contribution towards their child's education. 
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Ribbens(l993) developed this theme further and looked at the mothers' perspective -
how they saw the boundary between home and school and how they dealt with any 
tensions that arose. She considered the differences in the mothers' views concerning 
home and school experiences - whether or not there should be continuity or a definite 
boundary. Emphasis was placed on the implications for mothers where the boundaries 
were flexible or actually crossed over. 
Home-school relationships were explored in detail by Vincent(l996) who concluded that 
parental participation in school life was mainly limited to individual parents rather than 
the majority of the parent body. Further to this the involvement was generally restricted to 
carrying out specific curricular, or extra-curricular, tasks which have been designated by 
teachers. In other words rather than a relationship of 'equals' the teacher plays the 
dominant role - particularly in the case of working-class parents. 
The idea of social class affecting the parents' relationship with their child's school is 
investigated by Lareau(1989). She concluded that there were marked differences that had 
very noticeable effects on the nature of the pupils' school experiences. Where working-
class families were concerned there was definite separation between family life and the 
activities carried out in educational institutions. On the other hand the two were very 
much interconnected in middle-class homes. Also middle-class parents intervened more 
frequently in their child's schooling and tried to influence classroom performance by 
. individualising their own child's school experiences. 
Walkerdine and Lucey( 1989) explored the idea that society constructs the image of the 
'good' and 'sensitive' mother who is vital in the production of a 'normal' family. They 
concluded that this ideal is a historically constructed phenomenon which can be viewed 
as oppressive to mothers as they strive to attain it. The overall effect is that women from 
working-class backgrounds and middle-class backgrounds undergo different forms of 
social regulation. The writers considered the varying approaches mothers from different 
social backgrounds had when confronted with learning situations within the home and the 
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possible implications this may have in tenns of their daughters' attitudes and 
achievements at school. 
A very personal insight into a mother and daughter relationship was presented by 
Carolyn Steedman(1986) in which she analysed her relationship with her own mother and 
looked at, and tried to explain, the pattern of her own life. She looked at how her own 
mother's past and ambitions affected how she approached the upbringing of her own 
daughters. Comparisons were made between the writer's own life and that of her 
mother's. Again the idea of presenting the public image of a 'good' mother frequently 
surfaces. Vivid autobiographical images are portrayed of the writer's own schooldays and 
the role her mother played in her education. 
In tenns of the particular piece of research I am carrying out the data used is gained from 
the educational life histories of mothers and daughters. It is hoped that by looking at these 
it will be possible to ascertain how, if at all, the girls' mothers have influenced them in 
tenns of their outlooks and attitudes towards their schooling. 
The Theoretical Context. 
In the previous two sections attention was focused on the two main contexts which play a 
role in affecting the girls' education. The emphasis was on the interrelationship between 
them. This section builds up a suitable theoretical framework to link these two contexts 
and support the research. Initially the focus is on the individuals and how they make 
sense of their lives. Attention then moves outwards to place the individual in a wider 
societal context. 
The different life experiences and educational experiences individuals have are a result 
of the interplay between many variable factors such as their race, their social class, their 
gender, their religion and their culture. Variables such as these play an integral part in the 
development of a person's self-perceptions and each exerts a unique and vital influence. 
If a balanced account is to be achieved these facets should not be ignored. This issue is 
considered by Gewirtz( 1991) who supports the importance of adopting an integrated 
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approach in terms of academic research. She raises the idea that academics can 
sometimes impose false boundaries between areas such as race, class or gender when 
pursuing their research interests. 
The importance of the interaction with others in constructing an identity is examined by 
Reay( 1991). She indicates that gender identities and perceptions are not uniform and 
consistent across different racial and class groupings. Value is placed on how individuals 
construct their own identities and self-images by using different interactions they may 
have with other individuals or social groups. 
The idea is considered in detail by Nias(1989) when she explores how teachers maintain 
a sense of self in their professional lives. She emphasises how everyone has different life 
experiences and therefore see the world and how they fit into it in different ways. Their 
own attitudes and actions are founded in their individual ways of perceiving the world. 
Each person orders and makes sense of the world around him/herself by perceiving 
events, other people and various behaviours and then internally classifYing and organising 
them. This classification process is flexible and can be modified by experience and 
activity. In this way the girls at school make sense of their own position as individual 
girls attending a school undergoing the process of education. Nias(1989) points out that 
an individual's awareness of how others see him/her is vital in how that person actually 
sees him/herself. She supports the view that the concept of 'self' has two distinct parts -
the situational self which can be equated with the 'object' and the substantial self which 
can be equated with the 'subject'. The situational self is socially constructed and varies 
with context. It is linked with the individual as a social animal and is derived from 
interaction with others and the influences of others and groups who are significant in 
some way to the individual. Nias(1989) indicates that the substantial self does not depend 
on social conditioning in the same way as the situational self. It is equated with beliefs, 
values and attitudes that are internalised within the individual - ie. the essential self or 
how the individual actually perceives him/herself. This is the self that acts according to 
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feelings and emotions - the independent self capable of acting without reference to 
others. 
This idea of a sense of self is very important and links very much with the idea of girls' 
perceptions of their life at primary school. How they see themselves at school- their self-
image is very significant. The importance of this is emphasised by Cook( 1984) who feels 
that understanding the girls' self-image may go some way to explaining why girls behave 
in certain ways and develop specific attitudes towards different facets of their schooling. 
It is the underlying reasons the girls have for their attitudes and behaviour that are of 
particular significance. 
There is also a need to consider the image the girls portray to others as this will give a 
fuller picture and perhaps a greater understanding of the girls themselves. In this context 
the image portrayed to someone else of significance ie. their mothers, assumes 
importance. How individuals present themselves to others, or wish to be seen by others, is 
considered by Goffman(l959) - the conclusion being drawn that the image portrayed is 
very much dependent on the nature of the social relations and the actual context where the 
social interaction is taking place. In this instance the mothers' images of their daughters 
may well have considerable restrictions concerning the school context. However, many of 
the impressions they have may well be obtained directly from their daughters and 
therefore they are significant as they are perhaps what the girls want their mothers to 
know ie. the perceived image they find acceptable for their mothers to possess. 
Brown and Gilligan(1992) explore women's psychological development in what they 
describe as patriarchal societies dominated by male-voiced cultures. They conclude that 
this process has the potential to be inherently traumatic. As young girls approach 
adolescence there are social pressures on them to conform to the underlying culture of 
what are perceived by society to be the dominant traits of the 'ideal woman'. This is 
epitomised by the change from feeling able to speak freely and indulge in open conflict to 
developing more covert ways of responding to situations and relationships with others. 
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Brown and Gilligan( 1992) describe this as a "loss of voice" as the girls begin to suppress 
their views and feelings and avoid conflict situations. Strong voices and open 
disagreement are not traits that are actively encouraged where girls are concerned. 
Indeed, the girls may be urged to be quiet and behave like good little girls by the adult 
women around them who are, in fact, their role models. This situation may well be 
mirrored in the classroom where certain behaviours are either encouraged or discouraged. 
Brown and Gilligan(1992) conclude that in many ways girls and young women are given 
the message that their experiences and knowledge are not heard or even welcomed in 
some classrooms. They are expected to be quiet and acquiescent and need to avoid 
conflict. 
Davies and Banks( J 992) have looked at the ways in which children make sense of their 
own lived experiences. They consider how the children interpret their own lives and the 
interpretation they make of others' lives. They conclude that the children's interpretations 
show a correlation between accepting the dominant discourses about gender that are 
available to them and accepting adult/parent authority as correct and well-meaning. The 
children's interpretations of their experiences indicate a consistency and continuity and 
this in turn gives them a sense of control over their lives. 
In a similar manner Wexler(J992) studies how high school pupils from different socio-
economic backgrounds use social relations to give meaning to their lives. He is 
particularly concerned with the interrelationship between the school and the wider 
society. He indicates that the pupils use their relationships and social contacts with their 
peers to define themselves as members of what almost appear to be subcultures within the 
overall school culture. These 'subcultures' have certain characteristics that distinguish the 
various individual members from other pupils who are not incorporated within that social 
group. These characteristics may include a certain style of dressing, specific behavioural 
traits, participation in certain activities or the promotion of specific attitudes. Using these 
the pupils define the approach they adopt towards their life and achievements in school. 
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Very much linked to this is the nature of the family socio-economic backgrounds of the 
individual pupils. Wexlcr(1992) shows that pupils from poorer, more deprived socio-
economic backgrounds are more likely to develop 'anti-school cultures' and find it more 
difficult to relate to and 'fit in' with the culture espoused within the school - they are 
more geared to academic failure. In contrast pupils coming from higher status socio-
economic backgrounds are more likely to expect academic success and thus see 
themselves as high achievers - they find it easier to accommodate the behaviours and 
ideals that are expected within the school. 
In a similar vein Holly( 1985) considers the perceptions of a group of ten year old girls 
and researches their conversations. These indicate an intuitive grasp of social pressures 
that shape their lives. From the comments the girls themselves make she concludes that 
they understand the nature of sexism and how it immediately affects them, particularly 
within school, but they do not see it as an inevitable part of their lives. They see the 
possibilities for change. 
The emphasis in this research is on how individual girls interpret their lives at school and 
the image they have of themselves. A I ison Jones(l993) strongly endorses the importance 
of individuals' active roles in organising their own lives when she considers the 
differences within groups of girls as being complex and ever changing. How girls see 
themselves in the settings that directly affect them is of paramount importance. This 
includes both the home and school environment - the interplay between these two being 
of great significance where the perceptions and formation of self-images are concerned. 
The issue that is of most importance is that a girl's role and social position is not fixed 
forever and meanings change according to circumstances and situations - social or 
otherwise. Maynard( I 990) emphasises that girls and women should no longer be 
considered 'passive victims' of society. It is important that individuals are seen as active 
participants in society in their attempts to make sense of their own world and define their 
identity. 
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When considering the wider social context and how individuals define their own way of 
belonging and fitting into the social world it is virtually impossible to ignore a person's 
own social background ie. their social class. In many ways the concept of social class 
proves problematic as it is mostly defined in terms of men and is generally based on work 
outside the domestic arena. The family is the usual unit of analysis and, on the whole, 
social position is determined by the occupation of the male head of the 
household(Beechey 1985 and Harris 1985). The economic function of the man thus 
determines social position. Because of the variety of possible familial arrangements care 
has to be taken to incorporate the woman's occupation when considering class analysis. 
In terms of this particular research the present occupation, or previous occupation, of the 
women is included in the analysis. However, there is the anomaly, in terms of occupation, 
of women who do not work outside the home - how is domestic labour categorised? 
(Oakley 1990). To alleviate the previous complications, wherever possible, I have placed 
the emphasis on the educational backgrounds of the girls' mothers rather than their 
occupations. This also links with the fact that I am considering both the girls' and 
mothers' perceptions of their education and so keeps the research within an educational 
context and background. 
In terms of this particular research the social class categorisations used, when 
appropriate, incorporated the division into working-class and middle-class backgrounds. 
Whilst accepting the categorisation of families and individuals into 'social class' groups 
is problematic in that the boundaries between the different groups are difficult to define 
with certainty, there are traits that are perhaps more likely to be prevalent in one social 
group/class than another. Details concerning the family background of each of the girls 
participating in this research are outlined in Chapter Four and details of the mothers' 
educational and work careers are indicated in the charts in the Appendix. The social class 
grouping was arrived at by using a composite of parents' occupations, parents' 
educational backgrounds and the nature of the housing the various families at the focus of 
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the research occupied. The occupations of both the mothers and the fathers were 
considered in the light of the Registrar General's classification - this ranged from the 
professions through to unskilled work. Housing status considered whether or not the 
families owned or rented their homes. In tenns of educational backgrounds the emphasis 
was placed on the mothers' educational careers - considering the actual duration of their 
educational careers and what, if any, academic or professional qualifications were 
obtained. 
In tenns of the families who participated in this research certain characteristics seemed to 
occur in combination with each other - some parents participated in unskilled work, 
possessed few or no academic or professional qualifications and lived in rented 
accommodation. In contrast other parents pursued a 'profession', possessed academic or 
professional qualifications and owned their own house. These categories were not totally 
exclusive to a specific social group and where there was an 'anomaly' in tenns of an 
individual or a certain family this is indicated in the text of the research account. 
In the 1970's Bernstein researched the links between schools and education and the 
context of society as a whole(Bernstein 1972, 1974). He considered this in tenns of social 
inequality and the impact it had on educational outcomes. His standpoint was that 
children took to school conceptual patterns that they had acquired through socialisation in 
their families. These were perceived to be linked to the class system and pupils from 
lower socio-economic classes were found to have more limited vocabularies and poorer 
analytical abilities than children in higher socio-economic groupings. This earlier work of 
Bernstein failed to account for the differing social experiences of both boys and girls. 
Ilowever, in later work by Bernstein( 1982) there are some references to gender as being 
significant. 
Althusser( 1971), in a Marxist interpretation, related education and schooling to the needs 
of production and perceived the school as an agency through which the ruling ideology 
was transmitted - the aim being to produce appropriate behaviour for waged labour and 
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teach skills that were required for future occupation. The focus of the schools' ideology 
was very much class linked and in a similar way the family was seen as a source of the 
reproduction of labour power. The inadequacy of Althusser's theory revolved around the 
issue that the emphasis was on the successful socialisation of pupils into the existing 
social order and that it assumed that education was successful in achieving this. He did 
not indicate that there was some scope for change - particularly individual changes. 
Further to this he ignored the ways schools transmit masculine and feminine identities 
and did not recognise the reproduction of sexist practices across the social classes. 
In a similar vein to Althusser, Bowles and Gintis( 1976) indicated that schools reflect the 
dominant economic structure in society and there is a concentration on differential 
socialisation by the school system in producing the dominant and the dominated classes. 
Schools teach the children of the wealthy to be managerial and autonomous but on the 
other hand children from lower social classes are taught to be subservient and obedient 
workers. The idea of cultural and economic reproduction indicates that everyone knows 
their place in the hierarchy of production. It is argued that schools give differential 
messages to pupils from different social classes. A criticism of Bowles and Gintis' work 
is that they do not account for gender differentiation within social classes. Also, in a 
similar manner to Althusser, they do not include the social organisation of the family and 
the ways this organisation affects the girls within the family, the school and waged 
labour. 
The theories discussed so far, despite their shortcomings, do provide important insights 
about the macro-level functioning of schooling. They also indicate that the determinants 
of school failure are not necessarily located within the motivations and abilities of 
individuals but in the process and objectives of the institutions within society. The view 
that the State is intimately linked to educational processes and objectives is also made 
clear in that it is a key institution in generating, regulating and maintaining social 
relations. 
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McDonald( 1980) looked at the ways schooling contributed to maintaining the sexual 
division of labour within the production process and the home. She explored gender and 
class issues and linked these with the social division of labour. Her emphasis was placed 
on the part school plays in transmitting and modifying definitions of gender. A link was 
shown between the patriarchal relations in the family with the social relations of the work 
place. This was particularly the case where working-class women were concerned. Within 
the family situation the woman was more than likely destined to play a subordinate role in 
that she was expected to run the home and care for the family but was dependent on the 
'male head of household' to be the 'breadwinner' and support her and the family. This 
subordinate role was mirrored in the work place in that the working-class women 
frequently saw that their main role was in the home and took on unskilled, low paid work 
outside the domestic arena. Waged labour was not given a priority and was often viewed 
as being perhaps of a temporary nature because if family circumstances decreed they 
would leave to indulge in unpaid domestic labour within the home. 
Arnot( 1983) looked at the issue of co-education and single sex schools and in particular 
investigated the idea that schools reproduce class relations and specific concepts of 
masculinity and femininity. One of her main concerns was to try and uncover the hidden 
forms of reproduction of gender relations that take place within the education system. 
Weiner( 1986) suggested that gender inequalities in education are not just the lack of 
skills and resources needed for educational success but are mainly linked to conflicting 
economic interests in society. In a similar manner David(1980) considered the link 
between the State, education and the family. School is seen as the institution that links 
with the family in the maintenance of domestic and social relations. The State is seen as 
giving responsibility to the parents, in particular the mother, for the conditions of a 
child's education and health. 
In terms of this research the work of Pierre Bourdieu, the French sociologist. is of 
particular significance. He explores the concept of social class but sees it as a much wider 
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issue than just the categorisation of individuals by occupation and links the concept to 
culture as a whole. Bourdieu(l977,1984) sees social class as providing each individual 
with resources that can be utilised in order to gain advantage in social institutions. The 
social class of an individual, to a large extent, is the determinant of the cultural resources 
that are available to him/her. These resources are referred to as 'cultural capital' and 
include the likes of language, cultural experiences, knowledge of the Arts and music. To a 
considerable degree family life plays a major role in providing aspects of 'cultural 
capital'. This in turn may be used by individuals to improve their social standing which is 
linked to educational and social outcomes. 
Families from different social backgrounds and having different educational experiences 
are likely to have differing attitudes towards education and schooling. This is likely to be 
reflected in the support they are able to offer their children in terms of their education. 
The support offered is highly likely to reflect the 'cultural capital' of the different family 
social circumstances - the middle-class families usually offering a more extensive range 
of support than the working-class families. 
Bourdieu( 1977) and Bourdieu and Passeron(1977) consider 'cultural capital' in terms of 
schooling and conclude that schools emphasise certain social and cultural resources more 
than others. These often involve specific forms of language, certain modes of authority 
and discipline, certain types of curricula and the approaches towards the teaching of them. 
The social arrangements and forms of these are likely to be familiar to pupils from the 
middle and upper social classes and therefore they are advantaged compared to pupils 
from lower social groupings. This highlights that the different cultural experiences of 
children affect how they adjust to life in school and in turn may well influence academic 
achievement. 
Bourdieu( 1993) indicates that individuals possess other forms of capital as well as 
'cultural capital'. These too may be used to gain advantage or disadvantage within society 
as a whole. The most obvious of these is 'economic capital' which alludes to an 
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individual's wealth in terms of actual financial assets. This IS gained by a person's 
interaction with the economy. 
It is highly likely that the financial assets of middle-class families are greater than those 
of working-class families. Some working-class families may well struggle financially and 
therefore their ability to fund certain activities is severely limited - their priorities lie 
elsewhere. In terms of education middle-class families are more likely to be able to pay 
for cultural outings, holidays abroad, 'extra' lessons, extra-curricular activities, the 
acquisition of books and computers. It is a case of them converting 'economic capital' 
into 'cultural capital' where their child's education is concerned - to gain educational 
advantage for their children. 
Another form of capital is described as 'symbolic capital' which is very much focused 
around the individual and their own prestige and qualities linked to their personality. 
These may include personal authority and status, charismatic properties and the 
dynamism projected by the specific individual. The final form of capital that 
Bourdieu(l993) identifies is referred to as 'social capital'. This emanates from the 
working social processes between the family, or individual person, and the wider society. 
Bourdicu( 1993) vicws society as being made up of a variety of social networks in which 
people are ablc to participate. The degree to which they participate and the social 
networks in which they are involved, to a greater or lesser extent, determine their 'social 
capital'. 
To a great extent the social networks within which families are involved will be 
detcnnincd by their social background. They are more likely to socialise with people 
from similar backgrounds with similar cultural interests and tastes. There is a high 
probability that middle-class families may move in social circles involving people from 
professional backgrounds who have themselves received a reasonably high standard of 
education. This is perhaps in contrast to many working-class families and the social 
circles in which thcy are involved. One of the results of this will be that middle-class 
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families reinforce their status in terms of 'cultural capital' by their standing in terms of 
'social capital' - they are therefore advantaged both culturally and socially. In this way 
the middle-class children enter school with certain cultural and social advantages and are 
also advantaged in terms of the education process. 
Each person may well possess differing proportions of these various types of capital. An 
individual may rate highly in terms of one source of capital but be rated much lower 
where another source is concerned. In differing circumstances or social groups the 
various forms of 'capital' may be regarded as being more, or less, significant. Within 
some social groups 'economic capital' may be considered to be most important whereas 
in different social circles 'cultural capital' would carry the most significance. 
Bourdieu(l990a, I 990b ) indicates that certain essential aspects of culture are, in his 
view, embodied. They are incorporated and internalised within the actual individual. This 
he defines as the 'habitus' which gives rise to a person's tendencies to think, feel and 
behave in particular ways. Really it is how each individual would normally relate to the 
world around him/herself. The concept of 'habitus' allows for individuality and 
difference between individuals who are members of the same cultural group. However 
when individuals are members of a particular cultural group there are certain behaviours 
that are expected of them - ie. there is a degree of conformity and uniformity within the 
group. People behave in ways that are expected of them in the cultural milieu to which 
they belong. Even though the concept of 'habitus' imbues an individualism to social 
behaviours the 'habitus' of individual people in the same group exhibits a degree of 
congruence. Ilowever, it is unclear how much comparative significance Bourdieu places 
on the individual compared to the group persona. 
Bourdieu(1990a,)990b) endows the idea of 'habitus' with a dynamic and flexible quality 
by incorporating the concept of 'field'. This is the context in which the social practices 
and interactions take place. An individual's behaviours may vary and significantly change 
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according to the context ie. the manifestations of the 'habitus' are therefore, to a notable 
extent, depcndent on the 'field' in which it is interacting. 
Lareau( 1989) explores the influence of social class on the way parents become involved 
in their child's schooling and also how the family background may affect the child's life 
chances. In relation to this she focuses on the work of Dourdieu - specifically his concept 
of 'cultural capital'. She indicates that there are definite differences in how working-class 
and middle-class parents relate to their child's school and education in general. She 
characterises the working-class relationship as being 'separated' ie. home and school are 
two distinct and separate spheres and the middle-class relationship as being 
'interconnected' ie' the home and school spheres overlap and are very much connected. 
On the \\ hole she emphasises that all of the parents in her study, irrespective of social 
background, place value on education and educational success. The difference between 
the working-class families and the middle-class families lies in their differing skills and 
resources for improving their child's performance in terms of their schooling. 
Lareau( 1989) equates this with Dourdieu's concept of 'cultural capital' in that social class 
endows families with social resources that they are able to utilise to gain advantages for 
their children at school. She emphasises that even though people may have similar 
cultural resources thcy may not make the same gains with them. Somebody possessing 
high status cultural resources does not automatically make the best use ofthem to acquire 
advantage. These resources, in Lareau's view, have to be 'activated' effectively. 
Reay( 1998) also investigates parental involvement in their children's schooling 
specifically the mother's involvement. She considers how the mother's own life and 
educational experiences have influenced their participation. The significance of social 
class is emphasised as a key aspect in upholding educational differences and reproducing 
social inequality. Ilomc-school relationships, particularly involving the mothers, are 
highlighted as being a major factor in social class reproduction. 
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In a similar vein to Lareau( 1989), Reay( 1998) concludes that working-class parents are 
just as involved in their child's education as their middle-class counterparts but their 
practices are less effective and they appear to have less power to directly influence their 
child"s schooling. She emphasises that the contexts and resources are different and that 
the schools themselves have varying expectations of the involvement of parents. Using 
Bourdieu's concepts of 'cultural capital' and 'habitus' Reay( 1998) highlights the point 
that it is not the women's activities that make the difference to the child's schooling but 
the actual context and availability of resources. She also focuses on the class character of 
the catchment areas in which individual schools are situated as being particularly 
significant. The nature of the separate schools and their influence is designated as 
'institutional habitus'. Using Bourdieu's concepts in this manner Reay(1998) is able to 
explore the influence the mothers have in terms of their children's schooling with respect 
to both their own social actions and the effect of the social groups and institutions to 
which they are connected. These are all placed within the appropriate context thus 
alkm ing for individual differences within social groupings to be accounted for. 
In this particular research the theoretical perspectives offered by Bourdieu's concepts of 
the various fonns of 'capital' including 'cultural capital', and the concepts of 'habitus' 
and 'field' provide a flexible framework. It allows for both individual and social group 
responses and actions to be accounted for and included in the analysis. The idea of social 
class being rigidly lin"ed to male occupations is removed and the whole concept becomes 
more fluid and allows for individual differences to be taken into account. Whilst 
Bourdieu does not explicitly highlight the position of women within his theories the 
perspective posited enables them to be included and it is possible for the female role(s) to 
be incorporated \\ ithin the perspective. Further to this the whole idea of social class 
bcha\ iours being reproduced becomes less rigid and the role of the individual gains a 
higher profile - particularly bearing in mind the individual 'habitus' rather than the group 
or instituti~)(\al 'habitus'. However, that does not mean that these are ignored in terms of 
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the eITect they bring to bear on each person. Another notable aspect is that the 
significance of the context in which the social actions of individuals and groups take 
place is highlighted. The whole perspective is dynamic - incorporating the individual 
acting \\ ithin society or social groups, the role of social institutions and how they 'act on' 
the individual and, finally, the variability of the context in which social actions are played 
out and how it aITects the outcomes. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
The Research Process and Data Gathering. 
Introduction. 
This chapter is concerned with looking at the rationale behind the research method used 
and then outlining the process of gathering the data. The first section focuses on the 
actual research rationale. Attention is then turned to the different stages in the data 
gathering process. The nature of the research sample is outlined and then issues 
concerning gaining access are discussed. This is followed by a detailed consideration of 
factors affecting the actual interviews that were carried out. 
Research Rlltionale. 
My principal interests concern how girls perceive themselves within the context of their 
primary scho{11 and some of the major influences that affect their views. These influences 
emanate from their peers. their family, their school and soeiety at large. How these 
interact together is a complex process. There is no one definitive of the truth but each 
individual constructs his or her own version - accepting some ideas and rejecting others. 
Each interpretation of an event or situation belongs to the individual and is fashioned 
using that indi\ idual's own experiences, personal history and environment. How these are 
blended h1gether and constructed depends on the part played by people in shaping their 
0\\ n li\ es - their role altering according to the setting and circumstances. 
Different roles may describe or interpret the same event or circumstance in a different 
manner - their personal perspectives being affected by their own unique position. In other 
\\ords. \\ here people arc concerned, there is no one absolute truth but a number of 
intcrprctatil)Jls of the truth depending on the individual's own standpoint. If issues are 
considered fn\l1\ differing viewpoints a clearer overall picture may emerge. It was with 
this in mind that this p'lrticular piece of research was carried out. 
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The different perspectives of school girls, their mothers and the girls' class teachers were 
elicited and considered. To facilitate this I carried out in-depth semi-structured interviews 
\\ith all of the relevant individuals. This enabled the informants to present their version of 
the reality of the situation. In the case of the girls ! was asking them personally to 
reconstruct their day to day experiences of school in terms of the curriculum. The two 
main areas that I fncused on during the interviews were the girls' views of the different 
school suhjects that they were taught and their views of their abilities relative to their 
peers. In the first instance the emphasis on the school curriculum and the girls' views and 
opinions conccrning it had its foundation in the fact that the purported main purpose of a 
school is to 'deliver the curriculum' - therefore this, to an extent, is the public 
manifestation/understanding of schooling. From this standpoint the views the girls 
expressed as individuals on the 'receiving end' ofthe school process gained credence and 
rele\ance. Also it is highly probable that how they saw the curriculum they were taught 
affected their approaches and attitudes towards various aspects of their schooling ie.how 
they related to the curriculum. This in turn may well affect the girls' educational 
outcomes and thus their careers and long term futures - therefore this particular area 
assumes specific relevance in terms of this research project. 
The second area considered, the girls' views of their abilities relative to their peers, also 
looked at how the girls related to the curriculum but took an even more personalised 
\ie\\point - how the girls saw their own individual abilities. This was very much linked 
to the girls' self-estecm and how positively or negatively they saw themselves in terms of 
their own academic perfomlance. The girls' perceptions of their own achievements and 
self-esteem \\cre significant in that they too may have a considerable bearing on the girls' 
futures in that they may well alTect the decisions they make concerning their own 
academic careers. 
The two main areas investigated tried to deal with how the girls were experiencing life in 
sch04Jl nt the present time. Although the views expressed were in the here and now they 
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were also retrospective in that the girls constructed them from experiences they had 
already had. This issue where past events are reconstructed in the light of present feelings 
and intl:rprctations is explored by Hitchcock and Hughes(1989). 
Schooling or the process of education is a multi-faceted experience. It cannot really be 
considered as just one all-embracing, isolated experience but rather an ongoing process 
that is made lip of numerolls and varied individual and interlinked experiences. An 
experience can be regarded as an event or process that affects an individual - each 
indi .. idual possibly perceiving an event or experience differently. These perceptions are 
coloured by each person's own feelings about how they, as an individual, are affected by 
an experience and by their own standing in relation to the specific experience. 
Using the idea of considering an experience or event from differing perspectives, after 
ha .. ing elicited the girls' views, I then sought the standpoint of the individual girls' 
teachers. They in turn explicated their views as to how they saw the girls in tenns of their 
schooling - ie.their interpretation of the girls as pupils. Developing the idea of using 
different perceptions of an experience still further I made use of the girls' mothers' views 
- these focused on how they saw their daughters' education unfolding and examined how 
they interpreted their own actual relationships with the individual schools their daughters 
attended. They also incorporated a consideration of the mothers' educational experiences 
and how these may have affected their views and attitudes where their daughters were 
concerned. 
Using other people's accounts to build on the initial infonnation provided by an 
indi .. idual to gain a fuller and more detailed reconstruction of that actual experience is a 
process used by Goodson( 1992) when he reconstructs the life experiences of teachers. He 
starts \\ ith their indi\idual life stories then expands on these using data from a variety of 
other sources ie.dllcul1lentary evidence, historical data and other people's accounts. 
It is by using infl1nllation gained from a variety of sources - in the case of this research 
girls, their mOlhl:rs and teachl:rs - that a more complete picture emerges. This piecing 
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together of data gained from the various people who have direct connections with the 
girls' educational lives. including themselves, provides insights into how the girls actually 
experience their schooling and some of the pressures and problems they face. 
Goodson( 1992) distinguishes between life stories and life histories - both of which are 
used in this research project - they are educational life stories and life histories ie.they are 
focusing on onc specific aspect of the individuals' lives. He describes life stories as 
personal reconstructions of experiences. Much of the data gained from the mothers and 
girls in this research could be described as educational life stories - they are allowed to 
relate their stories and perceptions concerning their own education. These are then used 
as a basis for further development. Goodson( 1992) indicates that life histories start as life 
stories and are then built on in order to become life histories. This is done by 
incorporating other data from alternative sources. In this way not only stories of lives are 
involvcd but the actual context of the lives is also investigated. This enables the 
cxploration of underlying reasons why individuals feel as they do or react in certain ways 
in givcn circumstances. Both of these aspects are fundamental to this actual piece of 
research. The indi\iduals are located in their social, political and cultural contexts which 
give them particular social roles which have implications for what they can and cannot 
do. Goodson( 19(5) emphasises the significance of contextualising lives. 
By considering the perspectives and interpretations people place on their own 
experiences this form of rcsearch provides an insight into the lives of others and 
contributes to a greater understanding of social interaction. Plummer( 1983) highlights the 
subjective nature of this research methodology and details its sources of bias as possibly 
cmanating fWIll aspects involving the informants. the researcher and the interaction. 
Despite (l(1inting out the di\crsity of sources of bias in this method of research he also 
indicates that its great strength also actually lies in its very subjectivity. It has the ability 
to n.-present the informants' own definition of their reality or situation. This view is also 
SUPP{1rted by Cohen and Manion( 1994). 
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The emphasis is placed on the individual and how he/she copes with aspects of society. 
Each person makes choices and possibly decides to alter course and may experience 
transitions within their life. When faced with a new role or fresh relations with different 
people a new self-conception may arise. It is important to consider the main opportunities 
or limitations an individual experiences - how and why they adapt their behaviour? What 
have they tried to change? What have they tried to maintain? Exploring the way in which 
people adapt or change aspects of their lives and behaviours in order to maintain an 
element of continuity within their existence is emphasised by Mandelbaum(1982) when 
discussing life history research as a process. 
In this particular research a very important issue is that the study is, for the major part, 
written from the point of view of girls and women. They are allowed to put forward their 
perceptions and interpretations of events. Reinharz( 1992) raises the importance of the 
significance of attempting to make women's and girls' experiences public and adding to 
an awareness of their lives - how as individuals and groups they create meaning. The 
issue of their private and personal world being brought into the public domain is 
discussed by lIarrison and Stina Lyon( 1993). 
The idea of using educational life histories to reflect on classroom practice is explored by 
Norquay( 1990) and Sikes and Troyna( 1991). Here individuals' own school life 
experiences are investigated and connections between these and present educational 
practices are probed. In both these instances adults reflect on childhood memories of 
school days and make sense of these in terms of their own life experiences. 
Ayers( 1990) considers the educational life histories of a group of ten year old boys. He 
focuses on the fact that the informants do not just have a single story to tell but often 
produce contradictory accounts in an effort to make sense of their school lives. This is 
very much linked to the nature of subjective experience and, indeed, because lives are 
often contradictory. This is an issue that life history research itself acknowledges. 
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One of the most important aspects of life history work is that it allows others to identify 
with the subject and perhaps gain a feeling of what it means to experience that person's 
life. In a meaningful way it illuminates connections between an individual and society as 
a \\ hole. 
Goodson( 1983 and 1995) views the actual research method as an interactive and co-
operative process directly involving the researcher who is more than just a listener but an 
active investigator of the contexts of lives. It is important that there is a rapport and 
understanding between both the researcher and the individual correspondents. 
The Researt'h Sample. 
The sile of sample used in this research did have certain constraints imposed upon it -
not least being that the research was carried out by an individual. This obviously limited 
time availability and also personal availability. The methodology used to gain data, on the 
\\ hole. involved in depth interviews with individuals which again was a time consuming 
process. Restrictions were also imposed by the participants themselves in that times for 
intervie\\ ing had to be fitted into their daily schedules - often where adults were 
concerned interviews had to take place outside the normal working day. These issues are 
raised by fkll( 1987) when discussing preliminary factors that are relevant in research 
project design. Bearing in mind these factors I decided to limit the number of interviews I 
carried out to between fifteen and twenty mothers and daughters. To an extent the number 
of people participating was also dependent on the number of mothers giving informed 
consent and being willing to be interviewed. In the end sixteen mothers and daughters 
participated fully in this research project. 
I felt that this was an adequate number to enable me to gain a wider understanding of the 
social processes and social actions involved at the focus of my research. The main aim of 
this research \\as not to use the data acquired from the sample to make generalisations to 
a wider group. Much of the data gained was of an individual nature - however that did 
not discount some commonalities which did emerge. 
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The initial aim \\as to achieve a balance in terms of the social backgrounds of the girls 
and their mothers - the emphasis being on acquiring roughly equivalent numbers from 
working-class and middle-class backgrounds and similarly comparable numbers of 
families from rural and suburban environments. A further issue was that it was desirable 
that the girls \\ ho were to be the focus of this research incorporated individuals from a 
range of academic abilities - the most able through to individuals receiving remedial help 
\\ ithin their schools. The main emphasis was on achieving an overall balance in terms of 
the indi,iduals \\ ho were participating in the research project - taking into account the 
\\ hole sample, and the size limitations imposed on this sample by the detailed and lengthy 
nature of the intef"\iew process to be adopted, this was achieved. However, an area of 
concern did arise \\ here the schools of the individual girls were involved. The three 
schools, Westficld Acre School, Whitemoor Junior School and High Wood School, 
provided girls from a range of backgrounds and abilities but the nature of the schools 
themselvcs perhaps introduced an element of bias into the research. Of the sixteen girls 
participating in the research eight of them attended High Wood School which was a very 
high attaining school, seven girls came from Whitemoor Junior School which could be 
classed as having a moderately good academic record and one girl came from Westfield 
Acre School \\ hich had a comparatively poor academic record when compared to the 
other h\o schools. This perceived imbalance was the direct result of part of the 
'negotiating access' process at Wcstfield Acre School. The headteacher, Mr. Bums, 
cmphasised that many of the pupils came from 'difficult' home-backgrounds and, in 
many instances, cxperienced learning difficulties. He therefore wished me to be 
'attached' to a class that had an experienced class teacher - in order to minimise any 
possible disruptions to the pupils' normal routine. This was a condition of my being 
allo\\ed to carry out my research within Westfield Acre School. The class he proposed 
that I 'attached' myself to was that of Mrs. Smith. the most experienced class teacher in 
the particular age range I was considering. This class was somewhat unusual within the 
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school setup in that the ratio of boys to girls was very unbalanced - there being only five 
g.irls in the actual class. This obviously directly affected the size and nature of the 
'research sample' available at Westfield Acre School. In the end, after all the phases of 
negotiating access including negotiating access to the individual mothers, only one 
mother and daughter from the school gave informed consent to participate fully in the 
research. 1I0\\ever. whilst this does appear to present an anomaly in the research sample, 
\\ hen the sample is considered as a whole a balance is obtained in terms of the girls' 
backgrounds and abilities and this was my over-riding concern. 
The first fador involved in actual interviewee selection was that the child was still 
involved in the primary phase of her education. I was specifically interested in girls who 
\\ ere either in Year 5 or Year 6 of their primary schooling. This meant that they were 
nearing the cnd of their time at primary school and so were more readily able to consider 
a \\ hole phase of their education. I felt that the older primary school girls would also have 
the ability and maturity to put over their opinions and point of view in an interview 
situation more coherently than younger pupils. Their language capabilities would be at a 
more sophisticated stage of development and they could give reasoned answers. 
/\s has been previously stated, one of the over-riding criteria in selecting mothers and 
daughters to act as interviewees was that the individuals came from a range of social 
bad.grounds and that the mothers had had a diversity of educational experiences. This 
\\as borne in mind when choosing which schools to approach in order to proceed with the 
research project. The schools selected were in very different environments - two were 
suburban schools \\ hose catchment areas mainly included families living in rented 
council properties and the third school was situated in a comparatively affiuent rural 
setting \\ itlt the majority of families living in privately owned housing. 
By the cnd of the rather complex stage of gaining informed consent from the various 
indi\iduals the final sample contained eight mothers and daughters from the suburban 
sdH'l\)ls and eight mothers and daughters from the rural school. These included families 
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from diverse social backgrounds and mothers whose educational experiences included 
those who had left school at the first opportunity and individuals who had undergone a 
university education. All of the mothers who responded positively to participating in the 
research were \\hite. The two suburban schools both had a small proportion of pupils 
from different ethnic backgrounds but none of these mothers indicated a willingness to be 
included in the research project. This, unfortunately, I acknowledge as a limitation in the 
sample of mothers and daughters I interviewed. However I did not feel that I was in a 
position. or indeed that it was ethical, to coerce people to participate. Powney and 
Watts( 1987) indicate that the best interviewees are those willing to inform and are 
sensitivc to areas of concern. 
Gaining Access. 
With this particular piece of research the access negotiations proved to be rather complex 
and fraught \\ ith difliculties. Initially access had been negotiated and gained at the school 
\\ here I was working as the deputy hcadteacher. Nearly a year into my research a new 
headteacher took up his post and decided that he did not wish me to continue with my 
research and \\ ithdrew his consent. He instructed the governing body to write to me 
fonllally stating that they too withdrew their consent. Several reasons were given for this 
including the research was of no benefit to the school or education in general, it was not 
appropriate for the deputy headteacher to question mothers about the education their 
daug.hters \\ere receiving at the school and it was unfair to interview individual pupils in 
their lunchoreaks as they needed their playtime. Obviously with these negative views it 
was possible for the head to completely block my research. This problem was faced by 
Measor and Woods(1991) \\ho simply point out that when this happens there is not a 
great deal a researcher can do. 
Fortunately shortly aftcr this I retired from teaching and decided to negotiate access in 
the three sc\H)()ls mcntioned in the description of the sample to be used for the purposes 
of this research. In many \\ays this initial difficulty gave me more freedom to choose 
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mothers and daughters from a wider range of backgrounds and environments than would 
have originally been possible. Also as I was no longer restricted to interviewing pupils in 
the lunchbreak I had more flexibility of time. This was particularly significant when I 
came to inter\iew the mothers of the girls - I was able to meet them during the day if they 
,\ ished and at a \enue of their choice. Obviously this had not been possible when I was 
teaching full-time. 
The first stage in gaining access involved contacting the headteachers of individual 
schools. Onc of the head teachers was a personal friend and the other two had been 
approached by acquaintances who asked them if they would mind me contacting them 
\\ ith a view to carrying out research in their respective schools. I telephoned and arranged 
a face to face meeting with each of the headteachers. Prior to these meetings I sent a 
detailed outline of my research project with the aim being to give a greater understanding 
of "hat I \\as hoping to accomplish. This included details of the actual research process 
and how I \\ ished to go about gaining my data. The headteacher would then already have 
a basis for discussion at our meeting. I felt that it was important that I was as honest and 
<,pcn as possihle in my requests and explanations. This view is supported by Hornsby-
Smith( 19(3) "ho indicates that the more open a researcher is the easier it is to gain social 
access. 
The head teachers, after raising any points of concern. arranged to present my research 
pr0posals to the individual school governing bodies and the members of staff in their 
schools. Wc decided that it was more constructive to ask the class teachers in the 
appropriate years(Years 5 and 6) if there were any individuals who would be willing to 
ha\ e me 'attached' to their class. Powney and Watts( 1987) indicate that the best 
correspondents and inter\"ic\\ces are those willing to infonn and are sensitive to the area 
of concern. I did nnt \\ant teachers to feel that they were being coerced into participating. 
The three headtcachcrs \\cre willing to act as 'gatekeepers' for me to gain further access 
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into thcir schools. They also included information in their school newsletters concerning 
my presence in the school so that parents were aware of what was taking place. 
Fortunately a member of stafT in each school volunteered to assist me in my research. 
The arrangements negotiated allowed for me to be based with a designated class in each 
school for a full half ternl. In each case for the first two weeks of my 'attachment' I 
gcnerally familiarised myself with the class and school organisation. I became acquainted 
\\ ith the pupils and allln-,ed the class teachers to make constructive use of my presence -
hcaring children rcad. assisting small groups or individuals with a variety of tasks, 
dealing \\ ith indi\ idual difficulties pupils were experiencing. One of the important factors 
was that the girls did not sce me as a teacher ie.in an authoritative role. With this in mind 
I attempted to have a relaxed approach towards the pupils and whenever possible tried to 
casually chat with them ahout what they were doing or what they were interested in 
outside schl)()l. The general aim was that they would become accustomed to my presence 
and mllre readily engage in conversation with me - on an informal basis. 
Alongside the familiarisation process I worked with each headteacher to design an 
appropriate letter to go out to the girls' parents requesting permission to carry out tape-
recorded inten ic\\ s \\ ith their daughters. The letter briefly outl ined who I was and the 
purpose of the intenie\\s. It also explained how the information gained was to be used 
and its possible audience. Throughout it was emphasised that the data given was 
confidential and that in my final written account the schools and individuals would be 
suhject to anonymity ie.givcn pscudonyms. If any parent wished to discuss aspects of the 
rcsearch \\ ith me or raise any concerns they could indicate on the reply slip attached to 
the letter. Rohson( )993) discusses the ethics of obtaining informed consent and 
acquainting respllndents \\ ith how their data is to be used and the audience for which it is 
intended. Bcll( 1987) also raises the significance of informing participants about what is 
going to happen to any infonnation they divulge. 
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The response to my request for girls to participate in my research was overwhelming. 
[,cry single parent of a girl in each of the three classes that I was based in gave a positive 
response. Although I had received parental permission I felt that the girls themselves 
should gi\e their permission and feel comfortable with what they were being asked to do. 
I did not want them feeling pressurised into participating. With this in mind I spoke to 
each group of girls and attempted to very simply explain what the research was about and 
what was required of them. The significance of offering children taking part in the 
research project explanations is highlighted by Cohen and Manion(1994). Above all else I 
tril!d to allay any fears that they may have had concerning the use of the interview 
material. They also had the opportunity to ask questions and express any concerns. 
The final stage was to gain access to interview the girls' mothers. This was done via a 
letter jointly composed with the head teacher of each of the schools. The letter thanked the 
mothers for allow ing their daughters to be interviewed and requested them to act as 
\olunteers to be spoken to themselves. The letter outlined the purpose of the interview 
and again the confidentiality and anonymity of the individual was emphasised and 
incorporated was a short explanation as to how the information I gained was to be used. 
An attached slip all~)\\ed mothers who responded positively to my request to indicate how 
they w ishl!d me to make contact with them. All of the individuals requested that I 
tekphoned them and arranged a time and place when I could interview them. Some 
\\ ished me h) go to their homes and others wished to be interviewed at the school. 
Where this particular research was concerned the process of gaining access was rather 
cOlllpkx as it in,ol\ed a variety of groups of people - teachers, girls, girls' mothers. I did 
not want any nfthe indi\iduals to feel under pressure to participate. I wanted their willing 
co-operation. 
The Intcnic\\s. 
The main sources of data in this research were semi-structured interviews carried out 
\\ ith girls. their mothers and their teachers. This method had the advantage of being 
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adaptable in that I was able to follow up ideas, probe responses and investigate motives 
and fl!clings. More importantly it enabled interviewees to provide infonnation freely 
\\ hich \\ as particularly pertinent when more open responses were required. Powney and 
Watts(1987) likcn this fonn of interviewing to 'purposeful conversations'. Where the 
girls \\ere concerned I carried out two separate interviews. I felt that one interview would 
he too long for them to maintain their concentration and remain interested in the 
conversation. With the mothers I carried out one interview and with the class teacher I 
carril!d out sl!\eral interviews - until I had gained the appropriate data about each of the 
girls \\ ho \\ ere in\ol\ed in my research. 
The intenie\\ s \\ ere structured in ternlS of the research problem. If they had been totally 
unstructured it could have led to the interviewees becoming anxious and uncertain of the 
purpose of the interview. Bearing this in mind before the interviews took place I 
constructed a framework \\ hich I fclt could be an aid when I came to analyse the data at a 
later date. It \\as Ill!xihle and allowed the interviews to proceed like controlled 
conversations pl!nllitting free interaction between myself and the interviewee. Where the 
girls were concenled a part of each interview was based around the idea of scaled 
responses. In the first case I elicited their feelings pertaining to curriculum subject 
preferences. For each of the subject areas they had to indicate how much they enjoyed it-
selecting one of the categories: likes very much, likes, neutral, dislikes, does not like at 
all. Where\ er possible I elicited reasons for their choice of category. In a similar way part 
of the second intl!n iew v. ith the girls was used to ascertain how the girls assessed their 
0\\ n abilities in given curriculum and subject areas. Here they had to indicate one of the 
follo\\ ing categories for how they rated their own academic perfonnance: very good, 
good, a\erage, (lI.){)r, extremely poor. Yet again I attempted to obtain reasons for their 
res(ll.lJlScs. 
I also used this samc scaled response for part of the interviews with the individual class 
teachers \\hen they asscssed each girl's abilities. This enabled me to compare both the 
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girls' responscs and the teachcrs' responses in my final analysis. Tuckman( 1972) 
considers the value of incorporating scaled responses within the overall framework of an 
intenicw. 
bcn though parts of the interviews were comparatively structured it was vital that I was 
able to explore my subjects' view of reality and had the opportunity to clarify and discuss 
issues. Ficlding( 1993) emphasises the importance of this type of interviewing for trying 
to get at other peoplc's feelings and trying to find out what actually happens rather than 
just the frequency of a specific event. With this in mind it was important that the 
questioning \\as as open-ended as possible as this would elicit spontaneous information 
and would encourage infomlants to reveal underlying attitudes, beliefs and values. This 
view is supported by Reinharz( 1992) who emphasises the importance of interviewees 
being able to put forward their ideas in their own words. She also points out the 
significance of this method of research in enabling individual views to be expressed 
which emphasise the individuality ofthe respondents. 
An issuc that was particularly pertinent in the case of this research was that I was dealing 
with both adults and children as research subjects. This method of data collection was 
ideally suited to this in that it could be geared to the individuals being interviewed and 
their dif1"ering levels ofunderstanding. 
The \cnue for the interviews with the girls and their class teachers was obviously the 
respecti\c schools. Within each of the schools I was allocated a quiet, comfortable area 
\\ here I could carry out the interviews without interruption or disturbance. There was also 
no danger of the comcrsation being overheard by anyone else. Where the mothers were 
concerned a \enue \\ as arranged during our initial telephone conversations. Some of the 
mothers preferred to be inten'iewed at their daughter's school whereas others wished to 
be inteniewed in their own homcs. Obviously they selected somewhere in which they 
would feci comfortable and at case being interviewed. In the case of some of the mothers 
they felt more relaxed being seen in their own homes and maybe did not see me in a 
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position of authority or as a person directly connected with their daughters' schools. It 
perhaps helped to distance the activity from the more formal setting of the school and 
enabled them to feel freer to talk without restrictions. In some instances the setting for the 
intervie\\ s generated quantities of secondary data that proved useful in providing 
contextual background evidence. Porter( 1994) raises this issue - the significance of the 
venue for the interview. 
Where three of the mothers were concerned they requested that someone else was 
present \\ hen they were interviewed. In each of these instances the mothers were from 
suburban areas and had not gained any academic qualifications themselves - they had left 
school at the first possible opportunity. One of them requested that her husband was 
present. another her mother and the third wished for her eldest daughter to sit in on the 
intenicw. I .... illingly acceded to their wishes and did not find the extra person present at 
the inteniew intrusive - in fact the opposite. On a number of occasions they actually 
encouraged the individual mother to be more forthcoming in the information she 
\olunteercd. In one or two instances the companion participated in the interview and gave 
relevant data for the research project. 
Powney and Watts( 1987) and Delamont(1992) convey the importance of the first 
impressions the inteniewer creates. They indicate how these could affect the behaviour 
of the respondents. The image conveyed by dress etc. could indicate a great deal about the 
intenie\\er ie.social class. status, values. This could well determine whether or not the 
inten'iewees can identify with the interviewer. Bearing this in mind I preferred to appear 
reasonably rclaxed and casual - indicating that the interview situation was not steeped in 
fonnality. I particularly did not want any of the respondents to view me as a person in 
authority. 
I was \cry much aware that my manner could affect the interviewees' responses and the 
outcomes of the inten'iews. It was important to appear relaxed and unselfconscious -
above all else interested in w hat the interviewees were saying but at the same time not 
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intrusi\c. Intcnie\\ ing is of a personal nature and therefore I feel that it is important that 
the intcn ie\\cr empathises with the interviewee and shows understanding and sympathy 
for the inflmnant's point of view. Burgess(\ 982) indicates that a researcher should have 
the ahility to share the culture of the individuals they are interviewing. 
In many \\ays cffcctive intervicwing depends on how the social situation is defined. It is 
important that thcre is a good degree of trust particularly because of the confidential 
nature of some of the infornlation given and the research subjects must trust the 
intcnic\\er not to hetroy confidcnces. With this in mind I attempted to lay the grounds for 
trust prior to thc intcn'iew hy the reasons I gave for the interview and the reassurances I 
ga\e concerning confidcntiality and anonymity. The quality of the interview hinged on a 
mutual trust and a good rapport. The aim was that it was a shared experience. As the 
intcn ic\\cr I tried not to lose sight of the fact that the interviewees may well have 
adllptcd \\ hat they saw as an appropriate role and tried to please and give the information 
that they felt \\as required. They in fact decided what 'truth' was made available to me as 
the intcnic\\cr. I tried to case this situation in the initial stages of the interview by 
redcfining the context of the inquiry which hopefully helped to eliminate some irrelevant 
infonnation. 
From the perspective of the interviewees they may well have felt that they ought to give 
a ccrtain impression in order to maintain their self-esteem. This may have involved 
deciding \\ hat they admitted to and what they did not admit to - in other words they 
produced \\ hat \\ as seen by them as socially acceptable responses which did not express 
thcir actual view. These answers represented the 'group' to which they perceived they 
belonged. Thercfllre as the interviewer I needed to take into account these cultural and 
ideological factors \\ hen structuring my questions. 
In a similar \cin Ficlding(1993) emphasises the need to view the interview from the 
rcs~lIldent's perspective. They may be worried about saying something foolish or may 
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only givc what thcy perceive as sensible reasons. Similarly emotional reasons may be 
\\ ithhcld and interviewees may find difficulty in describing feelings. 
These issues were particularly pertinent when I was interviewing children. It was likely 
that 8 child may have felt intimidated when interviewed by an adult - they may well have 
behaved in \\ hat they perceived as the expected manner when in the presence of an adult 
duc to thc inherent authority relationship. In my own case it was important that I avoided 
the 'teacher role'. From this point of view the language I used and the manner in which I 
'chatted' to the girls was very important. Throughout the interview I needed to explain 
carefully and check that I understood what the research subjects were telling me. This 
was imIXlrtant as I. as an adult, could well have a different logic and priorities. 
Young children in particular tcnd to be more literal and pay attention to unexpected 
details. Walford( 1991) comments on the disparity between an adult and a child's 
understanding of a given situation and the relevance this has in the interpretation of 
infonnation. In terms of explaining the ethical issues such as confidentiality it is much 
easier to explain to an adult. Children may well be cautious in case information is 'used 
against them' (lr passed on to another adult in a position of 'authority' eg.their teacher. 
For this reason they may well be reluctant to expose any emotion or make evaluative 
comments nh<lut their schools. In thesc instances I found that gentle probing was required 
as "ell as reassurance and encouragement. 
Regarding the actual interviews and their content I tried to make them as much like a 
nomlal C\ll\\ws.lti\)n as possible. I did not want them to appear to be confrontational 
situations. I also tried to discreetly place the cassette recorder being used to tape the 
comersati(lnS so that it \\as not the focus of attention or acting as a distraction. When 
c\er)thing was read)' fl.lr the interview I checked whether or not there was an)1hing else 
the inh:n ic\\ee "anted tn know. The initial aim in the interview was to gain a rapport 
\\ ith the rcsf'\Hldent and show interest in what they were saying. This was assisted by 
Illainlainin!:t C) e cllntact and ofTering reassurances from time to time. Wh)1e(1982) 
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suggests leading the interviewees gently into the interview by starting them talking about 
descripti\e matters rather than evaluative ones. Respondents should not be pushed to 
reveal inner feelings straight away. If an area is not fully covered it can always be re-
introduced at a later stage in the interview. 
Where these particular interviews were concerned I commenced by trying to elicit purely 
descriptive facts about the specific schools the girls attended. I then moved into other 
areas that were relevant to this research. I was able to move backwards and forwards 
among a variety of discussion topics. Some of the questions asked were closed and others 
open-ended - the latter were to elicit fuller responses. However, sometimes the more 
open-ended questions resulted in rather vague answers. When this occurred some 
prompting was called for - care being taken not to direct the respondent. Measor and 
Woods( 199 \) indicate the need to probe a respondent's meanings in order to know how 
they are constmcted. To assist this the interviewee may be asked to give examples. This 
also helped if the discussion revolved around values and beliefs. 
As well as listening attentively and accurately it was important that I picked up any non-
verbal cues. These often communicate feelings and are frequently missed or dismissed. I 
stated earlier that I \\ ished to record all of my interviews. Obviously this was only done if 
the particip'lIlts were agreeable to it. This enabled me to have a full record of any 
conversations. From experience I have found that a discreetly placed recorder provides 
little distraction and the interviewees soon become accustomed to it and ignore it. 
J',;ote taking can cause the interviewer to miss important leads and there is also the 
problem of recall if the notes are written up after the interview. If notes are taken whilst 
the inlen iew is taking place it appears to add formality to the occasion and may inhibit 
the infllnllant. Further to this full note taking is difficult at the speed of nonnal 
conversation. This process would intrude on the interviewer's concentration and could 
intmde ()n the now of the interviewee's responses. Another advantage of recording the 
inlcnicws is that it aids in the process of analysis if a verbatim transcription is used. 
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Whilst ad.now Icdging that this process is laborious and time-consuming it may well 
re\eallines of analysis and help in the planning of subsequent interviews. 
Anah'sis of Data. 
The first stage in the analysis was the transcription of the interview tapes. Although this 
was time-consuming it enabled me to become familiar with the data obtained. Any 
passages th~t appeared significant were marked on the transcripts. This, of course, was a 
rather suhjecti\e process and my major problem was to decide what to omit and what to 
include. My initial areas for discussion in the interviews were used as a loose framework. 
More detailed categories emerged out of the interview material itself. These categories 
and emergent themes form the basis for the analysis proper which follows. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
The Schools, the Girls and their Mothers. 
Introduction. 
This chapter includes a short description of the three schools that are at the centre of this 
research. Also included is a brief outline of the family background of each of the girls 
\\ ho participated. Alongside this are details of the educational achievements of the girls' 
mothers. 
"'cs.field Acre School. 
West field Acre School is situated at the edge of a council housing estate on the eastern 
outskirts of a large Midlands conurbation. The housing was built in the early 1970's to 
house o\erspill population from the inner-city and also to rehouse people moving from 
areas of housing designated for slum clearance. The housing consists of high-rise blocks 
of flats. maisonettes and houses. There is very linle in the way of open spaces or grassed 
areas \\ here the children can play. The overall impression is of high density housing. 
There is a recreation ground which consists of several football pitches but no play 
equipment for younger children. Within the immediate vicinity there appear to be few 
amenities except for a public house. There are no shops within the 'housing estate' itself 
but there arc regular bus services to neighbouring shopping areas. The vast majority of 
pupils at Westticld Acre School live within the council estate surrounding the school. 
The school building itself. which was built in the 1970's, is single storey. well-
maintained and has comparatively recently been painted. Entrance to the school is gained 
\ia security intercom and the release of an electronic lock. All of the external doors have 
clcctn.mic Ilxks \\ hich members of stalT can operate by 'punching in' a number code. The 
SchO(l\ is \el)' security conscious - further emphasised by having only certain areas 
outside design<ltcd f,lr mceting and collecting children. There have been problems with 
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vandalism conceming the school grounds - particularly the football posts which now 
have to be brought in to the school building at the end of each day. 
Virtually all of the classrooms are only walled on three sides with the fourth side opening 
onto either a corridor or central work area. These work areas contain extra tables and 
sinJ...s more appropriate for art and craft and practical work. A number of class teachers 
have uscd cupboards. shclving units and larger pieces of classroom fumiture to partially 
close ofT the fourth open side of their rooms - presumably to afford the class more 
prh ac)' and limit distractions which come in the form of other classes moving along the 
corridllr and groups of children participating in practical freer work activities in the 
adjoining \\ork areas. On occasions noise intrusion is particularly noticeable within the 
classrooms. 
I km cver. the ovcrall imprcssion of the school is that it is clean and well-maintained. 
There are se\cntcen full-time teaching staff, including the headteacher, and two part-time 
stafT. There are also four special support assistants - three full-time and one part-time. 
T\\o full-time assistants are attached to the Educational Behavioural Difficulties Unit 
(E.B.D.U.) and one full-time and one part-time worker work in the Hearing Impaired Unit 
(lI.I.U.). 
The stafT arc generally in the age range of thirties to forties with just a few in their 
t\\cnties. There are three male tcachcrs on the staff - namely the headteacher, the head of 
I.T. and science and the head of the Educational and Behavioural Difficulties Unit who 
also has responsibility for audio-visual resources. The part-time teachers and the special 
support assistants are all \\omen. 
The hcadteadH.'r. Mr.Bums. is in his forties. lie has been head of the school for several 
~ cars and has a n~H1-tenching rolc. Generally speaking he appears to adopt a low-key role 
in the school and has a 'softly softly' approach definitely not confrontational in sl)'le. 
Both he and his tenching stalT described his style in this manner. He has a very calm, 
quiet III a 1lIl\: r. lie emphasises that many of the pupils come from 'difficult' or 'non-
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supporti\e' hackg.rounds and places importance on the school's relationship with parents. 
lie describes many of the parents as tending to be 'volatile' and is obviously concerned in 
case this delicate halance is upset. A major part of his role revolves around maintaining 
an c\ en relationship \\ ith the parents. 
The school is 8 junior and infants school with Mr. Burns being the overall head but there 
is a member of stafT designated to be head of infants and early years education. The roles 
of members of stalT are very much geared to dealing with special needs and 
compensatory cducation. The overall aim is to try and integrate the special needs pupils 
as much as possihle into mainstream schooling. This means that a support assistant works 
\\ ith an indi\ idual in ordinary class lessons. The hearing impaired pupils may be 
accompanied to lessons by an assistant who 'signs' for them. Other pupils may be 
\\ ithdra\\ n from lessons for individual help. 
The ill1(l1.)rtance of the school as a support agency and a link with home is further 
cmphasised by a member of statT being designated as a home/school liaison co-ordinator. 
Curriculum suhject areas arc also allocated 8 subject co-ordinator but the number of staff 
all(lCated tll deal \\ ith special needs areas indicates where the school's priorities lie. This 
is reinforced by indi\idualmembers of staff making frequent references to various pupils 
and incidents that indicate that something is 'wrong' or 'happening' at home. They 
oh\iously see their roles as being compensatory and supportive towards the pupils - the 
cmphasis being on many individuals having non-supportive or 'problem' backgrounds. 
There an: three hundn:d and ninety two pupils on the school roll and the majority of 
these li\c (111 the IH)using estate surrounding the school. Very few of the children come 
from cthnk minority g.roups. In the "hole school there are perhaps about eighteen pupils 
from an African- Caribbean or Asian background. 
The number <)f pupils in ench year group varies so that sometimes two year groups are 
combined and the classes arc vertically grouped. At present there are two reception 
c\as,cs and then Y car I and Y car 2 arc combined to form three classes. Year 3 pupils are 
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di\ ided into lwo classes and Year 4 and Year 5 are combined to form three classes. Year 
6 is made up of 1\, 0 classes. 
v Cl)' shortly after entering the school the pupils are placed in ability groups for 
mathematics and Fnglish. In Years I and 2 they are not totally 'set' for mathematics,just 
numOcr work - \, ith the remaining aspects of the subject being covered in 'topics' in 
class. Mu~h emphasis is placed on literacy and numeracy and by Year 6 the whole of 
C\ Cl)' morning is la!.en up with leaching various facets of English and mathematics. 
Children cxpericndng learning difficulties are either withdrawn from class or receive 
support during lessons. Mrs. Smith, the teacher whose class I was using for the purposes 
of my resca~h. cmphasised that far more children warranted additional help but only the 
'worst' cascs a~tually received it. There are two or three 'able' children in a class but the 
majority are mid-range to less able in ability. This inevitably appeared to affect the 
indi\ idual lea~hcr's approach - the stress being on compensatory education and basic 
numeracy and literacy. The lessons appeared to be formal in structure. 
Many of the pupils. as well as experiencing academic difficulties, also experience 
behavioural dilli~ultics and prohlems in their home and family background. This point is 
frequently emphasised hy individual members of staff. A few individuals in the school 
cxperience quite sevcre hehavioural problems and a notable amount of 'teacher time' is 
spent dealing" ith these pupils. Great pains are taken to ensure that they are settled in 
order III minimise disruption. Emphasis is placed on 'maintaining control and order' so 
that cfTecti\c tea~hing can ta!.e place. 
Mrs. Smith's class could he considered to be quite unusual in that there were only five 
girls in the class. lhis inc\ itably affected the social make up and relations within the class 
and perhaps c\ en atTe~tcd the teachers' approach when teaching the class group. 
In the ~ear this research t(lok place 30% of Year 6 pupils attained Level 4 or above in the 
rng.li,h 5,A.r:s (Standard Assessment Tasks), 34% attained Level 4 or above in 
mathematics and 50°0 attained Level 4 or above in science. 
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Girl and 'loth('r from W('Stfield Acre School. 
SUfie is a Year 6 pupil \\ho lives with her mother and siblings in rented accommodation. 
At present the family are temporarily living with Suzie's grandparents because of 
experiencing \ arious family problems and disruption. Her mother is a lone parent and 
d~lCs nllt \\('Irk outside the family home. She has just had another baby. Suzie's mother 
left sdl(I(JI \\ ithout gaining any academic qualifications and only worked for a few weeks 
as she \\ as pregnant. Throughout her school career she attended state schools. Suzie is her 
first child and she had her \\ hen she was sixteen. 
Whitcmoor .Junior School. 
The Sdl (10 I is situated in a suburban area on the southern fringes of a large Midlands 
conurbati~lll. The school was built in the 1950's and is mainly surrounded by council 
de\ c\oplllcnts that \\ ere erected at the same time as the school. The remainder of the 
neigh~'uring housing consists of medium to small developments built in succeeding 
decades - some ~ing o\\ner-occupier housing. Within the immediate vicinity there are 
se\ eral slll)ps - ne\\ s.1gents and shops selling a variety of groceries and household 
products. 111cre arc also regular bus services to more major shopping areas. 
The catchment area of the school is quite extensive but the majority of the pupils come 
frolll the neigh~'uring cOlmcil properties. A few children live outside the catchment area 
but ath.'nd the sdl""ll thn'ugh parental choice. 
The o\erall impression of the school site is that great care is taken to make the 
sUffi,unJings attracti\e. lIo\\e\'er, for the size of the school, the field and playground are 
rather small nth! restricted. 
()c~pite ~lth the Junillr and Infants schools being on the same site they are run as two 
separate institutillllS. hen though the Infants School is actually joined to the Junior 
Sdlll()1 it ha .. it .. (l\\ n separate. fenced otT playground area and its own main entrance. 
The Juni{lr Sdlll{ll main building was built in the 1950's and is single storey and 
c\tTClllcly "cll-l11:lintainl'd and "ell-decorated. A very noticeable feature, on approaching 
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the main entrance. is a plaque presented to the school by the Education Authority for 
educational achievement. Entrance to the school is gained via security intercom and the 
release of an electronic lock. The main entrance is the only one with this type of lock and 
security. 
All of the classrooms in the main school building open off corridors. They are self-
contained. each \\ ith its own sink and stock cupboard. Outside the door each classroom 
has its 0\\ n cloakroom area. It is not possible to see into individual classrooms without 
actually entcring the room so each class teacher has a degree of seclusion from other 
classes. 
The merall impression of the school is that it is extremely well-maintained and great 
efforts arc made to make it a colourful and attractive environment for the pupils and 
anyone entering the school. 
There arc fourteen full-time teaching staff, including the headteacher, and two part-time 
teaching staff. The stafT arc mainly in the thirties to forties age range with just a few 
teachers in thcir t\\cnties and a few over fifty years of age. 
The hcadtcacher. Mr. Milton. is in his late forties and has been head of the school for 
eleven years. lIe has a non-teaching role but has a high profile within the school. His 
rre~ncc is a normal feature in the corridors and reception area particularly at the 
beginning and cnd of the school day. Children frequently approach him and engage him 
in cOll\crsatilln - as do parents. During the school day it is quite normal for groups of 
,isilllrs (lr indiv iduals to he shown arollnd the school. Mr. Milton has an obvious pride in 
the school and its achievements. lIe has a direct approach tempered with much humour. 
This particularly sho\\ s in his relationship with his teaching staff. At breaks and 
lunchtimes he jl,ins the staff in the stalTroom and socialises with them as well as talking 
ahout is~ues that ha\ e arisen with in the school. lie emphasises the importance of having 
p4.'siti\c rdati"nships with hoth his staIr and the parents of pupils and points out that the 
parl'nts tnJ~t the SdHl\ll. Stress is also placed on the achievements of the pupils - Mr. 
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Milton ","eeps samples of work in his office from pupils when they enter the school and 
then samples after they have been in the school a period of time. The viewer is then able 
to see the nl.1tkeable improvement. 
There arc four male teachers on the staff - namely the headteacher, the deputy 
headteacher. the head of science and the R.E. co-ordinator. The part-time teachers are 
hoth \\ omen. 
Each memher of staff is allocated a curriculum area to organise and develop. The 
cmphasis is on presenting the pupils with a balanced curriculum and ensuring work of a 
hig.h standard is produced. The vast majority of pupils would fall in the 'average' to 
above categ.ories concerning ability so the staff are able to place emphasis on academic 
achie\cment. This is illustrated un that the Year 5 pupils sit 'mock' S.A.T.'s when the 
Year 6 pupils arc sitting the 'official' version. This is an effort to prepare them so that 
the)' pcrfonll at their hest \\ hen their turn comes to be assessed in the following year. 
There arc Pfl)' isinns made for 'special needs' pupils and these are withdrawn for 
assistance \\ ith language ,\ork or assisted within the class. Members of staff do discuss 
indi\ idual pupils with hchuvioural, or other problems, but these are in the minority. 
Generally the issues concerned revolve around the curriculum and the teachers are able to 
teach \\ ithout a 'heavy emphasis on 'policing', 'controlling' or providing compensatory 
educat ion. 
There arc three hundred and thirty five pupils on the school roll. There are very few 
children from ethnic minority groups. In the whole school there are only perhaps half a 
dOl'en pupils fwm an African- Caribbean or Asian background. In the school there are 
f{lur )ear gn1ups (Years 3-6) - each year group being made up of three classes. 
Shortly after entering the school the pupils are placed in ability sets for mathematics and 
rngli~h. The 'set' \cSSl)IlS only take place twice a week with the remaining aspects of 
mathel1lalil.:s and rnglish hcing taught and covered in class lessons. The areas to be 
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covered in sets or classes are determined in year planning meetings where the work is 
planned across the ycar group. 
Children experiencing 'learning difficulties' are withdrawn to work in small groups, or 
indi\idua\ly, to imprO\e their reading and language work. Sometimes an individual may 
rccei\e indi\ idual support within a class lesson. A small proportion of pupils fall into the 
'special needs' category. Within a class there are several 'able' children with the majority 
being in the mid-range in ternlS of academic ability. In terms of teaching the school does 
not ha\c a se\ere remedial/slow learner problem. 
There arc indi\idual children who experience some behavioural difficulties and problems 
in their home and family background but the number of these is quite low. The class 
teacher. Mrs. Wheeler. whose class I was using for my research, said that very few of the 
families come from 'professional' family backgrounds but the families are supportive of 
their children and the school. 
In the) car this research tnok place 48% of Year 6 pupils attained Level 4 or above in the 
Engli~h S.A.r:s (Standllrd Assessment Tasks), 45% attained Level 4 or above in 
mathematics and 55% gained Level 4 or above in science. 
Girls and !\lothcl1i from Whitcmoor .Junior School. 
b.ld~ is a Ycar 5 pupil who lives in a rented house with her mother and brother. Her 
mother is a I~)nc parent who works in a shop. She left school without gaining any 
academic qualilicllti~)tls and attended a comprehensive school. Her first place of work was 
in a sUJX'nnarket and then she worked in a factory. 
l:!,uisa is a \' car 5 pupil \\ ho lives in an owner-occupied house with her mother, father 
and )llunger sister. Ilcr father is a professional international athletics coach and her 
nll)thcr is training tll hc a display artist at a well-known chain store. Her mother left 
school \\ ith f~)ur O-Ic\c1s and a number of C.S.E.'s after having attended a 
c()l11prehcnsi\ c Sdl~ll)1. She then followed an arts' foundation course at a Further 
I"ducation Cnlkgc. After cOlllpkting this she worked as a photographic assistant. She 
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then spent pcri,xfs of time \\lorking as an aerobics teacher and for a short time designed 
and mad.: running tights fllr athktcs. 
~l;tlldJ: is a Year 5 pupil \\ho lives in a rented flat with her mother, father and older sister. 
ller father is Il'ng-tenn unemployed and helps to care for her mother who does not work 
outsid.: the home as she experiences severe problems with a back injury. Mandy's mother 
left school \\ ithout gaining any academic qualifications after having attended a 
comprehensivc school. Shc worked in shops but was mainly employed doing bar work in 
public h(luses. 
Ii,n! is a Y car 5 pupil \\ ho lives in owner-occupier property with her mother, father and 
hr0ther. lfer father is a manager at a car manufacturer and her mother runs a nursery 
gr0Up. Toni's mother kft school having gained five O-Ievels and four C.S.E.'s. She 
star1ed A-k\c1 courses hut left before completing them. She attended a comprehensive 
school. She \\or!.ed in a photographic laboratory and then as a company representative. 
TracJ: is a Year 5 pupil \\ho lives in a rented house with her mother and older brother. 
Ila mother is a Il)ne parent \\ ho works in administration at the local housing depar1ment. 
Trac) 's mllther left her comprehensive school with some C.S.E.'s and then did a B.Tec. 
course in public administration. First of all she worked as a clerk and then a secretary. 
She thell spent a pcri,xf oftimc working as an assistant in a local library. 
Y1\1 is a Year 5 pupil \\ ho lives \\ ith her mother, father, older sister and older brother in a 
rented twuse. I fer father is long-tcrm unemployed and her mother does not work outside 
the hOllle. Val's 1l11'lher left school without gaining any academic qualifications and 
\\(lr!.ed in a shl'p. She had attended a comprehensive school. 
Yil:!.l is a Year 5 pupil \\ho lives in a rented house with her mother, father and younger 
sihling ... Her f;lther \\(lr!'s in a video-rental shop and her mother is not working at the 
pre~nt time as she is pregnant. Vicky's mother left school with three O-Ievels and five 
C.S.L's. She slar1ed at the sixth form college but then left without completing her 
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courses. She mainly worked in shops, including a fish and chip shop, but was 
unempll,)ed f\lr e:\tendcd periods of time. 
lfigh Wood School. 
The school is situated in a \illage in a rural area. It is a Church of England Aided school 
and \\as huilt in the I 890·s. Virtually all of the housing in the immediate vicinity is 
pri\atcly (mned - ranging from modern houses and bungalows to houses and cottages 
that arc t\\ll or three hundred years old. All of the housing is well-maintained and the area 
gi\es the impression of allluenee. There is a village shop and a public house but little in 
the \\ ay of puhli~ transport. Residents are much dependent on their own cars - many of 
the children tra\ cl to school in this manner. 
The 0\ erall il1lpressillO is of a quiet, affluent rural area with no evidence of vandalism. 
The catchment area of the school is quite extensive - including the village itself and 
outl) ing areas. A notal'lle proportion of the pupils travel quite some distance to the school 
and. in fact. reside in other schools' catchment areas. In these instances they attend the 
sdl(lol thnHlgh parental choice. 
The main Sdhl\ll building is , .. ell-maintained but does present some problems because of 
its age and st) \C. The high positioning of the windows causes difficulties in letting in 
natural light III Slll1le of the classrooms. The classrooms, in most cases, have had to be 
modified III cope \\ ith the demands of modem schooling ie. sinks have had to be fitted, 
old partitil)Jl \\alls remo\ed and display boards have had to be incorporated. Two new 
c:\h:nsillns ha\ e tx'l'n built to house the nursery and infants class and to provide an extra 
classroom fllr the oldest children in the school. 
Generally the 5dh'l\ll site is completely free of litter and immaculately maintained with 
\\ell,~crt gardens and I;,\\ns. The school has a comparatively large playground area and 
field. cOIl,idl.'ring its si/e. Next to the playground is a small 'adventure playground' 
including a Illg cabin. An area is set aside as a wildlife garden and there is also a 
grcc:nh"U<iC \\ here plants arc gnm n for the school gardens by the pupils, 
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[ntran~e III the schl)()1 is gained by the release of an electronic security lock. Members of 
staff can gain a~ccss hy 'punching in' a coded number. The main entrance is the only one 
"ith this I) pc ofh~J.. and security. 
All of Ihe daSSfl)(1f11S arc self-contained and have their own cloakroom area either just 
outsiJe the n~m or at the back of the classroom itself. It is not possible to see into 
indi\ idual daSSfl'll.'fllS \\ ithout actually entering the room so each class teacher has a 
degree of scclus il'fl frnm the other classes. 
There are six full-time teaching stafT, including the headteacher, and two part-time 
teaching staff. lhe stall' arc mainly in the mid-thirties to fifties age range - most of them 
ha\ ing been at the sdll)()1 for morc thun five years. 
The heaJleacher, !\'r. Jones, is in his early fifties and has been head ofthe school for well 
OHr tell ) cars. lie is a teading head and shares a class with one of the part-time teachers, 
Mrs. (in:cll. !\tr. Jl)neS teaches Ihe class for three days a week and Mrs. Green takes it for 
the ()Iher \\\0 da) s. During this time Mr. Jones carries out the administrative duties as his 
role of heaJtea~her dcmands. The class that these two teachers are responsible for 
includcs nil ()fthe Year 6 and Sl)llle ofthc Year 5 children. Any parents wishing to talk to 
Mr. JllOes ha\c III Illa"e an appointment - mainly due to his teaching commitment within 
the SClll'll.)1. 
Except fM !\1r. J,)ncs. all of the lllemhers of stafT are women. Each teacher is allocated 
",()re than <'ne curriculum arca to organise and develop. This does place additional 
pre,'urcs ('Il the indi\ idual teachers and they readily acknowledge this. The emphasis is 
(111 maintaining high acadcmic standards. The vast majority of the children would fall into 
the 'aHragc' 1\1 at'll.nc cntegorics conccming ability - with a very notable proportion 
being 'high :Khie\ers'. 
lh,,'re arc pnl\ i .. i,'ns made for ·sp<.'Cial needs' pupils but there are very few of these in 
the ~h,l(lt. 1 hc,e arc mainly assisted hy the part-time teachers who withdraw them from 
n,m11ill dOl" k'~'Il'i allll giH~ th~'m extra assistance with reading and language work. In a 
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similar \cin \ irtually no pupils arc deemed to suffer from behavioural problems. 
Generally the emphasis is on academic achievement and issues tend to revolve around 
curricular matters rather than disciplinary concerns. 
There arc (lne hundred and fl)rty eight pupils on the school roll. There are no children 
fwm ethnic milh)rity groups. The pupils are divided into five classes and progress 
through the ~1H'w,)1 is usually detenllined by age. Each class contains children from two 
) car groups - the class I \\ as hased \\ ith included Year 5 and Year 6 pupils. All of the 
cJ;,,,,,,"s arc unstn:amed and the pupils are of mixed ability. For the majority of 
mathematics ksS\)ns and some fonllal English work the children are ability grouped 
\\ ithin their 0\\ n class I\)r lessons. 
In the sdHw,)1 tlH.'re is a great emphasis on c1uhs and extra-curricular activities - these 
taking place after ,dHw,,1 and during the lunch hour. Virtually every child in the school 
hch)ngs III at least \1fle of these clubs or groups. All the children have the opportunity to 
!cam hl rlay a musical instrulllent and some pupils actually play up to three different 
inslnlllu.'nIS. S')IIlC \,f Ihese IcsS\)fls take place during the school day and children go out 
of their n.'rmal clohS acti\ ilies fl)r their music lessons. There is a flourishing school choir 
and ()n.:hcslra .. 
The maj.'rily ()f the children in the school come from 'professional' family backgrounds 
and arc e\peeled. "y ~'Ih their p'trellts and their teachers, to succeed academically. 
In the) car this research "X)).. place 89% of Year 6 pupils attained Level 4 or above in the 
rnglish S.Ar:, (Standard Assessment Tasks). 67% attained Level 4 or above in 
matlll:malics and 8\)0 0 attained I.c\c14 or above in science. 
(;irl~ and 'toch,," from High Wood School. 
"nna i'i a Ycar 5 rupil Whll li\es in nn owner-occupier property with her father, mother 
and >()unt:er ~i'll.·r. lIer falher is a fanner and her mother is a teacher at a comprehensive 
M:IHXll. ()n Ie.l\ il1g !'dllW,,1 her mother g.ained eight O-Ievels and three A-levels. She had 
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alh:nded a girls' ~rammar school. She thcn went on to college to train as a teacher and 
(l~taineJ a n.rd. Jegn:e. 
"'alh~ is a Ycar 5 pupil who li\cs in an owncr-occupier property with her father, mother 
and (llder ~wlher. I !er f:lther is a \cterinary surgeon and her mother works from home 
adlllini .. tering his ~u .. incss and carrying out his secretarial work. Kathy's mother left 
foChl'l\.ll \\ ith cight n-le\Cls and thrce A-Icvels. She had attended a girls' private school. 
She wcnt ('0 h) attend llni\ crsily hut Icft aftcr one year and then pursued a two year 
hilin~ual sccn:tarial CllUrsC at collc\.!c. 
. ~ 
L(~ma i .. a Ycar 5 pupil \\ ho li\ es in an owner-occupier property with her father, mother, 
older ~nllhl'r and hH} ~ounger sihlings. lIer fathcr is a landowner and farmer and her 
nll'lher has just clllhar"ed on a course in order to become a teacher. Loma's mother 
gained ten O-IeH:ls hut failed the A-Jc\'cls she sat at school. Initially she attended a girls' 
pri\ ale foClH)(ll hut pursucd hcr A-Ievcls at a state comprehensive school. She then 
completed a Cl)(l\..er) Cl1UN! and did \\ork connected with this. After a couple of years she 
did a t~ ring (lUfSe. 
Sall~ is a Year 5 pupil wlhlli\es in an owner- occupier property with her father, mother, 
) llungcr sisler and (l"kr si .. ter. lIer father runs his own business and her mother is 
inwlH'd in sccn:larial \",rJ.. fllr Ill'r hushand's small company. Sally's mother left school 
\\ ilh f,,'ur O-Ie\Cls anJ Sllllle C.S.I:. ·s. She attended a secondary modem school. She then 
compkh: .. ! a t\\ \) ~ car secrctari,,1 C\lurse and took three more O-Ievels. She worked as a 
J Hie i .. a ,"CM 6 pupil \\1111 li\es in 3n owner-occupier property with her mother and 
~ ('unl-!er hn1lher. t kr p.1rcnls arc diHlfCCd hut thc two children have weekly contact with 
their f;Ilhl'r \\ hll w\lrh as a ShlllC mason. Ellie's mother is a nurse who left school with 
fi\c 0-1c\C1 .. 1I11 .. llh\.'" f'lll\l\H'J 11 prc-nursing course hefore completing her training as a 
nurse, Shc h.1\1 attended a (l 'l1lpfCh~'nsi, c school. 
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Jan~ is a Year 6 pupil \\hn li\es in an owner-occupier property with her father, mother 
anJ )(lUn~Cr hn,thcr. I kr rather is a car mechanic and her mother is a primary school 
leacher. hnc's mother left school after gaining nine O-Ievels and three A-levels. She 
alh"'llkJ a ~irls' grammar school. She then attended university and took a degree in 
Cicnnall hcf,'n! ~aining her P.G.C.E. al polYlechnic. 
Und;l i .. a Y car 6 pupil \\ ho li\cs in owner-occupier property with her father, mother, 
nlJl.'r ~i ... tl.'r anJ ml.'nlally hanJicappcJ older brother, Her father is the managing director 
of his ll\\1l (\'l11pany and her mother is a nurse, Linda's mother left school having gained 
~\ ell O-k\d .. and l'ne A-Ie\ cl. She attended a girls' grammar school. She then trained as 
a nur...c and s;ll and pa'i'ied a further two A-levels, 
!{adl<:! is a Year 6 pupil \\ho Ihes in rented accommodation with her father, mother, 
nlJl.'r si ... II.'r anJ ) \lun~l.·r sister. tIer father is temporarily working in a factory and her 
nl<lthcr de,,: .. Ih't \\\lrl (lutside the home. Her mother left school without gaining any 
aca,kmic qllalilicati\'l1s hut then pursued a secretarial course and worked as a secretary. 
She attendeJ a girl ... ' c,'lllprchcnsi\ c sdll'lol in Australia. 
A SlIlllmar) (If tlu: ~irls' nh,lhers' cducational backgrounds is contained on charts in the 
append i ,. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Girls' I'ereeptions Of The Primary Curriculum. 
Inlrodu('lion. 
This is an anal) sis of the girls' \iews and opinions of the curriculum they are taught at 
their primary sdl\~'ls. I ha\ e attempted to highlight any frequently expressed ideas or 
themes that emerged from the data. Wherever possible I have looked at underlying 
rea,\(lllS f\lr th\.'11l (lr u!tempted explanations for their presence. These views and opinions 
arc si!!nitie"nt in that they arc indicative of where the girls' interests and priorities lie. 
The pri\'rity gi\Cn l\l difl'ercnt curriculum areas and, indeed, the girls' own personal 
feclings C(llKeming their enjoyment. or otherwise, of a specific school subject could play 
a significant n11e in detennining future decisions they make which could ultimately have 
an cfTect ,In academic llutcomes and their subsequent careers. It is important to explore 
any hia~'s l'r prejudices the girls may have concerning the subjects they are taught 
hccau'iC the~e may (X,ssihly lead to the girls inadvertently limiting their own future 
aCli\ ilies and 81 ... 0 nam", ing Ihe career options that may be available to them. 
Whih, accepting that Ihe Ol)undaries and definitions of certain curriculum subjects, 
particular!) the humanities suhjects. may not be 'clear cut' due to the partially integrated 
nature of the primary curriculum it was possible to discuss these subject areas with the 
particular girls \\ Ih) partidpnlcd in this research. In the three schools that the girls 
attended suhjeel areas seemed to be fairly clearly delineated in that both the teachers and 
the pupil .. dearly ditll'rentiated between the various branches of the 'humanities'. Topics 
\\ere ref<:ITC\lto as cg.histnry or geography topics and the pupils had specific folders in 
\\ hkh M p\;tee their \\l'rl>.. The girls thcmselves indicated that they saw these curriculum 
ar<:as as di..crctc suhjcl:ts - perhaps based on the rather simplistic criterion of being kept 
in a parti~ular f\llder. Whcn eliciting the girls' views and opinions the parameters for the 
di"w"i\,n emanated r!")1ll thc contents of their various books and folders - ie.these were 
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\l)('scly u,cJ as the '~lunJaries' of the various curriculum subjects. Whilst not wishing to 
c:'pl(lrc. at this parti~ul"r juncture. the possibility that the primary curriculum is not so 
inte~ralcJ in n;lture n,Wo that the National Curriculum is finnly established, it would 
aprear that the ~lllndark's llctween the various 'classroom subjects' were clearly defined 
in the three sdHlI.lls \\ here I carried out my particular research. 
lhi .. dlapler deals \\ ith the curriculum in tcmls of the material taught. The first section 
c{llhiliers su~jects hl \\ hieh the girls allocated a high status and which they felt were 
particll"'rl~ rcle\ aIlt tll themselvcs. This is followed by a section which looks at subjects 
"hid, \\crc all,,,aled a I,mer status and were deemed by the girls to be less relevant to 
them. The rca~lIls they had dcveloped for their views are explored. Subject areas that 
were inJicah.'J tll llC cnjll)'able arc then considered. The final section of the analysis 
c'pl,'res a'rcels of sdllll.lling and areas of the curriculum that gave rise to misgivings and 
concerns fM the ~irls. 
To clllldude the chapter there is a brief summary of the main themes that have emerged 
The Girls' "it''' II of the Curriculum They Are Taught In Their Schools. 
SUbj«tll aU«aC('(J high statull and relevance by the girls. 
In seh,lI.)!s certain subj\.'Ct arcus within the school curriculum are given a higher profile 
and greater cmphasis cg. mathcmatics. English - often obvious by the amount of teaching 
time dC\(lted III the subjcct and the quantity, variety and availability of resources. This is 
furtll\.'r elllph;"iscd by the int«xfuction of the Literacy and Numeracy Hours which, again, 
highlights the illll"'rtan~e plact.-J on thcse two subjects. Some subject lessons have always 
appeared III play a st.'(llfldnry «lIe and have almost been 'squeezed' out of the timetable to 
bc"lI1lC C'\tr.Hurri~ulnr a'ti,ilies ego music, The hierarchical structure of knowledge 
impartl'd in C'\.lu~ati"llal institutions and the academic status thus allocated is considered 
l'!y Ikm'tcin(\ Q71). I le indicates that with the organisation of the curriculum into 
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separate !'u~j\.'dS c\lJll(X:ting su~ject sub-cultures within the organisation of the school 
ma~ \\ ell dCHI"p. S\lI1lC (If these suhject areas come to be more dominant than others and 
greater empha,is is plac\.'~t (In them thus giving them a higher status - most notable being 
the curricululll sll~jel:ts {If mathematics and English. This hierarchical nature of the 
0\ crall curriculum can nlTect nn indi,idual pupil's experience of schooling - particularly 
\\ hen the j"ue (If su~je't dwiee arises. 
This i"slIe j .. c\lfl,idcn .. d in detail by Reid( 1984) who expresses the opinion that external 
f,)rces and ,tnKture" play a significant role in supporting and legitimating what is taught 
in sdll'l\)ls - and ab,) t\) a considerable degree determine how specific material and 
adi\ il ics arc aCluall) t;llJghl. lie describes these external forces as 'external publics' and 
Ihey include f.f{)UPS sudl as the government, academic institutions, businesses, industries, 
parenl .. and pupils. The f,'nlls of the school curriculum and activities associated with it 
ha\ c h) ha\ e S\)ll1e significance for one or more of the external 'publics' or else they lose 
legilim3Ii,)Jl and may ")se their support. Over periods of time aspects of subjects drop out 
(If fa\our and ne\\ {lflCS become incorporated within curriculum areas. 
Whil,t l1lu,h {)f this discussion and debate concerning the hierarchical nature of the 
sdl\~)l curri'lIlulll appears to be based on the perceptions of the way secondary schools 
<,(X:rate it is aI,,) legitiJllate in ternlS of primary education. Indeed the perceptions both the 
leachers and parents ('llssess may well have been affected and developed from the views 
they acqlliR'd thf{lughollt their o\\n education. These views in turn could affect their 
altitudes and nppro.lI.:hcs conccming the primary curriculum. 
In It similar \ ein tl) Reid( 1984), Goodson(l988) describes the school curriculum as a 
Slxi,)-hisIMical product \\ hieh possesses a definite hierarchy of subjects. He indicates that 
hish'rically the emphasis has been on 'academic' subjects and these received priority 
treallll,,'nt panicularly in the form of finance and resources. This was very evident where 
f.ral1ll1lar Sdh~lls \\l're concerned. Examinations were at the heart of the structure of the 
cducali\lI\ s~ slem and generally resources were linked to the examinations - there was a 
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ten~knq fllr ~reater reS\lun:es to he channelled to the more able and hence to academic 
lOuhj(."Cts. hen \\ hen ~)Iitics intervened and affected changes in the organisation of the 
cducati"llal ,.) stelll hy introducing comprehensive schools in pursuit of equality of 
<'PP"rtunity 'aca,!cmk, suhjects dlllllinated. Any new suhjects introduced had to present 
an acadcmk rati,'nah: in (In.kr tll he legitimated and gain resources. 
Tc;\chcN thcllhC!\CS arc aware of the hierarchical nature of the curriculum and 
(j()(~,"1Il( 1(88) ~)ints out that the interests of teachers. in terms of pay, promotion and 
cOlll.titi"Il". arc likely hl he: linked to their suhject and the status the department holds 
\\ ithin the ~dH)(ll. • Academic' subjects coming at the top of the hierarchy provide an 
indi\ idual teacher \\ ith hcner promotion prospects and also attract more 'able' students. 
This ~'int of \ icw is SUPI'lI'rted hy Siskin( 1994) who indicates that teachers associate 
\ery mudt "ith their l"'n suhject arcas and view themselves as subject specialists and 
that the nature of their particular curriculum suhject plays an important role in actually 
defining the indh idualteacher \\ ithin the school. This may be in terms of their gender or 
their JX'rceiH:d status \\ ithill the institution. 
Mea'i(lr( 1 QS·l) c\pl(lI"Cs hnw pupils themselves perceive the curriculum and how they 
allocate status hl different SdlllOI subjects. She concludes that, along with the different 
kinds (If status. difTerent areas of the curriculum have different meanings for the pupils. 
These arc influenced hy the pupils' own culture, by the pupils' gender in that certain 
aclh ities are s<:en as appwpriatc for girls and others for boys, by the pupils' social class 
and hy their ethnic origins. Another factor ill the pupils' perceptions of subject status is 
the ~i!!nificam:e they perceive the subject to have in relation to adult life and the world of 
\\()fk. In this (;,)l1le\1 mathematics and English are viewed as the most important subjects 
and arc ~'Cn as enahling pupils to cope with and be more competent in the real world 
(luhiJe SdH'lI11. lhes<: subjects arc seen as the 'basics' and are given high value and 
generally the pupils tend h) he more attentive in these lessons. Measor(1984) further 
cOlllmenlS (In aspects of pupil behaviour in that their behaviour is likely to vary in 
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ditT~'rcnl l\U~j~'l:t an:;t,. WIll're mathematics and English are concerned the pupils are far 
nHlrc li\"cly hl appl\\adl the lessons in a more fOrolal manner and tend to adopt a 
C(lllf,lnlli.,t attitude and n()t indulge in 'dc,iant' behaviour. 
St;,hlc...( I (97) al~l c,ln .. iders pupils' perspectives on the different curriculum subjects 
and Ihl\\ they 'I'llle III choose suhjects for study later in their school careers. He 
cOIl,hl,lI: .. that they l\lww little 8\\areness of the traditional biases they exhibit in their 
idea .. and inh:rc,h alh! that they do not view their education as of holistic personal value. 
The pllrih tend III P')"CSS 'Cl) narrow (\pinions in ternlS of the relevance of subjects to 
them a .. in.li\ iduals. This is reinforced by Paechter(2000) who indicates that pupils 
conccntrate 'lll gaining cred,,'ntials that they believe will help them in the future - this in 
turn km'" to them f"C\lssing (\11 the requirements of higher status subjects. These are areas 
of l.no\\ Icd~e that arc seen as being more powerful in that they are able to demand a 
greater p'lrti,)n of curriculum time and. in some instances ego science, more institutional 
space. The academic areas thllt tend to have the highest status in the school system are 
Illalh,,'matic .. , I'ng.li .. h and science. This is highlighted by Paechter(2000) who indicates 
that the 1'\;\li,\flal Curril:ulum has not changed the basic hierarchy of subjects and that 
e\ en though the gllH'rt1mellt and policy-makers have tried to raise the status of some 
su~j,,'Ct areas, rarti~ularly arells of the practical curriculum, they have not really 
slu.:ceed~'\.t. Pa~'dlh:rt 199Rh) explores issues surrounding the significance of power and 
kno\\ ledge in the dassr\l\)Ill. This dehate centres around the fact that school knowledge 
ditTers fflllll that 1\)ulld and used in the world outside the school. The knowledge espoused 
\\ ithin educati,mal instituti\'Ils is that valued by the middle and upper classes and this can 
ha\ c an clTeet ()Il s,lllle pupils \\ ho therefore find it difficult to engage with school. It may 
ab(l Im'an that S(ll11e \H'rking-c1ass pupils could become excluded from aspects of 
edueati'\fl that \H,uld en:!hle them to gain more 'power' because they have difficulty in 
adarting tll the kl1\)\\ t.:dge c{xles that are at the forefront in their schools. Basically school 
l.lh)\\ ledge j, that ,alll~'d fly dl.lminant groups in society and generally the emphasis is on 
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\\filh:n rather than ,'ral 'wrk. lIigh status school knowledge is usually seen as non-
,o(ati,,,,al in (,l!llra,t hll,mer status kno\\ledge which tends to be relevant to the needs 
(\f C\Cr)d,l~ life anJ is (\nen referred to as 'skills', 
111C .. C idea .. (If a hieran.:hical stnacture of know ledge are also emphasised in the National 
Curriculum \\ ith it .. 'c\)re' suhjects. The suhjects that are seen to be the most important 
arc hi!-!hlighteJ in the annual puhlication of 'league tables' of primary school S.A.T.'s 
re,ult .. (T.E-S. hnu;tr) 30'" 19(8). The only suhjects 'tested' are mathematics, English 
and ~iencc ('\;'\lrc' ~lIhjl.'cts) - thus giving these subjects priority status. Each year when 
thcs.c n:,ults enter the puhlic d,ll1lain there is much debate and discussion concerning any 
'trend.; and the,e an: highlighted in the national press etc. - again emphasising the 
rclatiH ~ignifil;'a'Kc 'If these suhjeds to the general public. Over recent years many 
(l',liticians h.ne been engaged in a \ery public campaign emphasising the need to 'return 
hl ha .. ies' in tl.'mlS (If children's educution. This firmly emphasises the need for basic 
litcrac~ and numeracy - again highlighting the suhjects of mathematics and English. 
The ""'thers "f the girls w IHl were the focus of this research reinforced the view that 
matlu:matics and I:ngli .. h were. in their opinion, of particular relevance and significance. 
The) placed cmpha,is on the importance thut their daughters should be proficient in these 
area .. al\,1 al,o \ ,)iced c\lnCI.'rnS if the individual girls were experiencing difficulties in any 
a"JX'cts (If these particular suhjects. In tenns of schooling it was deemed a necessity to 
master thcs.c t\\O curricululll areas - a child's academic performance appeared to be 
mea,ured hy their pr()gress in hoth mathematics and English. These were the 'yardsticks' 
u .. ed hy the m,lthers as t\l \\ hether or not their child was succeeding and making 
appn'priate Ih:adl'l1lk pnlgrcss. Other curriculum subjects were not mentioned in this 
manner ()r ,{lntC\t. 
C,llllllll.'nt .. fnll1l the rtlnthers of girls attending High Wood School included: 
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"Shc's becn skmcr rcading than the other two(her sisters). It's very difficult she has a 
youngcr sister who's \Cry quick on the uptake. Sally's struggled. I have to try and have 
her on her 0\\ n away from thc others to work with. I work really hard with her at home." 
(Sally's mother) 
"My daughter is not terrihly hot at maths - but then no-onc is in my family. She has extra 
tuition." 
(Ellie's 1l11,ther) 
"I've suddenly rcalised she hasn't been making sufficient progress in her reading and 
writing. I'd krHmn she'd not taken to reading in the way my son did. We read a lot 
togl,ther still and I mal-e her read from the beginning to thc end of each word because 
w hen she's reading on her ()\\ 11 she misses it all." 
(Kathy's mother) 
Where these 1l11)thcrs were eoncl'rtll'd if. in their eycs, their daughters were not 
progressing as thl') should it was essential that they were assisted to achieve 
appropriately. This assistancc eithcr tOl,k the form of the mothers themselves providing 
support and help in the areas where the girls were experiencing difficulties or they paid 
f\)r private tuiti\Hl. On the \\hole the mothers at High Wood School felt equipped to 
provide much 'suPJX'rt teaching' themselves. If they indicated that 'professional' help 
was rClJuired they were both \\ illing and able to pay for extra tuition outside of the normal 
sch()()l day. 
lOlllllll'nts fn)1ll the mothers of girls attending Whitellloor School included: 
"She stmgglcs w ilh IlHlths. Perhaps she doesn't realise she struggles with it - but she 
C('IllCS home and wc have tl) go down the library and get maths books to remind me. 
What Ilil-c "hen they send them sheets home there's always an example by the sidc how 
to d\l it. Once r, e seen the example I can rememher how to do it." 
(Tra~>'s n"'thcr) 
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"She didn't seem to get on with her reading. She didn't play up she just - a lot of it was to 
do with she didn't go to school so she wasn't the standard of the rest of the children. She 
went in Mrs. G's (remedial teacher's) class - she helps with the reading." 
(Mandy's mother) 
"She has special needs - she is catching up now. Mrs.S.(special needs teacher) said if she 
hadn't had what she's having now by the time she went to secondary school she'd be 
really behind. Having the extra tuition she should be up level." 
(Val's mother) 
These mothers also expressed concerns if their daughters appeared to be struggling to 
'keep up' with the other children in the class. Here 'private lessons' were not an option -
the mothers either provided help themselves, as in the case of Tracy's mother, or they 
depended on the school itself to provide support and help. This was in the form of 
remedial classes that took place during the school day - the girls attended these instead of 
their normal class lessons. These mothers often felt that they were not sufficiently able to 
provide help themselves and depended on the school to do so. 
The subjects the girls themselves identified as 'high' status also tended to be 
mathematics and English. These were mainly perceived in terms of their usefulness and 
importance for adult life and the world of work. Occupations were cited where 
mathematics and English would be considered pre-requisites and instances in everyday 
life were quoted where they would be invaluable. 
Comments from the girls at High Wood Primary School included: 
" ... when you grow up you'll need English skills to get a good job. English makes sure 
you get a really good education and you need writing anywhere you go and reading. If 
you work at an accountant's or something or a bank you need maths skills." 
(Anna) 
..... because when you get older and you start working - even if you work in a fish and 
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chip shop you still have to be good at maths." 
(Ellie) 
"English is most important because you've got to learn handwriting, how to spell cos 
when you want to get ajob in the future or go to college you've got to be able to spell, to 
write nicely because when you're applying for ajob you need to do that." 
(Jane) 
These statements show that the girls felt that adequate skills in both mathematics and 
English are fundamental for coping with adulthood and essential for gaining appropriate 
employment. The nature of this employment was indicated by some of the 'work' 
mentioned eg.banking, accountancy - they were mentioned in a 'positive' light whereas 
working in a fish and chip shop was considered rather dismissively by Ellie as not really 
an appropriate form of employment for her. Proficiency in English was also viewed as a 
necessity to be 'well-educated' - indicated by both Anna and Jane. The latter saw this as 
a means to gaining access to 'higher' education. This very much reflected the educational 
backgrounds of these girls' families. 
In a similar way to the girls at High Wood School, the girls at Whitemoor School saw 
that being proficient in mathematics and English is desirable for coping with adult life 
and gaining employment. This was illustrated by the following comments: 
" ... maths and English cos them two are really important cos if you don't know your 
maths you can't get ajob and if you don't know how to read or spell then you can't get a 
job either. You've got to learn how to read, spell and write - and if you can't do any of 
them you've got no future for yourself." 
(Judy) 
"Because if you write a letter or an application form you've got to have neat writing cos 
if you go for a job like a book writer you've got to be a neat writer or else people can't 
understand your writing and it's scruffy and they don't want you to be a writer." 
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"Say if you like work in a factory - say Cadbury's - there are so many bars of chocolate 
in a box and you have to add them together - you've got to be able to calculate." 
(Vicky) 
"Most important I think maths, reading and writing. Because even if you're er .... a 
football player or a disco dancer you've got to be able to sign your autographs, you've got 
to be able to read your fan mail and you've got to be able to count how many golden discs 
. or trophies you've got." 
(Louisa) 
"Maths - yeh for like working in shops - doing sums. Like if you've got to work out 
how much you owe someone if you've borrowed it. If you're going on holiday you have 
to work out how much money you'll need, the cost to get there." 
(Val) 
Whilst expressing similar views to the girls from the rural school there were some very 
noticeable differences. Adult work mentioned here included 'lower' status employment 
such as working in a factory or a shop - comments made by Vicky and Val. This very 
much reflected the different life experiences the suburban girls had compared to the rural 
girls - the vast majority of the suburban girls' immediate contacts were involved in 
'lower' status work and they had limited dealings with people pursuing 'higher' status 
occupations. 
Steedman( 1982) explores how young working-class girls make sense of, and interpret, 
their own home and family life and use it to imagine what their own future will be like. In 
a similar manner to the majority of the suburban girls in this research they have somewhat 
limited perspectives which are constructed from their own immediate experiences. Taking 
this issue a stage further Reay( 1998) shows how this limited perspective can have a 
serious effect on working-class pupils in terms of their possible selection of higher 
education. This process is far simpler for middle-class pupils as they do not experience 
the working-class pupils' lack of understanding of the system which is precipitated by a 
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combination of factors such as lack of advice and lack of role-models. Limitations are 
also imposed on working-class pupils in terms of material and financial constraints. 
An issue raised by Val was that proficiency at mathematics gives an individual the ability 
to manage personal finances. The comment also indicated that money, or the lack of it, 
can be a problem for some families and this may involve borrowing money. Indeed, some 
of the material circumstances of the suburban families were very poor. This was not 
generally a circumstance that appeared to arise in the families of the rural children who 
materially enjoyed a comparatively high standard of living. 
Louisa and Vicky hinted at what were perceived as somewhat more glamorous and 
attractive professions in their eyes - book writer, footballer and disco dancer - but this 
too was tempered with reality in that these people also have to cope with basic 
mathematical skills and English skills. Ilowever, there was a slight hint of a 'flight of 
fancy' - a contrast to what they saw as 'normal' occupations and the possibility of 
succeeding by pursuing a more attractive profession. It possibly indicates, given their 
experiences, w hat these girls saw as successful careers. 
Walkerdine( 1997) considers working-class girls' 'dreams of escape' with their ideal of 
being able to enter a 'glamour profession' which in their eyes is their mark ofa successful 
life. She looks at how their image of success is formulated from watching the likes of pop 
stars. film stars etc. - a complete contrast to their own experience of 'normal' evel)"day 
life and an escape from the mundane. 
O\erall the girls seemed to strongly endorse the current educational trend supported by 
politicians for a definite emphasis on the teaching of basic skills centred around numeracy 
and literacy. 
Subjects allocated lower sb.tus and less relevance by the girls. 
Despite the subject science being officially identified as 'high' status in terms of the 
National Curriculum (ie. being designated as a 'core' subject) it was not seen as 
particularly rele\ant or significant by the girls in any of the research schools. Generally it 
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was not interpreted as being a 'useful' subject -even by girls who indicated that they may 
like to follow professions in adult life which, in reality, involve a considerable scientific 
content. The link between the science taught in school and these professions was not 
made by the girls concerned. Virtually none of the girls mentioned science as being 
particularly enjoyable or as their favourite subject. The only facets of science that were 
indicated to be of particular interest were those involving the study of animals and 
creatures and practical experiments but generally, frequent references to the science 
lessons being boring were made. These views were summed up in the following 
comments: 
"I don't like sorting out solutions. I've never really liked it. It's always been boring to 
me. The animal stuff is nice but separating sand and water ..... " 
(Jane -lligh Wood School) 
"It's boring. It is just cos you're learning about electricity and stuff like that. I think that 
electricity is boring." 
(Toni - Whitemoor School) 
"Well the bit I like about science is doing all the experiments but when it comes down to 
like recording it all down - I'm not very good at writing apparatus and all that down. I 
like doing it." 
(Louisa - Whitellloor School) 
Frequently the content of the science curriculum seemed to lack relevance to the girls 
and the way work was recorded again did not seem particularly relevant. Enthusiasm was 
expressed concerning science work approached practically in small groups and this was 
deemed enjoyable and had some point to the girls - then diminished by the fonn the 
\\ rinen account had to take. It was generally the biology content of the science curriculum 
that \\as found enjoyable and acceptable. The areas of physics and chemistry tended to 
engender lack of interest. 
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Kelly( 1987) explores why girls at school often disassociate themselves from science -
particularly physics and chemistry - and looks at social factors linking science and 
masculinity. She considers the variety of ways in which schools may perpetuate the idea 
of 'masculine science' and suggests that often the way in which science is presented and 
general classroom behaviour and interactions in mixed gender classes may well play a 
significant role in girls developing negative attitudes towards the subject. Kelly's research 
explores these issues with pupils experiencing the 'secondary' phase of their education. It 
would appear that the primary age girls who were the subject of this research indicated 
similar views and opinions concerning facets of their science curriculum - physics and 
chemistry invoking negative feelings and biology giving rise to more positive feelings. 
Further to this, Kelly's research was carried out in the 1980's prior to the introduction of 
the National Curriculum. Despite the implementation of this and various attempts to make 
science more acceptable to girls, little appears to have changed where these primary 
school girls are concerned. Whyte( 1985) looks in detail at the G.I.S.T. project which was 
designed to explore means of making science more 'girl friendly'. She concluded that the 
personal attitudes of the teachers and the climate of the individual schools play a 
considerable role in \\ het her or not initiatives for change in the approach to the science 
curriculum and lessons are successful. Often interventions mean that the girls have more 
positive attitudes towards science and no longer view it as a purely male domain. but 
\\ hen the issue of 'subject choice' arises there is little increase in the number of girls 
opting for science subjects - particularly the physical sciences ie. physics and chemistry. 
This view is confirmed by Gillborn( 1990) who explores how gender appears to play a 
prominent role in this issue. lIe indicates that often the way the option pattern in the 
school is stnlcturcd and the perceptions and ambitions of the individual pupils leads to 
them making choices \\ hich illustrate the traditional pattern of male and female roles. 
This is particularly the case with science-based subjects. Gillborn concludes that 
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frequently teachers, wittingly or unwittingly, actively reinforce gender stereotypes In 
tenns of certain subject options. 
It would appear that the primary age girls who were the focus of this research were 
already expressing quite negative views concerning aspects of their science lessons. This 
was despite experiencing what is considered to be an appropriate, well-balanced science 
curriculum as laid down by the National Curriculum. Already the seeds were being sown 
for thc decisions they will make in terms of subject options in the next phase of their 
education. 
Thc girls' mothers themselves hardly seemed to mention science in connection with their 
daughters and certainly did not place emphasis on it as a high status subject. In fact the 
only mother who talked about science in connection with primary education was Jane's 
mother and she said: 
"The National Curriculum as it came in has driven out the basics. My primary education 
was the 3R's. I didn't do a great deal of anything else. My education was mainly maths 
all morning and English all afternoon. In fact now I think it's too wide. I think they've 
tried to put thc secondary curriculum into the primary. I'd go with the Steiner bit - no 
science until they're fourteen. I think the concepts are too difficult for them to do it." 
Janc's mother indicated that she felt that science did not have a place in the primary 
curriculum and really it should only be taught at secondary schoollcvel- her feeling was 
that the primary school should focus on the 'basics' ie. mathematics and English. This 
was a particularly interesting perspective as Jane's mother was herself a primary school 
teacher. 
Comments the other mothers made included: 
"My science education at secondary school was nil. It was awful. The science and maths 
education at the school was poor." 
(Kathy's mother) 
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hi was told that you definitely need typing and shorthand, commerce, speedwTiting - that 
sort of thing - so do those. It never entered my head to do a science. No-one ever said to 
me do you fancy doing a science." 
(Tracy's mother) 
"They put the sciences against the art. We definitely went down one line." 
(Jane's mother) 
"I was brilliant at biology. It was something that clicked. I hated physics." 
(Toni's mother) 
In terms of their own science education the mothers did not appear to view the subject in 
a very positive light. They either disliked all, or some, aspects of science as a subject or 
felt that their science education was lacking in the particular schools they attended. There 
seemed to be the general impression that when they came to 'choose options' that they 
either chose science subjects or arts' subjects - in some cases the emphasis being on 
practical or vocational subjects. Some of the mothers gave the distinct impression that 
science \\as not really being offered to them as an option but they were expected to 
follow courses that were 'traditionally' perceived as appropriate for girls - specifically 
highlighted by Tracy's mother. Whilst the 'choice' was, in terms of the mothers, related 
to the later stages of their education these strong views and opinions obviously remained 
with them - possibly colouring and afTecting their attitudes in terms of this particular 
curriculum area. 
Mcasor( 1984) indicates that gender affects the way pupils view school subjects and 
\\ here the sciences arc concerned the gender issue becomes important. She points out that 
the majority of girls have objections to doing physical science and to a considerable 
extent the different branches of science exhibit gender allegiance - physical science being 
male dnminated and girls, if they study a science. are more likely to participate in the 
subject of biology. Siskin(1994) further highlights gender patterns concerning different 
facets of the school curriculum - this time from the perspective of the teachers. lie 
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indicatcs that tcachers strongly idcntify with their own subject and in the cases of 
mathematics and the sciences the majority of the teachers are male - in contrast to 
English where the majority of teachers are women. This may well lead to a male-oriented 
culture within many science departments and also influence the approach and attitudes in 
the actual teaching of the subject material - in turn perhaps leading to girls feeling it is 
not an appropriate area of study for them or one with which they would feel comfortable. 
Paechter(2000) also indicates that science departments are frequently male dominated and 
that science is an area of knowlcdge that is perceived to be one of the most powerful on 
the curriculum - using its power to gain greater aCcess to curriculum time and specialised 
institutional space. On the whole the more powerful know ledges tend to be perceived as 
masculine in gender. This inevitably may well affcct the attitudes of the female pupils. 
Thcse attitudes become particularly significant when the individual pupils have to choose 
subjects for further study - girls tending not to selcct science subjects because of their 
perceived masculinity and therefore precluding themselves from some of the more 
'powerful' subjects. 
Stables( 1997) perceives a strong link between career intentions and subject choice. He 
points out that pupils are often less committed to equal opportunities than teachers and 
that their career aspirations are heavily divided along gender-stereotypical lines. Further 
to this Stables( 1997) indicates that many pupils showed little awareness of the very 
traditional biases they exhibitcd in thcir ideas and interests. A major concern is how 
pupils seem unaware of the need to exhibit 'balance' when making subject choices. 
Stables( 1997) emphasises the needs for schools to consider carefully the aims of their 
programmes of subject choice in order that pupils feel able to choose the best balanced 
programme of study appropriate for their own individual skills and talents. In tenns of the 
girls' mothers \\ ho participated in this research it would appear that they were definitely 
'channelled' into certain fields of study by their schools - more often than not 'arts' 
subjects or practical and vocational subjects. They did not seem to feel that they had had a 
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great deal of say in the options they ended up studying - in particular there did not appear 
to have been any active encouragement for them to participate in certain science subjects. 
Other subjects that the girls themselves frequently saw as being not particularly relevant 
to them and expressed a lack of interest in were the humanities subjects of history, 
geography and religious education. Whcre history was concerned, one or two girls 
particularly enjoyed the suhject because they liked learning about the past but the 
majority had reservations about the suhject content and didn't see the significance of 
investigating past times. This was illustratcd in the following comments: 
"It's boring. Well you're learning about the olden days and some bits get boring. I prefer 
to learn ahout wars and things - cos you can ask your Nans and Grandads about 
evcI)1hing." 
(Toni - Whitcmoor School) 
"Sometimes I find it boring hecause that was then and this is now. We're here so why do 
we want to know ahout something that happened a thousand years ago. We don't want to 
know \\ hat happened to some king." 
(Louisa - Whitemoor School) 
"I'm not really a history maniac but my Mum loves it. I think ifs just going over 
evcl)1hing. We read the books and then at the end of the lesson MrJones says 'Okay 
\\c'lI do a bit of writing' and thcn we have to stay in at pla)1imes if we don't finish it. I 
don't really JiI,.c finding out ahout things in the past. I don't like the Romans. I quite liked 
the Aztecs." 
(Linda - Iligh Wood School) 
The girls' cmphasis appeared to he on a dislike of looking at the past - the more 
'ancient' history appeared rather remote from them and not relevant to their lives. In 
contrast. topics lool..ing at more rcccnt events where they can communicate with people, 
particularly relativcs who \vere alive at that particular time, seemed more tangihle. 
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Obviously. the inclusion of people and their own personal experiences appealed to the 
girls and captured their interest. 
Onc of the least popular subjects was geography which was frequently labelled with the 
epithet 'boring'. In a similar way to history some topics or aspects of the subject \\ere 
found enjoyable - either a particular topic was of interest or the specific approach to 
leaming was enjoyable. On the whole, issues that could be related to themselves were the 
ones that raised the most interest. Generally. the suburban school girls tended to have a 
more negative view of this subject than the girls at High Wood School who tended to 
balance out a negative comment with something positive ie. an aspect or approach that 
they enjoyed. They were not so forceful in their condemnation of the subject and 
highlighted certain specific areas of the suhject ahout which they wished to comment ego 
"We wrote ahout countries - climate and stuff. I quite liked that because my Aunty lived 
in Tasmania so I wrote about that. We did weather once. I didn't like weather." 
(Linda - IIigh Wood School) 
·' ......... it sometimes gets a bit horing because there's lots of facts and stufTyou'\e got 
to \cam. When we did an individual project and every geography lesson we just got out 
our own stufTthat was fun because we were all doing different things." 
(Jane -lligh Wood School) 
These comments highlight the positive aspects of geography and specific teaching 
approaches ie. that individual topics or issues had some relevance to the individual child. 
The \\ hole suhject had no significance for Judy highlighted in her comment: 
"Geography's kind of boring - why do you have to map all places in the world \\hen 
sometimcs you're ne\er going to see them - you're not going to go to places. Cos like my 
Mum doesn't have any money. It's not bad leaming about the city streets - all around 
England cos )OU might kam about the United Kingdom and you know sometime in your 
life you're going to go around England - but about America or Australia or Japan or Rio 
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de Janeiro - it's stupid cos you're not going to go there." 
(Judy - Whitcmoor School) 
This comment was made very forcefully almost indicating that Judy felt her time was 
being wasted. It indicated how she felt that her family circumstances were such that much 
of the subject material had little meaning or relevance to her - or, on the other hand, it 
could just be indicative of her ignorance. 
Religious Education was perhaps the least popular of all the curriculum areas discussed 
and elicited some extremely strong opinions from the girls. Only one girl, Jane from High 
Wood School, made a positive comment concerning the subject but that was linked to her 
own personal beliefs as she did not particularly enjoy her R.E. lessons in school. She said: 
"I'm a Christian myself and it does get a bit boring sometimes because Mr. Jones is 
always talking about things we know about - like in assembly nearly every month he tells 
the story of 'The Good Samaritan'. I do believe in Jesus Christ and I'm reading the Bible 
all the time and my favourite books are Genesis and Exodus." 
(Jane -Irigh Wood School) 
Jane and her family were regular churchgoers - as were two of the other families I 
intervie\\ed at lIigh Wood School. Many of the girls at lIigh Wood School had 
connections with the local church in that they attended activities based at the church ego 
brownies. guides etc. Also with their school being a church aided primary school it has 
many connections with the local church and the vicar was a frequent visitor at the school. 
Although they did not necessarily enjoy their R.E. lessons none of the High Wood girls 
totally discounted the church or religion as having no relevance for them. Some of them 
expressed a passing interest in hearing about other religions - an area studied at school. 
In contrast. the girls from the suburban schools were extremely dismissive of religion 
and its personal significance to them. None of the families I interviewed were regular 
churdl attendcrs. hen hearing about other religions was dismissed as being irrele\ant _ 
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it just did not have any significance to their lives. Comments made concerning R.E. 
included: 
hi don't like religious things. I don't really believe in it - you don't really need religion. 
You can get on without it. I don't really enjoy religion. I don't think many other people 
do - unless you become a priest or something." 
(Toni - Whitemoor School) 
hR.E. is about God and Jesus - I don't really believe in God or Jesus. They're just very 
good stories." 
(Tracy - Whitemoor School) 
hIt's boring cos you like learn about the Hindu gods - what do you want to know about 
them because you're not going to join that religion are you?" 
(Louisa - Whitemoor School) 
Generally speaking the suburban girls tended to be more negative concerning the 
humanities suhjects and frequently indicated the lack of relevance they had for them. This 
tended to evolve from the girls being unable to find any personal links to their lives and 
familit'<\, In tht'<\c tem,<\ the slIhicct<; were o/len ollitc clltcporicllllv cii<;mi<;seci. Thev were 
not seen as useful in ternlS of adult life and the world of work. These girls did not seem to 
place a \ery great emphasis on the idea of 'knowledge for knowledge's sake', The girls in 
the nlral 'illage school , .. ere not anywhere near so dismissive and indicated that areas of 
these suhjects could be interesting, In many instances they saw, or found, some personal 
relevance in these academic subjects. 
In tenns of the sch(lol curriculum, it would appear that the social background of the 
indi, idual girls interviewed had a significant role to play in their attitude towards 
different academic areas. Indeed. Arnot( 1986) indicates that pupils from differing 
backgrounds experience school in a diversity of ways, She emphasises that sometimes 
home and school cultures clash and that this may be instrumental in working-class pupils, 
particularly girls, not taking advantage of all the educational opportunities that are 
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availahle to them. In many instances the working-class girls in this research did not 
appear to relate to a numher of aspects of their school curriculum because they perceived 
them as not being relevant to their everyday lives. There appeared to be a conflict 
het\\een the culture espoused by the school and that which was accepted as normal by the 
working-class pupils. This was possibly resulting in the beginnings of rejecting aspects of 
education and schooling which, at a later date, may prove to be contributory factors in a 
pattern of underachievement or severely limited career opportunities. 
Amot( 1986) also considers the historical development of state education for girls and 
how. in the past. it was assumed that girls should receive a different education from that 
received by boys. The emphasis in terms of girls was that middle-class girls would learn 
to behave in a decorous manner - highlighting politeness and social graces - whereas 
working-class girls were expected to learn practical skills linked to domesticity. Even 
after the 1944 Education Act there was still differentiation in terms of gender but further 
attempts had been made to alleviate difTerentiation in terms of social class with the 
introduction of a more meritocratic system ic. the inception of the eleven plus 
cxamination to supposedly enable pupils from all social backgrounds to have the 
opportunity to succeed academically. 
With the introduction of the National Curriculum one would assume that differential 
access to the school curriculum in terms of gender and social background should 
disappear. Ilo\\c\er, it would appear that the situation is more complex than simply 
access to curricular areas - the working-class girls who were the focus of this research 
\\ere already beginning to limit their • future options' by steering towards a less academic 
curriculum and thus possibly contributing to their own future disadvantage. 
This \iew is supported by Stanley(l989) and Riddell( 1992) - the latter concluding that 
the NatillJlal Currkulul11 is unlikely to improve the situation of girls and emphasising the 
role of the cultures ()f pupils and their families in producing gender divisions in the 
curriculum. I km ever. Riddell( 1992) highlights the fact that schools and teachers play an 
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active role in this - either positively or negatively. This issue concerning the part played 
by teachers is further underlined by Durwood( 1992) who considers whether or not the 
National Curriculum can help reduce working-class underachievement. He concludes that 
the content of the curriculum offers little as by its nature the National Curriculum is 
subject based and historically working-class pupils have underachieved with this type of 
curriculum. From his perspective the positive outcomes lie in the manner in \\hich the 
teacher presents the curricular material. If an effort is made to reduce the gulf between 
everyday experience and classroom experience there may well be positive results in terms 
of acadcmic achicvement. 
In ternlS of the humanities subjects of history, geography and religious education the 
mothers made \ery few comments concerning their importance and relevance as areas of 
study in school. Only onc mother, Linda's mother, indicated that she felt that these 
suhjects had significance in terms of schooling and showed a personal interest and 
\\ illingness to provide 'extra' help where these areas of study were concerned. This was 
illustrated in the following comment she made: 
hI find out \\ hat projects they're doing. I think I rely on the school to take the lead but I 
like to provide lots of other interests for her - even academic interests. I'm an academic 
type of person really. My favourite place in the world is the library. I try to worm in some 
slightly more challenging things - not only just fiction. I'm always getting books for her 
from the lihrary. Subjects she perhaps shows an interest in." 
(Linda's mother-lIigh Wood School) 
Other mothers from Iligh Wood School indicated that, in their views, the humanities 
suhjects "cre decidedly peripheral in terms of the main primary school curriculum and 
could be pursued as hobbies or interests outside school. They were almost viewed as 
desirable, cultural cxtras. This was indicated in the following comments: 
"We're \ cry keen on histol)' and old buildings and gardening. Every other weekend in 
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the summer we visit a stately home or open garden. Sally's interested in that." 
(Sally's mother -lligh Wood School) 
"Wc're into the National Trust and English Heritage. We're life members of the National 
Trust and my husband, Roger, is into the Civil War." 
"On holidays we don't overdo it - you have to combine the art with the fun really." 
(Jane's mother -lligh Wood School) 
This idea of 'educational visits' or cultural aspects of holidays was a re-occurring theme 
"here the mothers at High Wood School were concerned. 
Jane's mother also expressed concern over the breadth of the primary school curriculum. 
This was illustrated in the following comment that she made; 
"She's getting more sort of like fingers dipped in lots of pies but I'm not sure she's 
getting an)1hing in more depth. My husband says we'll have generations of kids that 
know a lot abl.1ut the Aztecs, a Il.1t about the Romans but they don't know an)1hing in the 
middle. Lack of chronology worries me." 
(Janc's mother -High WOl.1d School) 
Many of the mothers certainly gave the impression, as discussed earlier, that the main 
purpose of the primary schol.1l was to emphasise literacy and numeracy. This perspective 
was particularly devcloped by Jane's mother who directly criticised the breadth of the 
National Curriculum. As she herself was actively involved in the education system in the 
primary sector her views may be particularly noteworthy. In general the mothers 
associated their own primary education as being focussed around numeracy and literacy 
skills and very littlc clse. 
The mothers of thc girls from the suburban schools also emphasised the importance of 
mathematics and English and littlc, or no, mention was madc of the humanities' subjects. 
Only I.1ne mother, Judy's mother, spoke about these subjects and that was to indicate her 
0\\ n lack ()f know kdgc in thc area and thcrefore gave a reason for her inability to assist 
her daughter with her homework. Shc said: 
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"I hated R.E. You'd get a teacher talking about reI igion and that was it. I was also never 
one for history - so if she brings a project home on history you've got no chance." 
(Judy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
With the mothers from the two suburban schools there were also very few indications 
that they took their children on educational visits at weekends and during school holidays. 
This was highly likely to be due, in the majority of cases, to financial constraints - very 
simply they were unable to afford this type of outing or visit. In Chapter Four the family 
backgrounds of the girls are outlined. It can be seen that three of the suburban mothers 
were single parents with more than one child to care for and in two of the other suburban 
families neither of the parents were engaged in full-time employment outside the home. 
Further to this the majority of the suburban parents who were employed were engaged in 
occupations that could be classified as unskilled and comparatively poorly paid. This 
would indicate that these families were perhaps restricted in terms of the availability of 
personal finance. 
The issue of transport availability was also a likely factor to affect the extent and 
frequency of family outings and trips. Where the suburban families were concerned the 
majority of them were partially or totally dependent on public transport as they did not 
possess a car. In ternlS of the mothers only Toni's mother had full access to a car. This 
ine\itably raised thc issue of further expense in terms of outings and also limited the 
distance range of these visits because of the reliance on public transport. Where the 
families \\ ho lived in a rural environlllcnt were concerned this was not a contentious 
matter - they all had ready access to personal transport which was actually essential for 
thcm because of the limited availability of public transport. It was an accepted part of 
their life-st) le that they had to use personal transport for virtually all journeys. This 
pro\idcd greater flexibility than was available to the suburban mothers and also extended 
the distance range f~)r \isits and outings. 
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Stables( 1997) points out that the views of different groups of people concerning the 
school curriculum are very much affected by the conceptions they have of what the 
curriculum is meant to achieve. In terms of the girls' mothers their over-riding concern 
was that the primary schools concentrated on transmitting appropriate literacy and 
numeracy skills. They tended to have quite narrow views concerning the relevance of 
other subjects. To a great extent their opinions appeared to be based on their own school 
experiences - the humanities' subjects had more relevance in the secondary phase of 
education. The middle-class mothers saw the humanities as areas that could be pursued as 
a fornl of cultural recreation. 
Paechter(2000) indicates that the National Curriculum has not really altered the basic 
hierarchy of curricululll subjects - the most significant areas being mathematics, English 
and science. The subjects most affected by the introduction of the National Curriculum 
have been \\ hat can be termed as the marginal subjects - if anything history and 
geography ha\e now become slightly more marginal. 
Subject area!! indicnted a!! bein!! enjoyable by the girls. 
The subjects \\ hich. on the \\-hole, were deemed the most enjoyable were art. P.E. and 
games. music and some aspects of English - specifically reading. In many cases these 
were pursued by the girls in their own time - in the form of related hobbies and music 
lessons. In the schools used for the purpose of this research instrument lessons were 
available fllr pupils for a payment. The vast majority of these lessons were taken up by 
girls. In the rural village school a much greater range of instrumental lessons were 
available and a few girls played several instruments - a notable number of girls at this 
schll{)1 also had pri\ ate music lessons out of school hours. 
The subject that \\as fllund most enjoyable of all was art and craft. Comments illustrating 
this \\ ere: 
"1 like dra\\ ing. mixing all the colours. ICs a bit of an escape from writing." 
(Linda -lIigh \\\l{l{j ScllllOI) 
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"1 quite look forward to art because that's like a break at the end of the week." 
(Jane -lligh Wood School) 
"Art I just love it - well it's just great the way you use your pencil - and like you're 
drawing it and then you can paint it or put chalk on. Cos last time in Year 41 done it was 
like a sun with lots an' lots of things and reflects cos all ya done is put black on and 
scribbly lines in the water - but it was brilliant." 
(Mandy - Whitemoor School) 
"Art's fun, ifs creative and you get to do all different sketches. I've done quite a lot of 
draw ings. The best drawing I've done is of a whale - the whale looks as though it's going 
to jump out at you." 
(Vicky - Whitemoor School) 
The girls from lIigh Wood School gave the impression that art was something pursued 
fM nlea"llre and in tenns of the school curriculum it was viewed as 'light relief from the 
real business of other subjects which were classified as work by the girls. This was 
particularly highlightcd in the comments that Linda and Jane made. The view given was 
that it was not a 'serious subject'. The girls from Whitemoor School found the subject 
equally as enjoyable as the Ifigh Wood girls but they spoke at greater length and 
highlighted instances , .. hen they produced something they were proud of and this had 
significance for them. They recalled with pride specific pieces of work that gave them an 
ob,ious S(lurce (lf success. This was not evident in the High Wood girls - they did not 
mention individual pieces of work. 
Perhaps at this point it is pertinent to acknowledge that pupils in different schools may 
\\CII not have the same experiences of the subjects that are a part of their overall 
curriculum. Certain subjects. particularly art and music, are more open to an individual 
teacher's personal nair and enthusiasm and this could account for pupils seeing the 
subject in such a p..,sitivc light. 
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Where this research is concerned, the schools at its centre were very different in nature-
one of the major differences being that two of the schools were large suburban 'junior' 
schools and the third school was a small rural 'primary' school. The comparative size of 
the schools had a considerable bearing on how the staff were deployed to deliver the 
National Curriculum - this too could affect the standard of delivery of various curricular 
areas. The issue as to whether or not small schools can competently deliver the National 
Curriculum is discussed by lIargreaves et al(1996). They concluded that in matters of the 
curriculum the teachers in small schools are generally as confident as those in larger 
schools and the heads of these schools have more active involvement in the curriculum 
and its deli\ery than their counterparts in larger schools. Ilowe\er, the actual 
cffecti\cness of the teaching of the national Curriculum with a limited number of stafT 
and lack of specialist teachers in some spheres is an area that lends itself to further 
research. 
r.E. and games. or specific aspects of the lessons. were enjoyed by all of the girls. Every 
girl intenie\\cd mentioned some pleasurable activity. This was illustrated in the 
follo\\ ing comments: 
"Well I think I'm quite good at it - well netball. Emma and I go to netball club. I like 
r.E. dO\\I1 the hall cos I go to gymnastics. I like doing all the hanging. swinging and 
jumping OHr the boxes and things." 
(Linda - Iligh Wood School) 
"P.E. you can d,) dancing and go on the apparatus. Games you can do sports like netball 
- cos I \\as captain oflhe netball team." 
(Slllie - Wcstficld Acre School) 
"I I,)\e it. r.E. you can get healthy. Games is just like brilliant cos you can find out all 
d i Ili:rcnl games." 
(Mand)' - Whitcnl<)(lr SdH)(ll) 
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In a similar way to P.E. and games, virtually all of the girls found some facet of music 
enjoyable - however. their main sources of enjoyment appeared to be outside of the class 
music lcssons and centred around the playing of instruments or being members of the 
school choir. The pupils of Iligh Wood definitely placed their emphasis on instrument 
playing as indicated in the quote made by Anna: 
"I like singing and I play lots of different instruments. I like being able to play them and 
it's different to c\crybody else knowing I can play those instruments." 
(Anna -High Wood School) 
The majority of the girls at High Wood School were in either the choir or the orchestra, 
or both. and they frequently participated in concerts or pcrfomlances in the locality. 
Rather surprisingly this was rarely mentioned unless the individuals were prompted. It did 
not appear to h<! anything greatly significant and was just accepted as a 'noma!' event or 
activity. In contrast to this. being a member of the school choir or participating in a 
perfonnance \\as considered to be rather special and a source of pride to the suburban 
girls. Bcing a mcmber of the school choir was given considerable status amongst the girls 
and those \\ho did not 'get in' the choir mentioned this with regret. The ability to 
'perfonn' and take part in productions was a highlight to the suburban girls: 
"I'm in the choir - I'm onc of the best singers. I can do solos and that. I sang in the 
production - I !killS on me own in front of all the people - two nights in a row. I'm a good 
singcr. I can get my notes out. I like playing music." 
(Slllie - Wcstficld Acre School) 
"I'm in the choir right and doing 'Greasc' is really exciting cos you like act trendy and 
hip and evcrything - you can make songs about your fcelings and stuff like that." 
(Judy - Whitcnhlor School) 
These girls (lb\ iously fdt a scnse of achicvement and taking part in a production was 
,ic\\cd as dilTcrent and exciting. It was most prohably a total contrast to their 'nomal' 
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c\cl)·day activities at home and at school. They gained personal status by being, in their 
eycs, in the 'spotlight' at a public performance. 
The \alue and significance of 'school performances' for individual pupils and the wider 
school community is explored by Woods(1993}. lie concludes that these events can have 
a lasting bcncficial elTect on individuals, both in terms of their academic and their social 
development. This would appear to be the case with a number of the girls interviewed -
particularly some of the suburban girls. They seem to have gained a very positive view of 
thcmsches from thcir expericnces as ·pcrformers'. 
Despite the significance and enjoyment gained from the subjects art, music, P.E. and 
games they \\ere frequently dismissed as of no great importance - they were considcred 
to be enjoyable but "ere discounted because 'you don't learn much' and wcre given a 
comparativcly low status. The attendant skills were rather summarily dismissed as not 
being particularly rele\ant or important. This was particularly so with the girls from High 
Wood School. 
The mothers of the girls from 11 igh Wood School seemed to view the subjects of music, 
art and eratl and r.E. as areas in \\hich they could provide extra help and opportunities. 
This took the f~lrnl of lessons and coaching outside school time, the provision of materials 
and equipment in the home and, in some instances. the personal time and assistance of the 
indi\ idual mothers. SOllle of the girls participated in an 'extra' lesson, a club or coaching 
session nearly· c\cry evening. All of thcse activities were viewed as being culturally and 
socially \\orth" hile. They \\ere seen as enriching the girls' education. Comments the 
Iligh Wood mothers made included: 
"She likes to make things - make things out of materials. She'll make things out of 
cereal boxes, hlilct rolls. We listen to music and we do a lot of reading, drawing and 
making things." 
(Rachcrs mother -lligh Wood School) 
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"Shc's quite crcative. She's always wanting to make things. She's got the most amazing 
hedroom. She's designed this hedroom as underwater. I did the painting but she designed 
it completely - dark blue walls and ceiling and it's all sort of dolphin friezes. 
Gymnastics is a hig interest in her life. She goes to this club once a week with her 
hrothcr. They're quite agilc and we've got things in the garden - trapeze things and 
rings." 
(Linda's mother -lligh Wood School) 
"Shc's \ery artistic. Shc's interested in the violin. She's very keen on it. She used to do a 
lot ofdancc \\hen she was younger. She's quite a theatrical type of person. She loves her 
gymnastics \\hiclt she does every week. She used to have a pony. She reads an awful lot 
and dra\\ sa 1\)1. They go s\\ imming and ice-skating." 
(Ellic's mother -lligh Wood School) 
Only onc of thc suhurhan girls actually attended an organised club or activity outside 
school and that \\as Louisa \\ho had swimming lessons. This was a very popular activity 
and nearly all of these girls regularly went swimming. The local swimming pool was 
easily accessiblc and the girls usually went there with a group of friends. On the "hole 
thc suhurh.m girls and their families tended to view activities outside school involving art, 
music and r.E. as purely social or as hohhies to fill their time - rather than educationally 
enriching. Comments made hy thc mothers about their daughters' involvement in these 
acti, ities included: 
"She dances in her bedroom and blasts music out." 
(roni's mother- Whitemnor School) 
"She likes t\) make c1\lthes. I do knitting and she likes to have a go." 
(\1and) 's mother - Whitemnor School) 
"She paints a hlt. Shc's nh\ays doing arty things. She's always making things." 
(Louisa's ll11l ther - Whitenh~)r School) 
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These appeared to be acti\ities that the girls organised themselves and pursued on their 
0\\ n fM their 0\\ n entertainment and to occupy themselves. The emphasis was not on 
being 'taught' anything or an organised activity. In the case of Mandy there was a 
practical and constnJcti\c clement to her 'craft' activity. There "'as an end product that 
\\as useful in her c\cl")day life. She was not just participating in an activity for pure 
cnjoyment it had practical considerations. 
When Measor( 198.t) considered pupil perceptions of subject status she indicated that the 
pupils regarded ~,th music and art and craft lessons as being more informal than the 
traditional 'academic' subjects - and behaved accordingly. They ",ere not rated highly in 
the hierarchical stnJcture of the curriculum. Music, in particular, was linked to the pupils' 
0\\11 infllrnlal culture and its \alues. This was dcfinitely the case where the suburban girls 
\\ere concerned. Whilst the girls from the rural school placed great emphasis on their 
personal enjoyment of music their experiences tended to be more formalized in the shape 
of 'extra' less{)f1s and tuition. Music was considered to be a desirable cultural and 
eJucati{)f1al ~lf1US in their case. 
As \\ell as being \ie\\ed as a prerequisite for a 'successful' adult life, reading was seen 
as a much favoured acti\ ity by all of the girls - even those experiencing some learning 
difliculties. (\'Illl1lents that illustrate some of the opinions voiced included: 
-I just I\l\e reading. If I get a ~'ok I just keep my head in it all day - nobody can get 
thH)ugh to me. I just 1\)\ c a good oook." 
(Anna - Iligh \\\lc.ld Sdhlc.11) 
"It's really exciting \\hell yl11l sit down with it. You can't stop even though your Mums 
and Dads say) \111 '\ e g\)t III SlllP reading. Y (lU don't know what's going to happen next 
and you ha\ c to carT)' Oil reading to see what's going to happen next." 
(Judy - Whitel11\,\(lr Sdhlc.ll) 
The idea (If real.ling heing a pleasllrahle experience and a form of escapism comes over in 
the~ C()I11IllCnts. This is cmphasised more oy the type of oook the girls preferred to read _ 
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the \'ast majority indicated their preference for ghost, horror, mystery or adventure 
stories. One or 1\\0 indicatcd that they enjoyed animal stories. Reading was not just 
\icwcd as an acadcmic ncccssity but a very enjoyable pastime. 
These girls \ery much related to, and became involved in, what they were reading. This 
would coincide with the \icws expressed by Ten Dam and Volman(l991) who indicate 
that the feminine way of reading is to entcr into a relationship with the text whereas the 
male approach is to remain dctachcd from what is happening in the text. They conclude 
that this femininc approach to reading should not be seen negatively and more attention 
should he paid tlmards it rathcr than making the girls adapt to a masculine way of 
leaming. 
Stahlcs et al( 1995) indicate that girls gencrally have a much more positive attitude than 
hoys to\\ards English and also have a grcatcr intcrcst in reading. They are also likely to 
sce rcading as thc 'csscncc' of English. 
The mothers, particularly of thc more acadcmically ablc girls, acknowledged their 
daughtcrs' lo\c of rcading and in many instances actively encouraged this. The 
enjoyment of reading was \icwcd in a very positive light and the 'rcading ability' of 
individual girls was an oh .. i~lus source of pride where the mothers were concerned. This 
\\ as sho\\ n in thc fllttow ing comments: 
"She rcads a Illt. Shc likes classics as welt. Shc likes Janc Austcn and she will tell you all 
al'xlut Jane Austcn." 
(Anna's mothcr -High Wood School) 
"Shc rcads I~'ads {If l'xxlks - she'll rcad the whole onc in a night and then she's on to the 
ncxt(1nc. She \\as wah:hing somcthing on thc telcvision and she said she didn't enjoy it 
because the\' \\ eren', like they wcre in her head in the book." 
(1.(l\1i~a's ll11lthcr - Whitcl1llxlr School) 
"She reads. Shc Ilwcs pocms. Shc likcs murder books and Cathcrine Cookson. I used to 
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read 'cm w hen I was \I, ith me husband but I don't no more." 
(Su/ie's mother - West field Acre School) 
To an cxtent the comments from Anna's mother and Suzie's mother were indicative of a 
difTerelKe in attitude to,\ards appropriate reading materials for their daughters from 
mothers from \ Cl)' different educational and social backgrounds. Anna's mother stressed 
the 'classics' and SU/ie's mother felt that as Suzie was such a good reader she should 
read 'adult' books that she herself read. She didn't seem to question the appropriateness 
of the content of this material fl)r an eleven year old girl. 
SI. John-Bnx)ks( 1983) hlks at the idea that the background of pupils can affect their 
progress and attitudes in tenns of English as a curriculum subject. She indicates that the 
different experiences the pupils bring to school can play a role in their achievements -
both the experiences and achievements tend to be divided along social class lines. Each 
family indirectly transmits a certain cultural capital and in many instances working -
class pupils lad. wh:lt is seen by the school as 'appropriate cultural capital'. Progress is 
easier fnr t111)!\C w hn possess this. From this point of view, SI. John-Brooks( 1983) 
concludes that teachers need to develop techniques for bridging cultural gaps. 
A suhjcct that was highl): ruted in tcrms of enjoyment by the suburban girls was LT. 
(Infomlati,'I1 Technol,)g). The pupils in the rural school were rather non-committal 
conccming this subject and did not express a great deal of enthusiasm for it. This could 
more than likely be explained by dim.'rential I.T. facilities within the schools. The 
suburban sc\llxlls both had well-equipped LT. rooms with a wide array of software that 
"as readily 3\aibbk fllr the pupils' lIse - these two schools were much larger than the 
rural sch('II.)1. thcref'lfC finance was more likely to be available to provide these facilities. 
The rural SCIH'II.ll did not ha\ can I.T. ro~lrn - onc or two computers were available for use 
in each da"f\'II.llll and there was a wry limited selection of software. The pupils in the 
suhurban sdH'II.lls used the computer in a greater variety of lessons and experienced a 
wider range of sllfh, arc. 
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Asp('cts ofschooling that give rise to concerns for the girlso 
Maths was often spoken of as being a 'difficult' subject and aspects of it caused the girls 
concern. The concerns of the High Wood School girls included: 
"Sometimes I canOt work out things and I can't ask my friends sometimes cos ifs like a 
test." 
(Kathy -High Wood School) 
"I sometimes find maths a bit difficult. Well when we've got really big numbers and 
wc',e got to takc away and they're all noughts it's really hard." 
(Anna - Iligh Wood School) 
"I struggle \\ ith maths. I go to this woman who helps me. Times tables I get worried 
about and dividing." 
(Ellie -lligh Wood School) 
Their concerns involved specific mathematical processes cg.dividing and subtraction. 
rather than mathematics in general. Further worries revolved around participating in tests. 
Ellie's feeling about mathematics being problematic for her was reinforced by the fact 
that she had to have 'extra' mathematics tuition outside school to assist her progress. 
The girls from Whitemoor School voiced similar worries involving mathematics 
particularly the 'testing' issue - however their main concerns centred around being 
'ability sct' for a significant proportion of their mathematics lessons. The issue of 'sets' 
was a re-occurring theme. This was illustrated by the following comments: 
"I don't l~)(lk flll"\\ard to when we're having tests. I'm in bottom set maths so when we 
have a test ifs really hard for us and that's why I don't like them." 
(Val- Whiteml)(lr ScllO()1) 
"In set maths you have to do fractions. I'm in top set and I've got Mrs. Wheeler and 
there's Slll1le things I don't understand and I can't tell her cos I'm scared." 
(Vidy - Whitellll)(lr Sclll)(ll) 
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"1 don't really m.e sets cos you get split up and .... we only have Wednesday and Friday 
"hen we don't go into sets. You get all mixed up with children from the other classes." 
(Toni - Whitemoor School) 
The main worries were focussed on the pressures the girls experienced connected to their 
relative abilities - the girls in 'top' set felt under pressure to perform well and didn't want 
to be seen to do othel'\\ise. In contrast Val, in the 'bottom' set, was obviously aware of 
her 'designated' lack of ability compared to others in her year and this caused her worries 
\\ hen faced \\ ith tests. The idea of being taught away from the class group also seemed to 
cause added pressures \\ hen 'mixed' with children from other classes. These 
circumstances did not arise with the girls from High Wood School as they were taught in 
ability groups \\ithin their own class - they did not voice any concerns about this 
particular arrangement. 
The worries expressed by the girls raise several issues that already affect, or may affect, 
in the future, their attitudes towards mathematics. Even some of the very able girls 
expressed some misgivings about the subject. The issue of confidence is explored by 
Jones and Smart( 1995) and they indicate that this is one of the major factors affecting 
girls' le\els of participation in mathematics. They feel that because of a lack of 
confidence many girls opt out of continuing with studying mathematics and therefore 
exclude themsel\es from many career opportunities. However, this may well be just one 
of many complex factors that afTect this issue and so some of these other criteria are now 
briefly explored. 
Very mlH:h linlo.ed to confidence is the concept of 'mathematics anxiety'. This is 
researched by Ne\\ stead( 1998) and is particularly relevant to the girls at the centre of this 
research as f'.:e\\stcad's work is centred around 9-11 year olds in primary schools. One of 
the \\olT)ing findings is that 'mathematics anxiety' may begin at an early age. An 
important factor that is emphasised is that 'mathematics anxiety' takes different forms _ 
some pupils may be anxiolls in all mathematics related circllmstances but, more 
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commonly, the anxiety is situation or circumstance specific. This would appear to be the 
case \\ ith the girls from Iligh Wood School, Whitemoor School and Westfield Acre 
School. Newstead( 1998) indicates that pupils exposed to 'traditional' approaches in the 
teaching of mathematics are likely to exhibit more anxiety particularly in social and 
public aspects of doing mathematics ego explaining an answer to a teacher or other class 
members. In this particular research a number of pupils expressed concerns about tables 
tests and S.A.T.'s - both of these, to some degree, involve a 'public showing' of relative 
ability. Ne\\stead's research highlights the significance of the teaching approach to 
alle\iate pupils' anxieties. 
Doaler( 199-1, 1997a) concentrates on the efTect of different teaching approaches and the 
design of the mathematics curriculum in schools. She particularly considers how they can 
have a detrimental efTect on girls and their achievements and concludes that a 'traditional' 
approach may cause underachievement and disaffection in girls. In order to accommodate 
the girls' st) le of learning Doaler advocates a process based approach with the emphasis 
on open work \\ ith discussion and the main aim being understanding - not speed and 
completion of a set of tasks. 
In lxlth Whitemoor School and Westficld Acre School the pupils were taught 
mathematics in ability sets - however some areas of the subject were taught as class 
1l1pics at Whitcmoor School. At Iligh Wood School mathematics was taught in class in 
abil it)' groups. The issue of being taught in sets was frequently a cause for concern for the 
girls at WhitellH){lr and Westficld Aere - regardless of ability. 
Concerns ill\ohing the teaching of mathematics in sets in secondary education are 
voiced by Boaler( I 997b) - often the same worries expressed by the girls at Whitemoor 
and Westficld Acre Schools in the primary sector of education. Boaler indicates that 
frequently girls in the Il)P sets respond badly to the pressure and competition of setted 
Ics~lns. This \\ as Illlt so ob,ious from the girls interviewed in this research but they 
Hliced C(lnCerns al1\lut maintaining their places in the top set - already some signs of 
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pressure to perform well were becoming evident in these more able girls. However, they 
had not yet become disillusioned and demotivated. Less able pupils in lower sets or 
groups also voiced concern about their ability to perform in tests and S.A.T.'s. They were 
obviously aware of their lesser abilities compared to their peers. This too could have a 
detrimental effect on their motivation and achievement. Boaler(1997b) found that 
secondary age pupils in lower sets became disaffected and demotivated because of the 
limits placed on their achievements because of their placing in a lower set ie. at G.C.S.E. 
the)' were only able to gain lower grade certificates - they were not entered for 
examinations enabling them to gain a 'Grade A' or 'Grade B'. 
Although some aspects of English were frequently mentioned as presenting few 
difficulties for the girls others wcre indicated as giving rise to conccrns - the nature of 
\\ hich were different for the girls from the suburban schools compared to the rural school. 
Only two girls from Iligh Wood School raised concerns and these included: 
...... havc to do a Il)t of writing and I'm not vcry good at writing. Sometimes you don't 
ha\c much time to do your work and get your writing done." 
(Sally -lIigh Wood School) 
•• ..... Occause my hand\Hiting's tcrrible - for the S.A.T.'s you've got to have really good 
hand" riting." 
"All these adjectives and pronouns - it's confusing all these different names." 
(Linda -lIigh Wood School) 
Sally, \\ ho did not find \Hinen work casy, found time constraints a problem and was 
concerned shout completing tasks, whereas Linda's difficulties stemmed from the more 
technical aspects of Fnglish lessons - parts of specch and handwriting. The laner caused 
Linda to \\off)' ah\)ut the ctTect it would have on her S.A.T.'s results. To do well in these 
\\as important III her and she was the only girl who raised the worry ofperforrning well in 
S.A.T:s te~ts. 
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More of the suburban girls than rural girls expressed concerns involving English lessons. 
Thcir main worries centred around (as in mathematics) being taught fonnal aspects of 
language work in 'ability' sets. The overriding worry involved spelling tests as illustrated 
bv the follow ing comments: 
. ~ 
"My spellings in case I don't know and stuff like that - I don't really like it in case 
you\e Icarnt them but you get them wrong." 
(Toni - Whitemoor School) 
•• .... cos I learn my spellings and then on the day I forget every single one of them and I 
get really low marks and that really disappoints me." 
(Vieky - Whitemoor School) 
It is interesting that the main concerns exprcssed by the suburban girls almost mirror 
those expressed concerning aspects of their mathematics teaching. This again calls into 
account the teaching approach that is pursued and what would be most effective with 
thcse girls. 
Unlike the girls. the mothers did not raise many concerns involving their daughters and 
their pro\\css at mathematics. However a few mothers did indicate that their individual 
daughters did not find mathematics easy and generally had to work hard to maintain 
progress. In these instances the girls either received 'extra' help from one source or 
another N. as \\as the case with Judy, the teacher explained the situation to the 
satisfaction of her mother. None of these mothers were unduly concerned that their 
daughters did not find mathematics easy. This was illustrated by their comments: 
"My daughter is not tl'rribly hot at maths - but then no-onc is in my family. She has extra 
tu it ion." 
(L1lic's m\)ther -lligh Wood School) 
"Shc struggles \\ith maths. Perhaps she doesn't realise she struggles with it but she 
comes tHlI1lC and \\c h:l\C III go do\\n the library and get maths books to remind me. She 
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has to \\Nk hard at it." 
(Tracy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"Maths\\ ise - I have said to her you're struggling with maths. She has more crosses than 
she has ticks. But I spoke to the teacher and she said we don't want to drop her down -
\\c want to tx)(lst her lip and get hcr confidence - bring her up rather than put her down." 
(Judy's mother - Whiternoor School) 
In contrast more major concerns and worries were raised involving different aspects of 
English. The greatest concerns were voiced if an individual was not, in the eyes of her 
mother, making adequate progress in her reading. This was shown in the following 
statements: 
"I never thought she'd learn to read. I thought she'd come out of school illiterate." 
(Val's mother - WhilellH)(lr School) 
"They'd d~lne some tests and she was virtually six months behind her chronological age 
in reading and e\en further behind in spelling. We were told she would get there but she 
isn'l getting there."(Kathy's mother -lIigh Wood School) 
These h\ 0 comments show the depth of feelings the mothers had if their daughters were 
not succeeding in terms of their English work in school. It appeared to be accepted as 
nornlal that the girls \\(luld cope and progress relatively easily in this subject. In contrast 
it sccmed III be assumed that mathematics was a difficult subject and that it was nonnal to 
stmgglc f~)r success in it. Traditionally mathematics has been seen as a male-dominated 
curricular d~lmain. Sis~in( 19(4) reinforces this and indicates that this masculine image 
emanates from a \ariet)' of sources - notably that female mathematics teachers are in the 
min\lrit)' and, on the \\ hole, the nature of teaching mathematics can be linked to a 
masculine ctlh1S. There is a linear way of approaching matters using step by step 
pnx, .. durcs and thl're is a great emphasis on quantitative methods - all signifying a 
'male' arpn'ach. raechler(~OOO) also indicates that some forms of knowledge are clearly 
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labelled by gender - mathematics and science being perceived as masculine. Further to 
this these subjects are seen to occupy a dominant position within the overall curriculum. 
Whilst the girls' mothers wished their daughters to be proficient in mathematics there 
was not the same strength of feeling and worry expressed as there was if they were not 
succeeding \\ ith aspects of the English curriculum. They expected the girls to be more 
profi,ient in these areas. Stables ct al( 1995) indicate that. despite changes in recent years, 
there arc few indications of actual changes in pupil perspectives concerning English. The 
girls' mothers saw reading as the essential core of English - the girls similarly placed 
great signifi,ance on reading. The mothers viewed competency in English - specifically 
reading - as a prerequisite for future life and also it was vital in order to enable their 
daughters to su,ceed in their education generally. St. John-Brooks( 1983) in her 
consideration of ideologies surrounding English as a curriculum subject points out that it 
is frequently seen as a 'service' subject for other parts of the curriculum - ie. it is vital for 
attainment in (lther subject areas. She also highlights that the teaching of English, in the 
e)es of the majority of the population, should incorporate what she terms as 'common 
sense' English - ie. basic reading and writing skills. This would appear to be the view the 
majority \)f the girls' mothers possessed. St.John-Brooks( 1983) concludes that this 
perccpti~)J1 has considerable influence on the teaching of English and this perspective has 
persisted f~)r generati~)ns. 
Conclusion. 
The girls' pcrcepti~ms of the primary curricululll were very much linked to how they 
percci\ ed the hierardlical structure of the actual curriculum. The status allocated to 
different subject areas \\as of paramount importance in determining the girls' attitudes 
and nl'l'f{
'
:tches. In turn these were open to influence frolll a variety of sources -
including the girls' mothers. their teachers. their peers, their social background and 
s\lCiet~ in general. DI..'pcnding on the specific context or 'field' it was possible for the 
girls' (X'rccpti\,nS tll \:try or change. 
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There were certain ideas and perceptions that were inherent where the girls were 
concerned. These contributed to building up some of the characteristics of a group 
'habitus', These characteristics. whilst generally present, exhibited subtle nuances of 
difference in the cases of some individuals. Frequently this was indicative of variations in 
social and familial circumstances. The 'habitus' of each individual girl reflected how she 
had internalised and made sense of the various influences to which she was exposed. 
The curriculum suhjects of mathematics and English were universally seen as the most 
important and therefore allocated a high status. The girls saw these as significant in 
enahling thcm to be competent in the adult world - regardless of social background. 
Competcncy in these suhjects was essential to be a successful pupil - manifestations of 
each indi\ idual's 'hahitus' Were to be literate and numerate. The schools reinforced the 
major significance of mathematics and English by designating them 'core' subjects and 
allocating the greatest proportion of curriculum time to them. Notable influence also 
camc from thc girls' nh)thers who emphasised the importance of the 'basics' and saw the 
teaching of them as the major role of the primary school. These subjects were seen as the 
means of acquiring literacy and numeracy and therefore the means of gaining 'cultural 
capital' in order ll) succeed in life and also to succeed within the education system. 
Inadequacies in the realms ofmathernatics and English inevitably gave rise to concerns-
both from the girls and their mothers. Ilowever. here there was a difference in emphasis-
the girls e,press~'d far Ilh)re worries than their mothers concerning mathematics. More 
oOen than nl)t these centred around 'competitive' elements of the subject ie. tests and 
being taught in ahility sets. This latter was a major issue where the girls from the 
suhurban SdlOl.lls werc concented. Ilere the style and approach used in teaching the 
suhjed causcd discomfl)rt and insecurities for the girls. The dislike of confrontational and 
cOll1petiti\c Illcth{xls of teaching appeared to he incorporated into the group 'habitus' -
ho\\c\er onc {)r t\\ll indi,iduals c('ped more readily and did not find these aspects as 
disquieting as the majl1rity of the g.irls. The g.irls' mothers wanted their daughters to be 
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numerate and proficient in mathematics but they did not express great strength of feeling 
if they wcre nl)t o\crly successful in the subject. It seemed to be assumed by both the 
girls and their mothers that mathematics was a 'difficult' subject - an accepted 
manifestation of the girls' 'habitus' was the feeling that mathematics was not easy for 
girls and they \\(mld almost be expected to struggle for success in it. 
The mothers expressed far greater concerns if their child was not succeeding in an aspect 
of English - particularly reading. It was expected as normal for girls to succeed and be 
proficient in this subject area. An integral part of the female 'habitus' was to associate 
more rcadily \\ ith English than mathematics - success in English being more likely to be 
attributed to girls than boys ie. English being seen as a 'female' subject and mathematics 
as a 'male' subject. 
When girls were experiencing difficulties in either mathematics or English the manner in 
which they were helped to overcome their problems was frequently indicative of a 
different social backgn)und. The middle-class mothers often possessed the appropriate 
kno\\ ledge and 'cultural capital' to provide 'extra' help themselves or, in some cases, 
they financed pri\ate lessons - ie. sufficient 'economic capital' was available for them to 
do this. In contrast the working-class mothers felt that they frequently did not possess the 
appropriate \..nllw ledge or 'cultural capital' to provide adequate assistance. They expected 
the necessm"y support to come from their daughters' schools. 
A suhject th<1t appeared to be an anomaly where the girls and their mothers were 
concemed \\as science. In tenns of the schools and the education system it was allocated 
a high status hut the girls and their mothers placed little emphasis on it. The girls did not 
enjoy it and it laded relevance to them. Their 'habitus' gave rise to the feeling that they 
'H.'re ullahle hl relate hl the suhject and they almost disassociated themselves from this 
curriculum area. Here the mothers' influence perhaps came into play as they had rather 
negati\e \ icws c<'IK,,'ming their own science education and mainly linked the suhject 
\\ ith the scc(llldary phase \)f education. To them it did not seem to have a place in the 
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primary curriculum - the aim of primary education, in their eyes, was first and foremost 
to enable their daughters to become literate and numerate. Expertise in science was not 
part of the persona of a primary school pupil. Further to this they seemed to express the 
opinil)n that an indi\idual either showed a predilection for 'arts' subjects or 'science' 
suhjects- the more accepted route of study being 'arts' subjects for girls. Here again is the 
idea of a suhject. or suhjects, being dubbed 'male'. These feelings concerning certain 
curriculum areas seem to be incorporated as manifestations of the 'group habitus' of the 
majority of female pupils. 
Suhjects that appeared to be designated as peripheral by the girls included the humanities 
suhjects of hisll)ry, geography and R.E. These subjects were really seen as 'extras' to the 
main business of schooling which was the acquisition of literacy and numeracy skills. 
The girls from the suburban schools did not find a great deal of relevance in these 
suhjects at all. IIt)\\e\er, the girls from the rural school were not quite so negative and 
disrnissi\c in their views of these particular subjects. These differences most probably 
emanated from the ditlcrent social b'lckgrounds of the girls and the influences exerted 
uJX1n them hy thcir families - specifically their mothers. The 'habitus' of the middle-class 
families incl)1'pI.1rated the idea that aspects of these curriculum areas, although peripheral 
in tenns of f,mllal education, were culturally desirable - they enabled individuals to 
acquire significant 'cultural capita\'. It was considered apposite to pursue interests 
connected to these subject areas in the form of hobbies and what could be called 'cultural 
rccreatillll' - outsiJe of Sdll){lltime. This included numerous visits, outings and holidays 
etc. that pn" idcJ these 'extras' beyond the school curriculum - really what could be seen 
as cultural cnrichnH:nt activities. The working-class mothers frequently were not in a 
JXlsition III pn)\ide this type of'extra' - mainly because of financial constraints. 
WIH.'re the girls \\ ere cl)ncerncd the most el~oyable activities within the curriculum 
rc\o"cd af\)llIld art. P.L. games and music. Ilowevcr. these areas were allocated a low 
status in h:nns ()f the hieran:hical structure of the curriculum and were viewed as 
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'infomlal ' subjects - often also pursued in some form outside school. Here the 'field' or 
context of social class presented differences in attitude towards the approach adopted in 
participating in these activities. The middle-class girls tended to pursue these in a more 
organised \\ay - often with adult supervision in the form of clubs. classes or lessons. 
These \\ere seen as desirable cultural 'extras' - a way of gaining further 'cultural 
capital'. In contrast the working-class girls organised these activities themselves and 
participated in them in a more ad hoc manner - often on their own just as a means of 
occupying their time. The activities were unstructured and self-generated. 
Throughout their schooling the girls' perceptions of the actual school curriculum and the 
significance they placed on different aspects of it were subject to influences from a 
variety of sources. These emanated from both their home and their school background. 
The \iews and opinions the girls possessed were the result of how they made sense of, 
and interpreted. the influences exerted on them. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
The Girls' Perceptions Of Their Own And Other Pupils' Abilities. 
Introduction. 
In this chapter the girls' perceptions of their own abilities and how they perceive other 
pupils' abilities are investigated. The data was gained via semi-structured interviews with 
the indi,idual girls and their class teachers. The girls were asked to indicate how they 
perceived their ability in various curricular areas. They were given a choice of five 
possible categories in which they could place their academic achievements - as assessed 
by themselves. These categories were very good, good, average, poor and extremely poor. 
To assist them in making their assessments average was simply defined to them as 
placing them in the middle range of the class in terms of ability. The girls' class teachers 
were also asked to assess the individual girls in the various classroom subjects using the 
same categories as previously indicated. It was then possible to compare the two opinions 
- the pupils' and the teachers'. Obviously these assessments involve subjective opinions-
however the teachers made their judgements bearing in mind test results that were 
available to them ego S.A.T.'s. 
The first section of this chapter is a consideration of some of the factors the girls use as 
indicators of 'cleverness' - the girls' emphasis being placed on mathematics skills as 
being most significant in indicating academic ability. The next section explores issues 
surrounding the girls' self-esteem - particularly their academic self-esteem. The analysis 
concludes with a look at how personality and character are often used as criteria by 
teachers for judging the girls rather than their intellectual abilities. The conclusion of the 
chapter pro\ides a brief summary of the main themes and issues that have emerged. 
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Thl' Girls' Indicators of Acadl'mic Ability. 
When discussing their own, or other pupils', academic ability the girls used a number of 
criteria as measures of 'cleverness'. Membership of a special needs group was definitely 
seen as a sign that an individual was experiencing difficulties with academic work. This 
was particularly highlighted as a significant factor by the girls from the two suburban 
schools at the focus of this research. 
Louisa said: 
" ...... Val and Lee are in Mrs. Trent's group \\'hich means they are special needs. But 
because they are special needs they are getting better. Lydia (one of the other pupils in the 
class) goes to Mrs.Trent because she's a quarter dyslexic. Val's not really very good at 
sums." 
(Louisa - Whitemoor School) 
Tracy said: 
•• ...... Thcy'rc not very good at things. They don't do the same as the class. They do 
different work - much easier work." 
(Tracy - Whitemoor School) 
It was inferred that members of the special needs group were suffering from specific 
problems that affected their learning capability. Also, as mentioned by Tracy, the group 
did different and easier work than the rest of the class - indicating that they could not 
cope with 'nornla)' class work. 
Two mothers \\ hose daughters experienced difficulties with their schoolwork were 
obviously aware of the problems they were having and acknowledged this. In a similar 
way to the views expressed by some of the other girls they saw their daughters as having 
specific problems that required 'special' or 'extra' help to overcome these so that they 
could make appropriate progress. 
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Mandy's mother commented: 
"She didn't seem to get on with her reading ....... she wasn't up to the standard of the rest 
of the children. She went into Mrs. Trent's group - she helps with the reading." 
(~1andy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
Vat's mother said: 
"She has special needs - she is catching up now. Having the extra tuition she should be 
uple\"el." 
. (Vat's mother - Whitemoor School) 
These two mothers saw that as their daughters required 'special needs' help it was 
indicative that they were not progressing as they should in terms of their schoolwork ie. 
concerning academic ability they were somehow lacking. 
Frequently the girls based their opinions of their abilities on how they saw themselves 
performing compared to their peers ego whieh group they were in for mathematics or 
English, the 'difficulty' or 'level' of their reading book. In particular the girls from High 
Wood School emphasised evidence such as gaining 'grades' for playing the violin and 
"hat was perceived as 'extra' personal knowledge gained through activities pursued 
outside school ego going to church. ballet classes, taking books out from the library. They 
saw this as important in improving their abilities. Indeed. these extra-curricular activities 
and practising of 'school type' activities at home were frequently mentioned by all of the 
more able pupils at Iligh Wood School. 
In a similar way to their daughters the mothers often used 'comparisons' to gauge their 
own child's ability, Where the mothers of daughters in the suburban schools were 
concerned one of the most obvious criteria they could use was the ability set their 
daughters were in for mathematics and aspects of English work. The mothers certainly 
attached academic status to being a member of a 'top set' and spoke of their children with 
pride if they were taught in a 'top set', This was illustrated by the comment made by 
Toni's mother: 
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"'Toni's al\\ays been this paragon of virtue. She's always been so good. She's been in top 
set for this and top set for that." 
(Toni's mother - Whitemoor School) 
This issue \\as some\\hat different for the mothers of girls at High Wood School where 
the pupils were taught in ability groups within their own class. They did not seem to use 
this to compare and assess abilities. In fact the most common way of assessing the girls' 
ability was to compare them with other siblings or close members of the family - this was 
also used as an indicator of ability by the suburban mothers. Comments made included: 
"'She's got an older step-sister that wcnt to ....... School (local grammar school). She's at 
univcrsity now. I mean Louisa is even brighter than her because she's got that extra thing 
\\here she's interested in everything - an all-rounder." 
(Louisa's mother- Whitemoor School) 
"1 lIsed to work through things with my son and he would grasp what I was saying but 
Loma doesn't." 
(Loma's mother -High Wood School) 
"I'd known she'd not taken to reading in the way my son did - we just accepted that they 
are ,ery different." 
(Kathy's mother -High Wood School) 
Onc of the mothers, Kathy's mother, expressed disquiet that she was actually unable to 
compare her daughter's work with that of other children in her class. She felt that this 
would give her some idea of her daughter's progress and academic standing within the 
class. She said: 
"I'd like to see what all of the children are doing. There's a great emphasis on not 
comparing \\hich I find very unhelpful. The teachers say this is Kathy's work isn't it 
lovely - yes it is but you don't know how it fits in really." 
(Kathy's mother - I ligh Wood School) 
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Being ablc to position her daughter within her own class group seemed to be, to Kathy's 
mother. a true measure of her ability. She would, in her view, be able to see whether or 
not shc was making satisfactory progress. 
When asked to name the most able pupil in the class the girls almost universally used 
mathematics as the prime indicator of 'cleverness'. This was illustrated in the following 
comments: 
"Jane because she knows all the answers to every question. She's on the top book (refers 
to mathematics text book). She's the only one on the top book in the class." 
(Anna -lligh Wood School) 
"Louisa - shc's done this work before so she's the cleverest. When we was in Year 4 for 
set maths she was in a Year 6 set." 
(Val- Whitemoor School) 
Mathematics was almost universally endowed with a high academic status and was 
frequcntl): rankcd by the pupils as a 'difficult' area of the school curriculum when 
compared to other subjects. Jones and Smart( 1995) indicate how it is often used as an 
indicator of academic success. They also comment that at primary school it is considered, 
by other pupils. to be acceptable to be good at mathematics - whereas this may not be 
quite the case at secondary school. 
Louisa and Jane. two of the most able girls, equated the speed at which they worked as 
being an indicator of ability - they finished before the others. This issue of rapidity in 
completing tasks is raised by Boaler( 1997a) - concerning more able pupils and 
mathematics taught in sets and ability groups. She considers how the emphasis, from the 
pupil's point of view. becomes placed on finishing the task as rapidly as possible. In the 
'top' groups pupils of1l:n feci pressurised - particularly girls - the important factor seems 
to become completion of '\lork rather than understanding. Boaler( 1997a) feels that this 
may well ha\c a detrimental eITect on the pupils' education. especially girls, who feel 
happier if the emphasis is on the understanding of the task at hand. Brighter pupils 
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obviously consider it of great significance not to get 'left behind' with their work and to 
'keep up' at all costs therefore finishing rapidly is indicative, in their eyes, of high ability. 
As "ell as using prowess at mathematics to assess the other pupils' ability individual 
pupils used it 8S a yardstick to indicate their own ability. This was shown in the following 
commcnts: 
"I can do most tcsts and tcachcr assessments. I've done loads of problem solving. To be 
honest, \\c'rc better than the othcr children in the class. We're supposed to be the brainy 
oncs - bettcr than evcryone else - you can do more problem solving and control your 
brain and evcrything." 
(Su/ie - Westficld Acre School) 
"Top. Some children - some of my friends aren't as good as me at things - and are in a 
differcnt placc at maths. They've learnt easier things." 
(Kathy -lligh Wood School) 
Many of the girls at thc focus of this research agreed with the teachers' assessment of 
thcmsches in tcmlS of thcir position in the class related to their ability. However there 
\'cre onc or two discrepancics where individual subject ability assessments were 
concerned. This was panicularly the case concerning mathematics. Tracy, from 
Whitemoor School, provided a vivid example of this. She never placed herself below 
'avcragc' in any arca except mathematics and mental arithmetic. Here she grossly 
undercstimated her ability and assessed herself as 'poor' at mathematics and 'extremely 
poor' at mental arithmetic - despite being in the 'top' set for mathematics. She gave her 
rcasons for this as: 
"Because I'm not \ cry good at my times tables." 
and: 
"Bccausc \\c havc mcntal arithmctic tests every Friday and I never get full marks." 
(Tracy - Whitellloor School) 
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The basis for her opinion seemed to solely revolve around tests and 'mental' aspects of 
mathematics ie. working out answers in the head rather than writing down and sho\\ ing 
the calculation. The mental arithmetic tests are a small part of her mathematics education 
but it is on their results that Tracy assessed herself. Boaler( 1997b) considers the reasons 
\\ hy girls \\ ho are able mathematicians frequently become disaffected with the subject 
and exhibit anxiety - possibly leading to underachievement. She concludes that the 
teaching approach used in 'top' sets which is perceived by the girls as being dominated 
by speed, pressure to succeed, closed approaches and a competitive ethos is the major 
contributory factor in the girls' disillusionment with the subject. The girls feel more at 
ease with the emphasis placed on understanding and more open work situations. The 
particular aspect of mathematics that Tracy focussed on may be viewed as a competitive 
situation involving closed procedures - hence her anxiety. 
Whilst the girls mainly focussed on prowess in mathematics to indicate academic ability 
the mothers saw achievement in both mathematics and English as the main criteria to 
judge academic success. Concerns were expressed if a particular child was not achieving 
appropriately in these areas. As was discussed in Chapter Five these two subjects were 
viewed as the 'basics' and success in these was seen as essential at primary school -
particularly success in English. When discussing their individual daughter's academic 
ability the discussion usually centred around competency in mathematics and aspects of 
English -little mention was made of any other subjects. Typical comments included: 
"Tracy's good at literacy. She's very interested in reading. From the first time she 
discovered ix)()ks she liked reading. She struggles with maths." 
(Tracy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"She's gl)(~ at English. She used to be in front of everyone else in maths in school. She 
really liked numbers and things." 
(Anna's mother -High Wood School) 
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"She's vcry good at maths. I don't know where she gets it from. Her handwriting can be 
appalling. Although she's in top group for spelling she has to think about her spelling. It's 
not something that just comes naturally." 
(Toni's mother - Whitemoor School) 
In the previous chapter, Chapter Five, a detailed investigation of the girls' perceptions of 
the curriculum was carried out. It was seen that certain subjects were allocated a high 
status and others a low status - by both the girls and their mothers. This issue very much 
came to the fore \\ hcn the girls considered what they perceived as indicators of academic 
ability. Inevitably both the mothers and their daughters used performance in 'academic' 
subjects as the main criteria for assessing levels of academic attainment - in this instance 
mathematics and English. Measor( 1984) indicates the high status, and thus great 
significance, attached to these two subjects - mainly because of their perceived 
importance in terms of their relevance to the adult world and specifically their connection 
to jobs or careers. It mattered to pupils that they achieved in these subjects - a view 
shared by the girls' mothers. The significance of certain curriculum areas is highlighted 
by Reid( 1984) \\ ho indicates that high status subjects possess certain characteristics that 
contribute to their standing - they are essential for all pupils irrespective of the nature of 
their academic career, they are a pre-requisite for further academic progress and in some 
cases - particularly mathematics - they are indicative of an outstanding student. 
Mathematics and English appear, in the eyes of both the girls and their mothers, to 
possess these qualities. 
Paechter(~OOO) explores the relationship between power, gender and the curriculum. She 
indicates that certain areas of knowledge are perceived as being more powerful -
mathematics being seen as onc of the most powerful subject areas. Also some forms of 
kno\\ ledge are clearly labelled by gender and those that are perceived as masculine are 
usually the more JXmerful - mathematics falling into this category. Further to this certain 
assumptions ahout the nature of teaching and learning are linked to mathematics. 
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Siskin(199-l) highlights that the general approach to the teaching of the subject can be 
pcrcci,"cd as incorporating a more 'masculine way of thinking' - involving a linear way 
of approaching issues using step by step procedures. These do not always appear to rest 
as easily with girls as boys. Walden and Walkerdine(1985) focus on how girls' 
achievcmcnts in mathcmatics are frequcntly underestimated, or even dismissed, by their 
teachers. This is very much linked to what the teacher considers to be the cause of the 
attainment. Girls can be successful in tenns of mathematics attainment but remain 
relatively powcrless in terms of the teacher's judgement of perfonnance. Teachers' 
criteria for achievcment in mathematics appear to include indications of challenging rules 
and risk-taking. Thcse are understood to be indicative of real understanding and are 
largcly those used to describe masculinity. This raises problems for many girls as the 
characteristics of femininity they display lead teachers to assume they have a lack of 
understanding. Wal\.;erdine( 1988) indicates that teachers often go to great lengths to 
demonstrate that boys have 'real' understanding whereas girls who achieve well in 
mathematics arc frequently viewed as gaining the right result but in the wrong way. The 
girls' achiC\ements appear to be denigrated because they have been gained by hard work 
rather than 'brilliance'. 
Walkerdine( 1988) also explores pedagogic practices in the teaching of mathematics and 
considers how children learn mathematical concepts both in school and outside school. 
She considers the differences between mathematics learnt in the home and 'real' world 
and mathematics taught and learnt in school. Mathematics in school tends to be separated 
from the mathematics required in everyday life. It has its own specialised language and 
problems posed arc frequently divorccd from 'real life' mathematics. The emphasis is on 
the rational and Il)gical approach - the mathematics being theoretical rather than 
practically hased. Evcn if some mathematics is approached in a practical manner it often 
does not truly lin\.; \\ ith the real life practical situation - ego in a shopping scenario the 
prices may he totally unrealistic compared to reality. The emphasis is on the logical 
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sohing of a problem - the theoretical context. The 'normal' is extrapolated to become 
theoretical. This emphasis on the use of rational thought rather than equating with the real 
world situation emphasises the 'differentness' of mathematics and adds to its 'mystique' 
- hence perhaps the view that it is a difficult subject. Anyone succeeding in it has 
therefore exhibited high academic prowess. 
When assessing their own and other pupils' abilities the girls used a number of factors to 
assist them but the subject that assumed most significance was mathematics. Sometimes it 
was the sole critcrion they used to signify someone who possessed academic ability. 
Where some individuals were concerned this could have had a detrimental effect on their 
own academic self-image - particularly where the more able girls were concerned. 
The Girls' Academic Self-esteem. 
Generally all of the girls interviewed saw girls in a positive light in terms of their 
academic ability and virtually without exception indicated that the most able pupil in their 
own dass was a girl. These predictions coincided with the views expressed by the class 
tcachers concerning the pupils who were the most academically able in the individual 
classes. 
When indicating \\ hom they saw as being amongst the least able in their classes the girls' 
views again \\ ere very consistent with those expressed by the teachers. However if they, 
as individuals, fell into the 'less able' category they did not include themselves in the 
group or indicate that they were struggling in terms of academic work. The girls from 
Iligh Wood School all, without exception, named a boy, or boys, as being the least able in 
their class. Only Ellie included a girl as one of the pupils she named as least able. She 
said: 
"I don't think Sally is very clever because she's always asking me and Linda what the 
answer is. But Sally hasn't got a problem at all- she doesn't use her brain very well." 
(E1lie -lligh Wood School) 
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Ellie did not see Sally's lack of academic ability as being the result of her actually having 
a problem and her being genuinely less able. She intimated that potentially she felt that 
Sally was capable of coping with her work better - it was possible for Sally to do 
something about it. She did not suffer from a 'permanent' lack of ability. 
The girls from Whitemoor School more frequently mentioned a girl as being amongst the 
less able in their class but, in a similar way to Ellie, they were reticent to describe them as 
completely lacking in ability and usually included a positive comment to counterbalance 
the negative opinion they had expressed. This is illustrated in the comment Louisa made 
about Val: 
"Like she's good at talking, she's really good at cheering people up and stuff like that." 
(Louisa - Whitemoor School) 
In a similar way, Judy did not completely denigrate another girl in her class and indicated 
that she felt that she was not always lacking in ability: 
"Like sometimes she can he really smart but she doesn't try enough." 
(Judy - Whitemoor School) 
These h\O comments show that the girls really did not wish to portray another girl as 
being totally lacking in w hat they perceived as appropriate skills and wherever possible 
they wished to highlight positive aspects of the individual. Other girls were generally 
seen as possessing positive attributes and abilities. 
The academic prowess of the very academically able girls was obviously held in high 
esteem by the other girls in the class. The only derogatory comment made about one of 
the academically able girls was that made by Judy when she used the phrase 'big head' in 
connection \\ ith Louisa - but this was counterbalanced by the acknowledgement of 
Louisa's ability. lIolding academic prowess in such high esteem could be indicative of 
the positive attitude the girls possessed concerning education and the value they placed on 
academic ability. 
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Stables( 1990) Il)()ks at the difTering attitudes of boys and girls in mixed and single-sex 
schools. lIe concludes that girls have a more positive attitude towards school and this is 
particularly the case for girls in mixed-sex schools. His research indicated that in mixed-
sex schl)()ls there was a tendency for a greater polarisation of feelings towards certain 
curricular areas along gender lines and that a positive attitude towards school could be 
seen as a feminine trait - hence girls in mixed-sex schools may well have a noticeably 
more positive attitude towards school. 
Three girls. one from each of the schools at the focus of this research, were indicated by 
their teachers as being particularly academically able. They themselves were aware of this 
and indicated that they too fclt that they were the 'cleverest' in their classes. These were 
the comments the three of them made about themselves when asked who was the 
cleverest in their class: 
"Mc - and that's probably what everyone else will say - brainbox Louisa." 
(Louisa - Whitemoor School) 
"I think I'd be at the top because even though I'm at the same standard as the other 
people in English I do work faster and get my spellings right and get all the punctuation. 
They do it sllmer and get it wrong." 
(Jane -lligh Wood School) 
"I'm the bossiest. I've got a loud mouth. 1 can organise eve!)'one. I'm good in groups. 
I'm good at story v.riting and I've got some really good friends who help me along the 
y. ay if I'm stuck. Yes I think I'm the best girl. I don't find anything difficult." 
(Sulie - West field Acre School) 
These three girls certainly did not lack confidence in their overall abilities and were 
\\ illing to indicate, \\ ithout hesitation, why they felt that they were so able. This was 
contra!)' to the views that Licht and Dwcck( 1987) express when they indicate that girls 
frequently underestimate their ability and chances of success. The specific comment 
made by SU/ic also hears further mention. Walden and Walkerdine( 1985) indicate that 
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teachers' views of ability are frequently gendered - in their case they are specifically 
considering this in relationship to mathematics. They state that in primary school where 
girls are concerned certain characteristics are viewed as important ie. being nice, kind, 
pretty, helpful. In contrast where boys are concerned qualities emphasising their public 
presence come to the fore and some aspects of challenging behaviour may be viewed as 
evidence of flair and 'real' understanding. The behaviour that Suzie attributed to herself 
was really that \\hich would be seen positively where boys are concerned but perhaps 
would not be seen in such a good light for a girl. This may well have consequences in the 
future for SUlie \\ here her schooling is concerned. 
The mothers ofthcse thrce high achieving girls were also aware that their daughters were 
very able. They were certainly of the opinion that they were high achievers and had a 
very positive view of their own individual daughters in terms of their academic ability. 
This was illustrated in the following comments that they made: 
"1 think shc's always found things easy. They (the school) deal quite well with flyers. 
They just give them secondary work. I'm not unhappy about that really. She's well-
motivated. I think shc's okay." 
(Jane's mother -High Wood School) 
"She's a good all roundcr but particularly good at problem solving. She likes to be first 
to finish because shc's very competitive. I don't think she is weak in any area." 
( Louisa's mother - Whitellloor School) 
"She's brilliant - to us she is." 
(Sulic's mother- Westficld Acre School) 
Whilst Jane. Slllie and Louisa - agreeing with their teachers' assessments - positioned 
themselves at or ncar the 'top' of their respective classes when they compared their 
abilities with those of their peers. variations occurred when they assessed their ability in 
individual curriculum areas. The majority of Jane's self-assessments coincided with those 
indicated by her leachers ic. either in the 'very good' or 'good' categories. In one or two 
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instances she slightly underestimated her ability - when she gave reasons for her views, 
the listener gained the impression that she was rather critical of herself. Murphy(l99l) 
fcels that pupils' perceptions of success are very much influenced by their teachers' 
evaluations - a view supported by Jones and Smart( 1995). According to Murphy( 1991) 
the nature of the critical comments received by boys and girls varies and also girls take 
these comments more to heart. Boys tend to be criticised for aspects of their behaviour 
and presentation of their work, whereas girls tend to receive comment concerning the 
intellectual quality of their work - their behaviour and presentation generally not 
requiring much critical comment. Because of the different nature of the criticisms it can 
affect the girls' academic image. This may well have led Jane to be so critical of her 
work. The subject abilities that she classified as 'very good' were often justified by what 
was, in her eyes, obvious evidence - ie. being on a 'higher' or more difficult book than 
her peers, tcachers actually verbally indicating the ability or 'public' evidence of her 
abilities eg. number of oral contributions in class, ability to play recognisable tunes on the 
violin. 
In a similar "ay to Jane, Louisa was rather critical of herself - particularly in 
mathematics. ller opinion concerning her mathematics ability was based on the one 
question that she may have got 'wrong' rather than on the vast majority of her work 
\\ hich \\as correct. She equated ability with getting full marks. This ultra-critical view of 
her abilities may well be explained in a similar manner as to why Jane was so harsh in her 
assessments of herself (Murphy 1991). Ilowever, in several subject areas, Louisa 
indicated that her reason for lacking ability was linked to her attitude towards them ie. she 
found the subjects boring. This was illustrated by her following comments: 
"I find it very boring. I'm normally thinking of what I'm going to do later on -like going 
out and playing fl)otball and stuff like that. I'd rather be out playing football than doing 
history." 
"Geography is abollt boring maps and finding where things are -I'm hopeless at that." 
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"R.E. - I'm not very good at that. My mind's nonnally off it and I find it really boring." 
(Louisa - Whitemoor School) 
In tenns of Licht and Dweck's(1987) research this attitude would have been equated 
\\ ith the attitude expected of boys rather than girls - explanations for not achieving being 
attached to circumstances outside them as individuals. In this instance Louisa attributed 
her seeming lack of ability to the subject material- ie. it was boring. The idea of different 
attitudes and approaches towards schoolwork being attributed to boys and girls is an issue 
also raised by Walkerdine( 1988). To work hard, exhibit good behaviour and produce 
neat, careful work are traits that are associated and expected of primary school girls - not 
slightly deviant behaviour and attitudes. Louisa perhaps associated concentrating and 
working hard with high achievement as that was what she perceived as the expected 
behaviour and attitude for a girl at primary school. 
In contrast to Jane and Louisa, Suzie was rarely critical of herself and had great 
confidence in her abilities. fler teacher, Mrs. Smith, assessed her as being 'very good' in 
all aspects of mathematics and music - areas where Suzie was specifically able. These 
assessments coincided with Suzie's own views. In these instances she had 'public' 
measures of her abilities ie. tests and public performances. These she used as benchmarks 
for her own individual assessments. Across the range of other curriculum subjects Suzie 
tended to overestimate her abilities and did not indicate any significant weaknesses. This 
may well be because compared to the other pupils within her own class she did achieve 
well but as the general overall ability of the whole class was quite low it had an 
'inflationary' cfTect on the more able pupils' perceived abilities. Obviously Suzie could 
only compare herself to her peers whereas her class teacher puts her academic 
pcrfonnance in a wider context. 
Some interesting issues arose concerning the notable number of girls who were not 
outstandingly academically able but undoubtedly possessed intellectual capabilities - in 
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terms of their teacher assessments they would have come into the middle or upper ranges 
of their respective classes in terms of academic ability. 
Despite academic prowess being considered a desirable trait by the girls, when it came to 
them as individuals, they were frequently reticent to acknowledge their undoubted 
abilities. This is illustrated in the comments made by Judy and Vicky from Whitemoor 
School \\ ho realistically placed themselves near the 'top' of their class. 
hrm definitely not the top person but - I'm not being silly or something but I'd put 
myself say third to sixth. If I set my mind to something then I can do it really good." 
(Judy - Whitemoor School) 
"I'm not just saying this because I think I'm good. I'd say near the top. Well me and 
Louisa finish our work first and I'm always the first to finish - a week ahead of everyone 
else - I'm always ahead." 
(Vicky - Whitellloor School) 
The opening part of these two comments almost has an apologetic feel to it as though the 
girls arc apologising for thinking they are so able. In contrast the two girls' mothers both 
openly ad.nO\\ ledged their daughters' abilities and did not 'down-play' their capabilities 
and achievements. However they did temper their views with a hint of realism and 
understanding of their individual daughter's personality and attitude. 
Judy's mother said: 
....... shc·s a bright child and she's got good attention. She's got confidence and that and 
her reading ability. I know she's not as confident as she makes herself out to be. Some of 
it's a front." 
(Judy's mother - Whitellloor School) 
Vkky's mother commentcd: 
"I suppose Vicky is capable of doing anything. If she put her mind to it she could be 
excellent at anything. She's capable of doing whatever she decides to do. She can be vcry 
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not bothered - selective. She tries at what she wants." 
(Vidfs mother - Whitemoor School) 
Anna and Linda, from Iligh Wood School, tended to underestimate their individual 
abilities v. hen compared to the views expressed by their teachers - both of them were 
classed as able and well above average. Anna consistently placed herself as 'average' in 
the majority of the academic subjects. I felt that this was how she genuinely perceived her 
abilities and that it was not an attempt at 'polite modesty' because in a few areas she 
described her ability as 'very good'. These happened to be areas where she saw herself as 
having done 'extra work' or received' extra' help thus giving her an advantage compared 
to some of the other pupils. 
Linda was extremely critical of her achievements and frequently seemed to highlight 
negati\e aspects of her v.ork. If she stated something positive in terms of her abilities in a 
specific subject she then indicated something that she felt was lacking in her capabilities 
in that curriculum area. This was perhaps indicated in her comments about her ability at 
v. riting stories \\ here both of her teachers assessed her as 'good' - in contrast Linda 
assessed her ability as 'poor'. She said of this: 
"1 don't think I'm very good at that. Mrs. Green says that I'm good at imaginative words 
- but thinking a whole story out it always turns out not exactly how I planned it." 
(Linda - Iligh Wood School) 
This fits in v. ith \\ hat has previously been discussed involving more able girls with their 
tendencies to be rather critical of their achievements and to focus on the negative aspects 
of their work. Because their behaviour does not often necessitate comment any teacher 
comments that they receive tend to be concerning the academic quality of their work. 
Murph) (1991) feels that this therefore influences their perceptions of success. 
Both Linda's and Anna's mothers presented contrasting views to their daughters and 
expressed confidence in their individual daughter's abilities. In fact the opinions they 
appeared to e:\press \\ ere far more positive and even disagreed with those put forward by 
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the girls. Ilowe\er, they did acknowledge, and were aware of, some of their daughters' 
own misgivings but they did not see these as a cause for concern. This was shown in the 
following comments that they made: 
"I'm amazed at how well she copes with things and that she enjoys things. She has quite 
a good grasp and understanding of things. She's good at English. She says she's weak at 
maths but I don't think she is." 
(Anna's mother -High Wood School) 
"She's confident in her own ability so she's able to not worry about it but on occasions it 
has been a niggle for her - am I going to be as good as them or better. Academically I 
think she's quite a good all-rounder really. She's quite imaginative with her composition 
work. She's good at maths - she seems to pick things up quickly." 
(Linda's mother-High Wood School) 
In contrast to these more able girls, the girls of lesser ability, whose teacher assessments 
fell in the 'average' and below categories, tended to overestimate their abilities. At 
Whitemoor School Mandy and Val did not really have a realistic view of their overall 
abilities and placed themselves in the 'middle' of the class when asked to assess their 
capabilities. Neither of them gave specific reasons for their views. According to their 
class teacher they fell into the 'lower reaches' of their class in terms of their general 
ability. 
The mothers of both Mandy and Val acknowledged that their daughters did experience 
difficulties with their schoolwork. They were also aware that the two girls were receiving 
specialised help to overcome their problems and they indicated that they thought that this 
was beneficial. All told they had realistic views of their daughters' abilities but did not 
denigrate them fl)r their supposed 'lack or academic prowess. 
Mandy's mother said: 
"She didn't seem to get on with her reading. There are some subjects she's not very good 
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at. She's in Mrs. G's group for help with her reading." 
(Mandy's mother - Whitcmoor School) 
In a similar way to Val and Mandy, Rachel and Loma, from High Wood School, tended 
to overestimate their abilities. This was particularly the case with Loma who also found 
difficulty in articulating the reasons for her views. Her mother was also well aware of her 
daughter's problcms with acadcmic work but she seemed to almost 'blame' Loma herself 
for her inability to cope with her schoolwork. She seemed to possess a very negative view 
of her daughtcr's achievements. This was illustrated in the following comment: 
"I'm not terribly happy about Loma's progress but that's probably partly Loma. There 
are holes in her basic knowledge - she lacks confidence. She's not confident about her 
abilities. I don't think shc's very good at anything at the moment really." 
(Loma's mother-High Wood School) 
Of the less able girls at the focus of this research only Sally, from High Wood School, 
had a realistic view of her abilities compared to her teachers' assessments. However, she 
really saw herself in rather a negative light and was very self-deprecating. She did not 
really give reasons for hcr opinions but just stated her views of her abilities negatively. 
Examples of this \\ere: 
"I'm just not good at it." 
"I can't read like really hard books." 
"Can't think of any interesting ideas." 
(Sally - Iligh Wood School) 
Her \ie\\s seemed to convey a lack of self-belief. The subjects in which she felt that she 
had somc ability tcndcd to be non-academic subjects and she associated the possibility of 
her having somc skills in them with the fact that she enjoyed these particular subjects. 
ller mother ackno\\ ledged her lack of self-estcem and expressed concem about this. She 
said about her daughter: 
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"She worries about her work. She does worry that she's not achieving enough. She's got 
this \ery low attitude ofhcrself." 
(Sally's mother -lIigh Wood School) 
A notable proportion of the girls had a realistic view of their academic capabilities and 
\irtually all of the mothers had a reasonably accurate awareness of their individual child's 
attainmcnts and achievemcnts. In this particular section I have highlighted some of the 
anomalies that were perhaps significant and played a notable role in the way the girls 
built up the image of their own acadcmic scJf-estcem. 
Girls judgrd for m;rsonality and character rather than intellectual abilities, 
When the class teachers were asked to comment on the individual girls' academic 
abilities aspects of the girls' behaviour, personality and character seemed to form an 
integral part of their asscssmcnt. This was particularly noticeable where the most able 
girls were conccrncd. Mrs. Wheeler said about Louisa: 
"She dnesn't take criticism very well sometimes." 
(Mrs. Wheeler - Whitemoor School) 
This view was also \oiced by Louisa's mother who said: 
"She doesn't like criticism. She's terrible. She doesn't like to be criticised at all which 
can go against her in some aspects - because you've got to listen to criticism to get on 
haven't you'?" 
(Lollisa's mother - Whitemoor School) 
Mrs. Smith commented on SlIzie: 
"Wc had t\\O parents complain about Suzie this morning cos of causing fights outside 
school." 
(Mrs. Smith - Westfield Acre School) 
Slllie's mother commented: 
"She can handle herself." 
(SlI/ie's mother - Westfield Acre School) 
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Whilst Suzic's mothcr appeared to agree that Suzie could be aggressive in her behaviour 
shc did not scem to find it as unacceptable as the teaching staff at the school. 
Commcnts aixmt Jane includcd: 
"Vcry able. Janc's attitude is that she's very able. That in the past has meant that she has 
bcen, on occasions. not very plcasant at times with her peers in that she has made it 
obvious to thcm that she is better than they are and she knows it - but she's getting better 
at that." 
(Mr. Joncs -High Wood School) 
"Attitudc - exccllent attitudc towards school, never been a problem. The best. She's 
mcllowcd an a\\ ful lot ovcr the last few years. She stood out as being a little obnoxious. 
She's rubbcd childrcn lip the wrong way - only this year I feel- oh she's lovely. I think 
shc's evcr so nicc." 
(Mrs. Grecn -High Wood School) 
Janc's mothcr also voiced conccrns about the nature of the attitude she would like her 
daughtcr to (X)sscss. She said: 
"I would hate hcr to havc an I'm bctter than you type of attitude. She went through a 
stagc of saying I'm bettcr than so and so in such and such subject but I'd say yes but they 
can run faster than you." 
(Jane's mother -High Wood School) 
These three girls. Louisa. Jane and Suzie, stood out academically within each of their 
individual classcs - their teachers, their mothers, their peers and they themselves were 
aware of their abilities. Louisa and Jane came from supportive 'middle-class' 
backgrounds whereas Suzic came from difficult home circumstances that could be 
described as lacking or deprivcd in a number of ways. The mothers of the three girls 
raiscd similar isslIes concerning their individual daughter's attitudes and behaviour as the 
class teachers. Louisa and Janc's mothers were in agreement with the opinion voiced by 
the teachers and indicated their disapproval of their daughters' attitudes. In contrast 
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Suzic's mother appeared to condone her daughter's behaviour and did not really seem to 
think that there was an)1hing too untoward in what she was doing. This type of behaviour 
was obviously viewed as acceptable by her. 
In the cases of Janc and Suzie it was indicated that they have experienced, or are 
experiencing. some social difficulties with their peers. Suzie, on occasion, could be 
physically aggressive and had been involved in fights whereas Jane was academically 
aggressive and wished to outdo her fellow pupils in terms of schoolwork. This type of 
hehaviour is not w hat is 'normally' expected of girls. Sharpe( 1994) describes the 
characteristics of w hat are viewed as expected behaviours and attitudes of primary school 
girls - these include quietness, obedience and greater passivity than boys. These are 
\'iewed as some of the reasons why girls succeed. more so than boys. at primary school. 
She also raises the issue that working-class boys, in particular, tend to be rougher, noisier, 
untidier and less able to concentrate than girls. In Suzie's case, with the dramatically 
unhalanced number of boys and girls in the class, the aggressive, rough behaviour cited 
by Dclamont( 1990) was likely to predominate and may account for the type of physically 
aggressive behaviour displayed by Suzie. Further to this, this type of behaviour appeared 
to he acceptable within her home environment. In both instances the types of behaviour 
manifested by Jane and Suzie would be viewed as aberrant from that expected from the 
'ideal' girl primary sch(){11 pupil. Despite both Mr. Jones and Mrs. Green indicating that 
they found instances of Jane being unpleasant towards other pupils none of the girls 
interviewed from High Wood School highlighted this issue. 
Throughout the class teachers' assessments of the individual girls, comments about 
behaviour and personality proliferate. At High Wood School these included the following 
statements about Linda: 
"She was \ cry quiet. She's gained in confidence these last twelve months." 
(Mr. Jones - Iligh Wood School) 
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"She's perky. She's a lovely girl-lovely natured. I've had a lovely time teaching her." 
(Mrs. Green -lligh Wood School) 
The tcachcrs at Iligh Wood School made frequent references to maturity, neatness, 
quietness and lack of confidence. These were often echoed by the girls' mothers as 
illustrated in the comment made by Ellie's mother: 
"At times she can be very quiet. If I could do one thing for EHie I wish I could make her 
more confident. But she's quite grown up in many ways. She's very conscientious about 
her \\ork." 
(Ellie's mother -lligh Wood School) 
At Whitemoor School the class teacher made similar comments about the girls to those 
made by the teachers at lIigh Wood School. Here, however, the mothers themselves 
rarely alluded to issues concerning personality and behaviour in terms of their daughters' 
academic progress. Comments made by Mrs. Wheeler at Whitemoor School included: 
Concerning Tracy: 
"Vcry able - unfortunately presentation lets her down but she's very bright. Very quiet in 
class, gcts on \\ ith hcr work, no problem. Lovely girl." 
(Mrs. Whecler- Whitemoor School) 
Conccrning Judy: 
"Lovcly girl, quite able. Lacks a bit of confidence in subjects like English and maths -
but \\ itlt boosting she \\ ill probably do well ....... very adult - extremely grown up in her 
altitudc - thc \\ay she speaks to me. Very sensible - always giving me advice." 
(Mrs. Wheeler - Whitel1loor School) 
Concerning Vick)': 
"A vcry able girl. Very conscientious. The only thing with Vicky is she tends to rush 
everything she dl'ICs. Shc's got to be the first to finish. She sometimes lets herself down 
because if you criticise her she pulls the most awful faces." 
(Mrs. Wheeler - Whitcl1100r School) 
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Whilst ackno\\ ledging the overall abilities of these three girls the class teacher's views 
emphasised personality and behavioural traits as important elements of their academic 
success. These included characteristics such as being no problem, quiet, sensible, grown 
up. conscientious and lovely - all of these epitomise what is seen as the stereotypical 
view of the ideal girl pupil. At the same time certain negative aspects concerning one or 
t\\O of the girls \\ere raised - in Tracy's case untidiness and where Vicky and Louisa 
were concerned behaviour surrounding their inability to accept criticism - neither of these 
being thought of as 'normal' feminine traits. 
The fact that girls are expected to behave in certain ways and exhibit particular 
personality traits is well documented (Dclamont 1990, Measor and Sikes 1992). These 
expectations often have a profound affect on the way teachers approach the pupils and the 
vaf) ing attitudes they develop towards the boys and girls in their classes. This is 
highlighted by Clarricoates (1987) who indicates that because of the conforming and 
conscientious role the girls are expected to adopt they elicit less of the teachers' attention 
and arc expected to, more or less. get on with their work without as much individualised 
surport as the boys received. 
The significance of personality is also highlighted by Walden and Walkerdine(1985) 
\\ ho f{l(;uS (m this isslIe in relationship to girls and mathematics. They indicate that at 
primary school certain characteristics are considered important where girls are concerned 
and the girls themsehes also feci that these traits are significant. It is felt that to be nice, 
kind. pretty and helpful are desirable attributes. Clever girls are valued more if they help 
others "ith their \\ ark and girls who are not so able find their value in being 'nice'. 
WalkerdiIH.,1988) further emphasises the significance of certain behavioural and 
personality traits in relationship to the perception teachers have of girls' actual academic 
attainment. Whilst go(,d behaviour sllch as working hard, being helpful and producing 
neat and careful "ork aprear to be expected of girls they may also be used as a sign of a 
lack of 'real understanding'. In other words girls achieve success at primary schools but 
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acquire the right result in the wrong way. True evidence of 'real understanding' involves 
flexibility and risk taking - more readily attributable to boys. 
Both Clarricoates(l987) and Sharpc( 1994) agree that generally girls experience less 
conflict than boys at primary school and are more academically successful. However, 
despite this initial success, the attributes that are encouraged during the primary phase of 
education becomc negative qualitics in latcr life - quictness, obedience, greater passivity. 
These are not held in such high esteem by adult society and become indicative of 
\'eakness and a lack of intellectual curiosity. 
The issue of quietness was a frequently re-occurring theme. It can be interpreted in a 
number of different ways. An example offered was Mrs. Wheeler's comment about Val: 
"She hasn't got any oomph to really ...... she does not push herself. She's bone idle and 
gcts a\\ay ".ith blue murder cos she's very quiet and you wouldn't notice that she wasn't 
getting on \\ ith her work unless you wcre watching her." 
(Mrs. Wheeler - Whitemoor School) 
Ilcre quictness is \ic\\ed as an undcsirable trait as it is equated with the negative quality 
of lazincss. In contrast quictncss, in a number of instances, was found to be a perfectly 
acceptable facet of an individual's charactcr. This was highlighted by the comments made 
conccrning Sally at High Wood School. Mr. Jones said of Sally: 
"She has been \ cry quiet right the way through school. ....... she's a lot better now than 
she \\as - I know teachers haven't asked hcr anything on occasions because they know 
she wouldn't say anything. She would just sit there. Because she is so quiet and so unsure 
ofhersclfsol1letimes shc's afraid to have a go at somcthing. She's frightened of making a 
mistake." 
(Mr. Jl)JleS -lligh Wood School) 
Mrs. Green s.1id of Sally: hA lovely background. Child who is very nervous but she is 
quite animated amongst her friends. Shc's the middle of three. Her older sister and 
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younger sister are more outgoing and she's the quiet one in the middle." 
(Mrs. Green -lIigh Wood School) 
Sally's mother expressed very similar views to her daughter's teachers. She said: 
"I \ .. as concerned about her because of the three of them (her daughters) she's very quiet 
and reserved. The other two are complete extroverts. It's difficult to believe they're 
sisters really. She's very quiet and takes things quite seriously. I think it's a confidence 
prohlem more than anything else. I think ifs a complete lack of some self-esteem really. 
Mr. Jl)neS tends to know Sally very well and doesn't put her in situations that are going to 
embarrass her." 
(Sally's mother - Iligh \Vood School) 
I30th of Sally's teachers mention her quietness and lack of oral participation in lessons. 
This did not seem to be seen as a lack of abil ity or indicativ~ of her not understanding her 
school work - despite it being indicated that Sally's academic performance was below 
average compared to the other pupils in her class. Her extreme quietness was found to be 
an acceptable trait \\ hich was, to a certain extent, encouraged in that the stafT sometimes 
did not ask her questions because they felt that she would not say anything in response. 
This state of affairs was found to be perfectly acceptable by Sally's mother who was 
grateful that her daughter was not 'embarrassed' at school. 
Stan\\orth( 1984) explores the issues surrounding girls who are reticent to contribute 
during lessons and how this can lead to them being marginalized and virtually ignored. 
She indicates that the teachers' reluctance to involve such pupils in order to spare their 
discomfl)rt is not helpful to the individual concerned. It undermines their confidence even 
further and certainly does not aid their development - either intellectually or personally. 
Ila\ing discussed how the teachers frequently use behaviour, character and personality 
traits to judge girls it is interesting to note that the girls themselves often used similar 
criteria \\ hen they \\ere assessing other pupils - particularly when they were commenting 
on the boys in their class. This was indicated in the following statements: 
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••...... .Iike they're always left behind in their work and stuff." 
(Sally -lligh Wood School) 
"Robin he's not \cry clever. IIc's quite dumb. He's never listening to anything. He's 
alway's milcs behind and that." 
(Linda - High Wood School) 
"Well hc's not ·'Cry well behaved. He does most things wrong and he hasn't got very 
good handwriting." 
(Kathy - High Wood School) 
•• ,. , ... Luke cos of his special nceds and that. Like he can't control himself to do his 
work. lie has to make someone laugh or something. But he's fun to play with - I'm not 
just saying that cos hc's special needs. He's really nice but he's the least cleverest." 
(Sulie - Westficld Acre School) 
"E\ery day Lee has not got onc piece of work finished. For three months there's not one 
piece of work finished. Hc always backchats. I-le's always down at Mr. Milton's 
(hcadteachcr). About three times he ran off home." 
(Vicky - Whitemoor School) 
These comments show that the girls viewed keeping up to date with work 
(conscientiousness) and having neat handwriting (tidiness) as indicators of a successful 
pupil. Neat handw riling was cited as a pertinent measure of success far more frequently 
by the girls from High Wood School than the other two schools. 
SUl.ie equated a particular boy's low academic ability with his poor behaviour - possibly 
because he was disnlptive in class and not settling to his work. However she did express 
some sympathy fnr him and his lack of ability and indicated that he had redeeming 
features in that he was' fun to play with', Vicky also fclt that a contributory factor in one 
boy's lack of academic success was his poor behaviour. His lack of self-discipline was 
considered to be beyond the bounds of acceptability. 
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The boys indicated as being less able did not fit in with the accepted image of the 'good' 
pupil in the eycs of the girls - ie. they were untidy, not hardworking and the nature of 
their behaviour was opcn to qucstion. These do not coincide with the traits and attitudes 
expectcd for female pupils (Dclamont 1990, Measor and Sikes 1992) and so the girls at 
the focus of this rcscarch viewed it as aberrant behaviour and therefore indicative of low 
academic achievement. 
It can be seen that the teachers frcqucntly incorporated opinions concerning behaviour, 
character and personality traits when assessing the individual girls' academic 
achie\cmcnts. Thesc vicws were often echoed by the girls' mothers and the girls 
themschcs also used these factors when they expressed views about other pupils' 
abilities. 
Conclusion. 
In tenllS of how thcy perceived their own and others' abilities the girls used a number of 
criteria but the most dominant factor was prowess at mathematics. Within the fields or 
contexts of home and school certain curriculum subjects, notably mathematics and 
English, \\cre endo\\ed \\ith a high academic status. Achievement in these subjects was 
perceived as essential by both the girls and their mothers - thus these subjects were 
\ie\\cd as indicators of academic ability. Being accomplished in these areas was an 
essential manifestation of the group 'habitus' of female pupils - from the perspective of 
the girls themscl\cs and also their mothers. 
The girls placed the most significance on mathematics - part of their individual and 
group 'habitus' \\as the overriding feeling that this subject area was 'difficult'. Perhaps 
this emanated from the actual nature of mathematics which seemed to manifest itself in 
\\ hat could be described as a masculine manner - focussing on theoretical contexts, 
rationality, quantitative methods and a linear way of approaching issues. Mastery of this 
subject \\as therefore taken as exhibiting high academic prowess because it was not seen 
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as an area in \\ hieh girls naturally excelled or with which they were nonnally aligned in 
tenns of their gender. 
Again. \\ ithin the fields or contexts of both the home and the school, certain behaviours 
and personality traits \\ere expected ofthc girls in their approach towards schoolwork and 
education in general. These included working hard, being quiet, generally behaving in a 
decorous manner, being neat and on the whole not drawing undue attention to themselves 
as individuals. Indeed many of these qualities were indicated as being desirable for 
success by the girls themselves and were used as reasons for other pupils not achieving in 
school. These behaviours could be said to be typically feminine traits and were 
engendered into both the individual 'habitus' and the group 'habitus' of the girls. They 
\\cre reinforced by both the girls' teachers and their mothers. Whilst adhering to these 
codes of beha\ iour the girls are deemed as successful at their primary schools but there is 
a cumulative undesirahle effect. Because their attitudes and general behaviour elicit few, 
or no. comments teacher criticism becomes directed to the academic content of a girl's 
\\ork. Whilst the maj\)rity of these comments may well be helpful and constructive, 
o\erall. they could have an undernlining influence concerning a girl's self-esteem -
particularly her academic self-image. This can lead to individuals underestimating their 
true abilities and also being ultra-critical of their own work. 
An interesting issue \\as that the three most able girls, one from each of the schools at the 
focus of this research. all exhibited some 'male' traits in their approach to school work-
these included academic aggression, in onc case physical aggression, the necessity of 
\\l)rking speedily and the ability to cope with a competitive atmosphere. These three most 
able girls manifested variations from the girls' group 'habitus' by taking on board a more 
masculine approach t\)\\ards their work. Ilowever, at the same time, two of these girls 
\\ ho \\ cre from middle-class backgrounds were also extremely critical of their work -
eHn though it \\as bl;ltantly oh\-ious that they were extremely high achievers. This was 
not the case \\ ith the \\orking-class girl \\ho was a vel)' high achiever. 
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The girls \\ ho seemed most affected by the 'double bind' imposed by the expected 
behaviours and the resulting teacher approaches to their work were the middle-class girls 
\\ho \\ere very able. The 'middle-class habitus' engendered achievement and academic 
success. The girls were expected to succeed in terms of their schooling and this perhaps 
\\as a contributory factor as to how they perceived their individual achievements and why 
they reacted as they did to criticisms of their work. They took to heart criticisms - albeit 
constructi'e - and at the same time constantly compared themselves to the most able 
pupil in their elass. This resulted in them focusing on their mistakes rather than the work 
that \\as correct. Also they always saw themselves as academically lacking because they 
aspired to the achievements of the most able pupil. The end result was that they exhibited 
some anxieties and also, more often than the other pupils, underestimated their abilities. 
The pupils \\ho \\ere most likely to overestimate their academic achievements were the 
\cast able. These pupils. whilst being able to acknowledge academically talented members 
of their class, \\ere unable to place their own academic achievements within a realistic 
context. Most of the girls within this category received 'extra' help or support within their 
schools. In somc instances they went out of the normal class situation and were taught 
\\ ithin small spccial groups. They did not construe this as a sign that they were 
acadcmically deficient in any way. One can only assume that the individualised help and 
support \\as instrumental in them having such positive academic self-images and that this 
\\as further enhanced by them failing to compare themselves to the most able pupils. 
Whilst nl't \\ ishing to indicate that a girl's schooling is totally angst-ridden. it should be 
bome in mind that thc ,cry nature of her gender does play a definite role in terms of her 
academic self-image. This in turn may strongly influence future academic decisions and 
the h:\c111) \\hkh the individual's education is pursued. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
The Part Plllyed By Home And School Rellltionships In The 
Educlltion Process. 
Them and t 's? 
This chapter considers the relationships the girls' mothers had with their daughters' 
schools. In the present political clime much emphasis is placed on the positive 
contribution parents - particularly mothers - can make to their child's education. This 
implies that a close working relationship should exist between home and school -
education being a two way process. Ilow close and constructive this relationship is may 
he called into question in that the extent of parental involvement is to a great degree 
estahlished hv the boundaries and initiatives set up by individual schools. 
Martin and Vincent( 1999) explore the issue of parental involvement with schools. They 
identify three possible types of relationship that may exist between a school and the 
parents - 'consumer accountability', 'active volunteerism' and 'tutelage'. In the first 
instance the cmphasis is placed on the school being accountable to parents for their 
child's Icaming and a formal system of monitoring progress in terms of targets is 
cmphasised - keeping parents informed of achievements, or otherwise. The parents just 
recci\e infomlation and have limited scope for an active role in the matter . 
• Active \olunteerism' involves parents being encouraged to play an active part in school 
life by volunteering f~)r activities such as P.T.A. committees, school govemors or unpaid 
volunteer help in the classroom - these roles are strictly limited and only open to a 
minority of parents. The school limits the scope of the role and the numbers involved. 
'Tutelage' is the 5d1001 olTering 'training' to enable parents to support their child's 
education. This includes activities such as evenings where aspects of the curriculum are 
explained s\) that parents can olTer appropriate assistance to their child. The parents 
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receive lno\\ ledge and information to enable them to be 'better' parents in terms of their 
child's education. 
All three relationships identified have limited possibilities and do not readily involve any 
scope for criticism or questioning of educational procedures within the schools. The three 
schools that the girls at the focus of this research attended perhaps involved a composite 
of the three parental relationships identified by Martin and Vincent(1999). 
Vincent( 1996) also considers the type of parental interaction the parents have with their 
child's school. She identifies four main types - supportive parents, detached parents, 
independent parents and irresponsible parents. Supportive parents accept the school's 
view of \\ hat is an appropriate way for parents to behave and generally attend school 
e,ents and functions. They are prepared to offer some assistance with work sent home. 
Detached parents have little contact with the school and see the role of the school as 
being primarily to educate their children - they do not feel it is their role and they feel 
that they themselves are not fitted to play the role of educators. Home and school are two 
separate arenas. Independent parents tend to have limited contact with the schools and 
often make altemative arrangements to assist their child's education ie. extra-curricular 
lessons. private tuition. working with the child themselves at home. These arrangements 
are often made without referring to the school or class teacher. The final group 
Vincent( 1996) identities are called irresponsible parents. They are totally non-supportive 
and have no interest \\ hatsoever in their child's education. None of the mothers at the 
focus of this research fell into this category but the other three groups were represented. 
In some instances the mothers did not fall clearly into one group but were a composite of 
two groupings. 
In this chapter the mothers' relationship with their daughters' schools are considered in 
some detail. The tirst section looks at this in terms of the suburban schools - Westfield 
Acre School and Whitemoor School. These two schools had much in common in terms of 
their physical environment and the socio-economic background of the families at the 
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focus of this rescarch. This is why I have chosen to consider them together in the same 
scction. The second section investigates the home/school relationships at the rural school 
- High Wood School. The final section draws together any common traits and any 
conclusions that may be drawn. 
The Suburban Schools, 
At Westficld Acre School and Whitemoor School some of the difficult home 
circumstances and family situations of the girls were frequently referred to by the 
tcachcrs as having a possible effect on the individuals concerned. Their backgrounds were 
seen to be particularly significant to their academic progress. This was highlighted in the 
following comments Mrs. Smith said about Suzie: 
"Very bright, willing worker, conscientious worker. Academically she's got a lot of 
potential but then again it will be her social environment - whether she survives it and 
\\hether she can pull herself out of the situation she's in. It depends which way she wants 
to go." 
(Mrs. Smith - West field Acre School) 
Where Westfield Acre School was concerned Suzie's mother gave mixed messages. She 
felt that the school provided a good service in terms of educating the pupils. The evidence 
shc cited for this was: 
"Cos they learn a lot. They get a lot of homework." 
(Suzic's mother - West field Acre School) 
Iler own education had been rather limited and so the criteria she used to judge the 
standards of SUlic's education appeared rather simplistic. She also saw the process of 
education as being the business of the school and it was not her place to interfere. This 
was illustrated in thc following comment: 
"I'd rather them (the teachers) get on with it. I think once they're at school it's up to 
thel11. If wc interfered I don't think they'd like that." 
(Sulic's mothcr- Westfield Acre School) 
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The key word was 'interfere'. This implied that education was the business of the school 
and it was not her place to become too involved - school and home were two separate 
spheres. Contradicting this, to some extent, was her desire to know what her children did 
on a day to day basis within school. This was voiced as follows: 
"I'd like him to say would you like to come in and see what they are doing. The only 
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time you get an open day is parents' evening. You can walk around but there's no-one 
there then - no kids are there. The only letter we get is if they're going to have an event." 
(Suzie's mother - Westficld Acre School) 
Hcre Suzic's mother highlighted that visits to the school were organised and initiated by 
the school for specific events or functions. Involvement with the school was very much 
delineated by the school itself. Further to this a lack of personal relationship between 
herself and thc staff was implied in that she always referred to the teachers as 'them' and 
the headteacher as 'him' - their names were never used. 
At Whitemoor School virtually all of the mothers at the focus of this research seemed to 
emphasise the positive side of their relationship with the school. There was one notable 
exception to this and that was Mandy's mother. Throughout the conversation with her 
some extremely negative views concerning teachers and those perceived to be 'in 
authority' \'ere expressed. Many of these emanated from Mandy's father who insisted on 
being present w hen I interviewed his wife. Whilst my dominating interest was Mandy's 
mother's opinion she quietly assented to her husband's views and indicated her support 
for them. 
Comments made by Mandy's mother and father included: 
"I can't get up there to the school. It's too far for me to walk. Because of being disabled I 
can't get up there. If there's any real problems they have to write to me." 
"I had a social worker a fortnight ago. She came from the school as they found Mandy 
had had a lot of time off from school. If someone from school came I could explain why 
she doesn't want to go to school, why I can't get up thcre." 
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"A social worker just turned up on the doorstep. I was sort of stunned. I didn't know 
w hat it was about." 
Mandy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"You know these teachers like they tell my daughter she can't wear short clothes. She 
can't wear boots. She can't wear earrings. Yet the teachers are sitting on the desk with 
earrings, short s"'irts. You should set really high standards. I just deplore the double 
standards. They may have the skirts up to their arsehole. That's what annoys me." 
"There's other things that come into play right about this uniform crap. We're out of 
work. We've got no money - they're saying you should have two uniforms. We can't do 
it." 
"It's a bit rich these authorities like - putting down these rules." 
(Mandy's father - Whitemoor School) 
"We was told it (school uniform) wasn't compulsory. I've always sent her in uniform but 
because of the way I am I can't always get up to do the washing so occasionally on a 
Monday or at the end of a week the uniform's probably a bit grubby so I say put 
something decent on. But the social worker came down and said half the time she's not in 
school unifornl. It's not as though I send her in bright orange." 
(Mandy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
Both ~1andy's mother and father indicated that they felt that the school showed little 
understanding of the problems they were experiencing. The fact that the school initiated a 
visit from a social worker was not seen as an attempt to be helpful but as interference and 
was greatly resented. They perceived the school as being in a position of authority -
telling them \\hat to do. This was particularly highlighted by the school uniform issue-
great resentment was voiced concerning the teachers. Further to this it was intimated that 
the teachers were out of touch with the reality of the situation - they had no idea of the 
financial matters. It was alright for them but they had no understanding of the struggle it 
was for the family to manage financially. It was almost viewed as telling them how they 
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should bring up their children and highlighted their possible inadequacies as parents. 
Again with this family school was school and home was home - two separate and distinct 
entities with different functions. 
Mrs. Wheeler, Mandy's class teacher, was obviously aware of some of the problems 
emanating from Mandy's home circumstances as evidenced in the following comment 
she made: 
"She's of \ cry low ability. She doesn't like school because she's admitted that to me. 
She's been away a lot which is obviously the reason why. I haven't seen anybody. I've 
had no contact whatsoever. They didn't come to parents' evening. I've never spoken to 
them at all. I've spoken to the social worker - and it's obvious to me that she's from a 
fairly poor background because of her clothing and general appearance." 
(Mrs. Wheeler - Whitemoor School) 
Another parent \\ho virtually had no contact with the school was Val's mother. However 
she did not express such negative views as Mandy's mother and father - she just 
indicated that she felt that the school was in the business of educating her daughter and 
they should 'get on with it'. She obviously considered that the school was for school 
activities and home was for home activities - they were two separate areas of her 
daughter's life. Further to this she expressed little curiosity about what Val did at school 
and just said: 
"She (Val) dl)csn't say much about it." 
(Vat's mother - Whitemoor School) 
Mrs. Wheeler said about Vat's parents: 
"I haven't seen her parents. Possibly supportive in their own way. They haven't been 
near me." 
(Mrs. Wheeler - Whitemoor School) 
SUlie, Mandy and Val all came from working-class backgrounds. The problems 
experienced and the pressures exerted by family situations on the lives of working-class 
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girls are explored by Griffin( 1985). She looks at how these affect the outlook and 
decisions the girls make towards the end of their school careers. Whilst these girls were 
not near the cnd of their school careers they were undoubtedly experiencing upheavals 
and difficulties in their home circumstances which could well affect their attitudes and 
how they approached their schooling. Walkerdine and Lucey(1989) look at how mothers 
from different social backgrounds approach their daughters' education in terms of home 
and school. It would seem that in many working-class households the emphasis is on the 
child being more self-reliant than their middle-class counterparts in order for the mother 
to successfully manage the home and domestic arrangements. 
Where Val and Mandy were concerned the teacher indicated that parental support was 
either lacking or deficient in some way - notably because she had had no contact with 
either set of parents. The two girls were both described as being quiet and of low ability. 
In Val"s case the teacher mainly put her lack of academic success down to laziness but in 
Mandy's case she was very sympathetic towards her 'poor' background and attributed her 
learning difficulties to this and her frequent absences. There was an indication that the 
non-attendance at school was possibly deliberate to avoid certain lessons and not due to 
illness or other valid reasons. This perhaps indicated that, in Mandy's case, her parents 
colluded in her truancy from school - it raised the question as to the relative significance 
her parents placed on her education. It further gives rise to the issue of the parents being 
aware that their daughter was experiencing some problems and distress over a certain 
aspect of her schooling but they have not attempted to deal with the problem - or did so 
in a passive \\ay by condoning her staying at home from school. 
Both Val"s and Mandy's parents' lack of contact with the school was viewed as a 
deficiency on their parts. Both Lareau( 1987) and Vincent( 1986) indicate that frequently 
working-class parents feci intimidated by schools and the teachers in the schools - the 
parents sometimcs indicating that they felt unable to communicate with the teachers 
because of them pcrcci,-ing a social gulf between themselves and the teachers. This could 
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well have been the case with these two sets of parents. Further to this Ribbens( 1993) 
suggests that working-class parents are more likely to see the home and school as 
separate entities and therefore feel it is not appropriate for them to have a great deal of 
contact with the school. Education is seen as the business of the school and teachers and 
home and home life is something to keep separate. 
Cortazzi( 1991), \\ hen considering the problems teachers experience with parents, 
indicates that where working-class areas are concerned the emphasis is on social 
problems rather than academic problems. He also points out that parental pressure in 
ternlS of schooling is generally lower - as are the parents' expectations for their child. 
This ine\itably affects the approach the teacher adopts towards the individual pupils. He 
seems to feel that teachers in working-class areas almost expect a lack of parental backing 
and support. 
The mothers so far discussed had all received the minimum education that was legally 
acceptable and had left school at the first available opportunity. None of them had gained 
any educational qualifications at all. For the period of time that they were engaged in 
employment they carried out low paid, unskilled work. Mandy's and Suzie's mothers 
both indicated that they did not have an easy or comfortable relationship with the 
respective schools and felt that contact was not encouraged. Connell et al (1982) raise the 
issue that working-class parents may almost be frozen out by the teachers. The rationale 
behind this is that the middle-class teachers may be less comfortable with these parents 
and therefore not so at ease as with the middle-class parents. 
Vincent( 1996) indicates that the converse may also be true in that some working-class 
parents are uncomfortable in their dealings with their children's schools because of their 
own personal dislike of school. In other words there may well be tensions, in terms of 
both some teachers and some working-class parents, which contribute to a less than 
constructive relationship. Vincent(1996) also posits the idea that in some instances 
working-class parents see their child's school as part of the external power structure that 
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is attempting to manage their lives. These particular parents view this as being intrusive 
and see it as a criticism of their parenting ability. This issue was highlighted by Mandy's 
parents - ho\\cver it was not particularly manifested by other working-class parents at the 
focus of this research. 
The academic aspect of their daughters' schooling was seen as being the business of the 
school and it was emphasised that the teachers were responsible for this and these three 
mothers. particularly Vat's mother, sought little information concerning this. Their main 
criticism of the rcspective schools revolved around non-academic matters and they only 
felt it \\as appropriate to communicate with the school when there were extenuating 
circumstances. I.arcau( 19R9) calls this nhenomenon ofkeenin12 home and school issues a<; 
two distinct entities ·separation'. She indicates that this is particularly prevalent in 
working-class families. With the families of Suzie, Mandy and Val this certainly 
appearcd to be the case. 
As a complete contrast to the mothers of Mandy and Val, Vicky's mother perhaps had 
the most contact \\ ith the school - volunteer classroom helper, member of the parents' 
fundraising association. helper at various school functions such as discos, P.T.A. events 
and sports' days. Ilcr comments about the school and her own involvement included: 
"It's a family atmosphere here. He's (the headteacher) very approachable, It helps all the 
children settle dlmn as they come in." 
"Most of the statTare v·ery quick to pick up any problems. We're working together -you 
can't play onc otT against the other." 
"The children know \\ ho I am anyway - and the staff. I'm very involved with the Junior 
School. If I had any more contact I'd be moving my bed in here. I've been amazed how 
few come in. The turnout for meetings is diabolical. Same select few always the ones that 
are therc," 
(Vidy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
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She emphasised that she felt that the school was working with the parents and kept them 
infornled of any problems. Vicky's mother certainly did not feel that it was a case of 
'them and us' and obviously felt at ease in the school surroundings describing it as having 
a 'family atmosphere' and the headteacher as being 'approachable'. 
She took great pride in pointing out how closely involved she, as an individual, was with 
the school - making her different to the majority of the parents. This was emphasised by 
her implied criticism of the others for not being involved. It was almost as though she was 
saying that she had a rather special, exclusive relationship with the school. 
The converse of this was expressed by Mrs. Wheeler, the class teacher, who obviously 
felt that Vicky's mother's relationship with the school, in her eyes, was rather too close 
and intrusive. This was shown in her comment: 
"Mum did come up to hear the readers. She's very keen to come into school. I wasn't so 
keen cos I don't quite - she's an odd sort of person - if I'm allowed to say this. She came 
in, did about three weeks - you know one session per week, told me that she thought the 
children had really improved because of what she'd been doing - kind of like bugs you 
because it makes you think well she doesn't think I've been doing it." 
(Mrs. Wheeler - Whitemoor School) 
Mrs. Wheeler indicated that she felt that the parents should perhaps maintain a certain 
distance in ternlS of their relationship with the school - the academic side of matters was 
the business of the teachers. To an extent here was a teacher implying a 'them and us' 
relationship. In this instance the boundaries of the role of parent-helper, as defined by the 
class teacher, had been breached. Vincent(l996) indicates that the designated role of 
parent-helper is a ,ery narrow one - usually involving carrying out mundane tasks 
allotted by the teacher concerned. The tasks the classroom helpers are expected to do are 
normally to support the class teacher and enable himlher to get on with the real business 
of educating. These tasks often incorporate 'housekeeping' type work such as tidying and 
sorting (lut library books, perhaps mounting the children's work for display and hearing 
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the children read. The latter, perhaps, is the nearest a parent gets to an actual teaching 
situation within the school. 
Vincent( 1996) points out that often teachers feel uncomfortable having parents in the 
classroom and strive to maintain a boundary between them as 'professionals' and the 
parents as 'lay' helpers. In this case Vicky's mother overstepped the mark by passing 
comments about issues that were the domain of the teacher ie. the professional. She was 
seen to have encroached in an area that was out of bounds for a 'lay' helper. Maybe the 
class tcacher felt that her professionalism was being called into question. 
The remaining mothers emphasised the atmosphere of the school and their comments 
indicated that they were not intimidated by the staff or the school environment. Their 
visits and contact with the school on a day to day basis were however somewhat limited 
as these mothers all worked during the day. 
Their comments included: 
''They always tell you, you are welcome to come after school if you have any problems." 
"I think that they're the qualified teachers and they're constantly on teacher training days 
to upgrade their information and I think they're equipped to teach my children the 
academic things they need to know. I think I need to know what they're learning so I can 
support that. I need to know if there are any problems so I can deal with them at home." 
(Tracy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"I like the way the teachers are always open to the parents. If there's a problem you go 
lip there, sce them and it will be sorted." 
"Well I'd like to think that she goes to school and she's happy, she does her work and 
there's no reason for me to interfere. Some parents go in for everything - any little 
reason." 
(Judy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"I think the school needs an input from parents. On the other hand they are the trained 
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professionals - they know what they are doing. I probably leave it to them." 
(Toni's mother - Whitemoor School) 
The general feeling was that their duty was to be supportive and that the staff were 
trained professionals whose role was to take care of the academic side of things. To a 
great degree these mothers viewed it as interfering if they had to have a great deal of 
input in this area. Ilere again was the emphasis on the school covering academic issues 
and the home dealing with other matters. There was still almost a distinct division 
between the two but whilst the areas appeared to be separate they were not seen as a 
source of conflict. 
The class teacher, Mrs. Wheeler, indicated her views of the supportiveness of the girls' 
families in very simple terms. She said of Tracy's family: 
"Definitely supportive. I think it's a one-parent situation. I've seen Mum a couple of 
times and she came to parents' evening." 
(Mrs. Wheeler - Whitemoor School) 
She said of To ni's family: 
"Very supportive. I've seen both Mum and Dad quite often. They came to parents' 
evening and they contribute a lot and assist her." 
(Mrs. Wheeler - Whitemoor School) 
The measures of supportiveness seem to be totally linked to whether or not the parents 
attended parents' evening and if Mrs. Wheeler had actually met them at some point. 
Basically these remaining parents were viewed by the class teacher as exhibiting 
'appropriate' behaviour in terms of their daughters' schooling. They were supportive of 
the school in that they attended parents' evenings and school performances - these 
occasions for contact were those olTered by the school. In terms of the class teacher these 
parents did not 'intrude' into the day to day classroom education of their children - a 
professional distance was maintained. Vincent(l996) describes this type of parent as 
'supportive'. They accept the school's definition of a 'good' parent in terms of their 
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child's education and acknowledge the professional acumen of the teachers. They also 
indicate their ow n lack of professional knowledge concerning appropriate academic 
teaching of their child and, in their eyes, this precludes them from making negative 
comments conccrning the school practice and curriculum issues. 
In both Whitemoor School and Westfield Acre School the mothers, on the whole, kept 
their distance from the schools and had little day to day involvement in their daughters' 
education. They rarely went into the schools during the day except under exceptional 
circumstanccs - in most cases they were unavailable because they either worked or 
personal or family circumstances were such that they were unable to be present in the 
school during the working day. Generally the mothers acknowledged the professional 
status of the teachers and fclt that the actual process of educating their daughters was the 
business of the members of stafT. They did not feel that it was their duty to encroach on 
this - the teachers were trained and they were not. From this point of view the mothers 
had crcated distance between themselves and the schools. Issues that they were most 
likcly to become involved in were social or behavioural - they rarely questioned 
academic matters. This may well have been due to a lack of confidence in dealing with 
the 'professi\)nal' teachers when many of them possessed lesser or no academic 
qualificaticlOs themselves. 
In an extreme case the gulf between 'professional' teachers and a set of parents totally 
lacking in any academic qualifications was so great that there was almost a complete 
alienation. The teachers viewed the parents as being disinterested and totally non-
supportive and cOll\crsely the parents viewed the teachers as also being non-supportive 
and out oftom:h with real life. 
lIo\\cH'r in the eyes of the teachers the majority of the mothers at the focus of this 
research were described as supportive. They attended parents' evenings and school events 
such as concerts - in some ways these were really peripheral events concerning their 
daughters' education and schooling. There was little opportunity for 'active' involvement 
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in the education process itself and real decision-making concerning significant issues 
involving their daughters' schooling. If mothers were involved in helping in the school it 
was in a narro\\ Iy defined role - designated by the class teacher or the school in general 
ie. P.T.A. association and events, helping on school trips and hearing children read. 
Very few mothers assisted during the school day and those that did carried out a limited 
range of tasks and were expected to behave in a certain way in terms of their relationships 
with the teachers. The class teachers were conscious of their professional status and, in 
the case of the Whitemoor School class teacher, resented what she saw as aspects of her 
professional expertise being questioned - particularly by someone who did not possess a 
specific professional teaching qualification. 
At the suburban schools the mothers mainly distanced themselves from their daughters' 
schools. Generally they felt that in terms of education the teachers were the professionals 
and that that was their role. They did not feel that it was appropriate for them as parents to 
question aspects of their daughters' education as they themselves were not qualified to do 
so. They saw their role as mothers to be supportive of the school and their contact was 
limited to parents' evenings and school events and concerts. The class teachers preferred 
the mothers to play his type of 'minor' supporting role. It was not intrusive and did not 
encroach on their professional status. 
The Rural School. 
The only parent who mainly focused on having a negative relationship with the school 
was Rachcl's mother. This was perhaps emphasised more in that the family had only been 
back in this country for about nine months after having spent several years in Australia -
comparisons were readily drawn between the Australian school Rachel had attended and 
High Wood School. Rachel's mother said his about High Wood School: 
"Wc felt that the school wasn't comfortable with us taking the children into the school in 
the mornings and picking them up. They want us to drop them at the gate and then they 
walk lip to school on their own. We're not happy to do that." 
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"Very fonnal, very old-fashioned. Though I'm sure the education is excellent. I think it's 
traditional- the way they've been brought up. This is the way it is. If you don't like it-
you leave." 
"I feel there's a brick wall. There's no interaction between the teachers and parents." 
"I couldn't go and see her work without making an appointment at the end oftenn. I feel 
that I can't go and find out what my children are doing in school." 
"When there have been little problems in the past I've been able to iron them out straight 
away. It's totally open in Australia. They have a very different approach to school in 
Australia. Ifs very much - if you've got a problem come in now, don't make an 
appointment. " 
"I asked - I used to hear reading in Australia - he (the headteacher) said if there are any 
vacancies. It was like applying for ajob." 
"I want to be involved in my children's education. I want to see that they're learning and 
how they are taught. Not to interfere but to support the teachers." 
(Rachers mother - High Wood School) 
Rachel's mother very much emphasised the gulf that she felt there was between home 
and the school. In this instance the separation was instigated by the school itself - in 
Rachel's mother's eyes. She cited High Wood School's discouragement of parents 
actually physically entering the school building ie. leaving and meeting children at the 
school gate, only having limited access (by appointment) to view their child's work at the 
end of teml. Any conversations with the teachers were on a formal basis and 
appointments had to be made. Rachel's mother felt that High Wood School had a rather 
stiff, fonnal relationship with the parents in contrast to the school her daughter had 
attended in Australia. In her eyes the school viewed the teacher/parent relationship as 
them/us. 
In an effort to bridge the gap she volunteered to go into the school to hear children read -
this was also rebuffed. The school, in the form of the headteacher in this instance, limited 
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and vetted the parents who were allowed in to the school. The relationship between a 
school and parents that has parents volunteering to help with various school activities is 
described Martin and Vincent(l999) as 'active volunteerism'. However they emphasise 
its limited role as only relatively few parents are actually involved. This would appear to 
be the case at Iligh Wood School- not every parent was permitted to participate. 
Despite Rachel's mother's desire for more contact with the school and a greater say in 
her daughter's education her efforts to have a closer alliance with the school were viewed 
in a negative way. The class teachers said of Rachel's mother: 
"The impression I got with initial meetings with Mum is that she's very keen to push her 
on. I think that may be putting pressure on her. When I talk to Mum it's usually about 
negative things." 
(Mr. Jones -lligh Wood School) 
"I'd say they (Rachel's parents) are supportive. They're giving her support but in the 
wrong sort of ways. It's not developing her - it's pushing her into things. Pushy is the 
wrong sort of support." 
(Mrs. Green - High Wood School) 
It was obvoiously felt that the ground rules for relationships between the home and school 
should be initiated and delineated by the school - in the eyes of the teachers. An 
individual \\ ho had their own ideas about the type of interaction that was appropriate was 
viewed as interfering \\ ith the due process of the school. Cortazzi( 1991) considers aspects 
of parental involvement and how sometimes it leads to a parent being described as 
'a\\k\\ard' by a teacher. He indicates that this is particularly the case in middle-class 
areas \\ here there is perhaps a greater expectation for the child to perform well and so 
there is a tendency for parents to become over-involved in their child's schooling. 
Another mother \\ ha expressed a desire to be more involved with her daughter's 
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schoolwork was Kathy's mother. She said: 
"I'm here. I'm not actually out working. I could organise things so I could give her so 
much time. The effort is coming from home - it would be better if it was teamwork. They 
provided the material and I made the effort here. To do some writing together - it's so 
cnjoyable." 
(Kathy's mother -lligh Wood School) 
Both Rachcl's mother and Kathy's mother expressed this wish to play an active 
supportive role in their daughters' schooling. They did not view this as interfering but 
obviously felt that educational activities should involve home life as well as school life -
there should be some overlap and home and school should not be seen as two totally 
separate areas. Larcau( \989) points out that middle-class parents do, on the whole, see 
more overlap between home and school activities than working-class parents. She also 
indicates that middle-class parents are more likely to participate in educational activities 
at home and wish to be involved in their child's school work at home. 
Kathy's mother had also expressed some disquiet about problems her daughter was 
experiencing with her English work and wished to try and offer her some extra support 
and help. Iler worries and concerns were almost summarily dismissed by both of her 
teachers. This is \\ hat they commented: 
"Spelling is her weakness - reading as well. Mum is concerned that she's been to see me 
and Mrs. Green a few times this term - talking about dyslexia and that sort of thing. I 
don't think she's got much of a problem but she has a weakness in that area but Mum is 
concerned ahout it. Thcy all drop their jargon." 
(Mr. Jones -High Wood School) 
"Shc does havc problems in ccrtain areas - in written English. I didn't expect them but I 
actually think the Mum is possibly making more of thcm. I don't think Kathy is over-
concerned." 
(Mrs. Green -lligh Wood School) 
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The stafT gave the impression that they felt that the mother was being rather fussy and 
possibly interfering in what they saw as their professional judgements. 
Whilst not commenting as forcefully as Rachel's mother about feeling distanced from the 
school both Kathy's mother and also Jane's mother indicated that they too were aware of 
a form of gulf maintained by the staff. This was illustrated in the following comments 
they made: 
"I quite understand parents must be the bane of teachers' lives. They must be defensive 
because of the professional parents." 
(Kathy's mother -lligh Wood School) 
"I think it could be seen by some parents as a very distant thing. I think I would query the 
'them and us' attitude of the staff. The staff seem to be very defensive if you go up with a 
problem. I think the staff do worry about what the parents think. I think it's sort of banded 
up against parental complaints." 
(Jane's mother - High Wood School) 
This concern about \\ hat the parents are thinking and saying about the school was voiced 
by Mr. Jones in his comment concerning Jane's mother: 
"Jane's family arc very supportive but there's a little undercurrent as well I think to make 
sure hnc's moving on. Mum doesn't come to me and say that. It's what I hear her saying 
to other people." 
(Mr. Jones -Iligh Wood School) 
Both Jane's mother and Kathy's mother felt that the staff kept the parents at a distance 
because they were concerned and may even have felt threatened by the parents who, on 
the \\ hole. \\ ere from professional backgrounds themselves. Because of the nature of the 
parents' backgrounds the teachers felt that they were more likely to face critical 
comments and have their professional expertise questioned. This view is borne out by 
both Lareau( 198Q) and Vinccnt( 1996) who indicate that teachers sometimes feel 
threatened by midJle-class parents and feel that their professionalism is in danger of 
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bcing questioned. As an almost protective mechanism they try to keep the parents at a 
distancc. This would pcrhaps appear to be the case at High Wood School where the vast 
majority of parents were from middle-class professional backgrounds. 
At High Wood School not all of the 'distancing' between staff and parents was initiated 
by thc tcachcrs, somc was activated by the parents thcmselves. This was evidenced in the 
following commcnts madc by some of the mothers: 
"I'm not in the Parents' Association or anything. I do go over - I've helped out on a 
couple of trips and I go over there to take the children to events at the school but I don't 
gct involvcd.1 don't really like to. I'd rather keep my distance." 
(Ellie's mother-High Wood School) 
"I'm not thc sort of mothcr who rushes up every five minutes. I don't want to be a 
constant nag. 1 comc from a family of school teachers. 1 can see the other points of view 
too." 
(Sally's mother - lligh Wood School) 
"I'm a tcacher and probably that's why 1 stay out of the way. Unless it's pretty major I 
ncvcr go any\\hcre ncar the place. When you're in the profession I don't think it's fair on 
the stafT unless it's absolutely vital. We go to all the parents' evenings and we go to the 
shows and infomlation evenings thcy have. We go to everything the children are involved 
in but I \\ouldn't bc lip there every second minute asking about changing reading books. 
Some parents do go lip and ask about what 1 call trivia. I don't want to threaten them in 
any way really as I'm quite happy." 
(Janc's mother -High Wood School) 
•• ....... unlcss you make an etTort to go into the classroom - which I don't like to -I don't 
liJ..e to feci that thc stafT think I'm watching everything they are doing. I don't go in and 
scc her booJ..s as much as I should." 
Kathy's mothcr -lligh Wood School) 
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To some extent, even though these mothers indicated that they voluntarily had contact 
with the school, they also felt the need to limit their contact. They obviously viewed the 
issue of their relationship with their daughters' school as being a balance they had to 
maintain - they felt that they had to be sensitive to the feelings of the teachers and their 
professional role in this instance. This factor was very much at the forefront of their 
thoughts. They wished to fulfil their role as supportive mothers but did not wish to 
overstep the mark and be seen as 'interfering'. 
Despite these mothers feeling that they had to limit their contact and approaches to the 
school the teachers, with some reservations, felt that they were supportive of their 
daughters. This was ilIustrated in the folIowing comments that they made: 
"Mum takes an interest in both Ellie and her brother but she only seems to come and 
Talk when there's something negative happened. I think Mum thinks she's very 
supportive. She's got Ellie's best interests at heart." 
(Mr. Jones -lligh Wood School) 
"Sally's got supportive parents - very supportive. We don't see a lot of her mother but 
she's there \\hen we need her. I feel as ifshe thinks school's important." 
(Mrs. Green -High Wood School) 
"Kathy comes from a family that's very supportive - a rich background of literature, 
mllsic and social activities. I'd say they were very supportive. I mean she's involved in a 
lot of out of school activities. I think that provides a very rich general knowledge." 
(Mrs. Green -lligh Wood School) 
Ribhens( 1993) raises the isslle of parents feeling concerned lest they antagonise the 
teachers "hen they approach the school or participate in events at their children's school. 
She indicates that some mothers genuinely have worries that could have detrimental 
elTects for their individual child and therefore they limit how assertive they are when 
dealing with the teachers. This issue seemed to be a factor at High Wood School. 
110\\ e,er some of the anxiety that arose seemed to centre around the fact that the mothers 
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themselves did not wish to be seen in a negative light by the teachers. They wished to be 
perceived as 'good' mothers - they were concerned about how their own role as a mother 
was seen by others - notably the school staff. 
Sally's mother and Jane's mother both cited their 'insider knowledge' as a reason for 
them attempting to keep some distance between themselves and the school. This was an 
interesting facet as these two mothers equated themselves with the teachers in a 
professional capacity but at the same time used it as a reason for not becoming, in their 
ow n views, over-involved in their daughters' schooling. 
Ribbens( 1993) further cites the fact that a mother who also happens to be a teacher often 
feels that she 'has to tread a fine line' in her relationship with her daughter's own school. 
There is a balance to be maintained between their professional appraisal of the situation 
ie. how they view the school as a teacher and how they view the school as the mother of a 
pupil being educated there. This dual perspective may give rise to some conflicts of 
interest or tensions. Jane's mother, in particular, seemed to experience this problem. 
Sikes( 1997) considers how teachers' attitudes and perspectives towards their pupils may 
be affected once they themselves become parents. She indicates that often teachers who 
arc also parents fclt that they become more sympathetic, patient and sensitive in their 
dealings with pupils once they experienced parenthood themselves. The converse of this 
may well be tme in that parents who are also teachers, or have close connections with 
teachers, may exhibit greater understanding, sensitivity and empathy with their child's 
own teachers. This could be that they have a greater understanding of both sides of the 
home/school relationship. 
Linda's mother and Anna's mother were two parents who did not mention any form of 
'distancing' between parents and teachers. Indeed these two mothers had particularly 
close connections \\ ith the school. Both of them were members of the 'Parents' 
Association' and also had rather individual liaisons with the school. Linda's mother was 
the editor of the schlxll magazine which necessitated working closely with the teaching 
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staff and going into the school on numerous occasions talking to both teachers and pupils. 
This meant that she had a considerable amount of 'extra' contact with the school on a day 
to day basis. 
Anna's mother had very close personal connections with the school in that her own 
mother had actually been a tcacher at the school and had only recently retired. She had 
actually worked alongside some of the present teaching staff - including the headteacher. 
Anna's mother emphasised her close personal contacts with High Wood School: 
"I've known the headmaster a long time because of my Mum's contact. One of the 
teachers there I went to school with - Susan Green." 
(Anna's mother -High Wood School) 
She described much of her contact with members of staff as being 'informal' and often 
on a social basis. 
Both of these parents played an active role at their daughters' school - members of the 
'Parents' Association' and, in the case of Linda's mother, editor of the school magazine. 
As Martin and Vincent( 1999) point out these roles are only open to a few parents so these 
particular mothers were viewed very positively by the school itself and were seen as 
bcing 'supportive' and 'participant' parents - as defined by Vincent(1996). Anna's 
mother was viewed somewhat differently to the majority of mothers as she was part of the 
same social circle as some members of staff. This inevitably led to a different type of 
relationship \\ ith the school as compared to the other mothers. 
There was onc set of parents, Lorna's parents, who were seen in a very negative light by 
both Mr. Joncs and Mrs. Green. They had very little contact with the school and rarely 
attended any of its events or functions. Mr. Jones said of Loma and her parents: 
........ shc (Lorna) gets very little support at home - Mum might tell you different. She's 
(Lorna's) totally disorganised. I think it's because of the disorganisation at home." 
(Mr. Joncs -lligh Wood School) 
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Mrs. Green said of Loma and her parents: 
"ller family is a strange combination because they're educated parents - again the 
mother's training to be a teacher. Difficult to approach - mother is distant. There's no 
support at home. With educated parents and wealthy - money's no object. Nanny to look 
after the children - very, very strange - neglected really." 
(Mrs. Green - High Wood School) 
Loma's mother acknowledged her lack of contact with the school and indicated that she 
did not really know a great deal about what was happening there. She felt that it was up to 
the school itself to keep parents informed - this was really the school's responsibility in 
her eyes. Ilowever, she did indicate that she was partly to blame for lacking knowledge 
concerning school related matters. This was illustrated in the following comment: 
"Some of it is my fault because I'm not very involved in what the children do because of 
what I'm doing." 
(Loma's mother-lIigh Wood School) 
Despite this Loma's mother was very happy with High Wood School but acknowledged 
that Loma was having some problems with her schoolwork. She did not view herself as 
having a particularly negative relationship with her daughter's school but did not appear 
to visualise actually approaching and working with Loma's teachers to overcome Loma's 
educational problems. She said about Lorna's difficulties: 
"I'm not terribly happy about Loma's progress but that's partly Lorna." 
"There are things I'd expect her to know but she doesn't seem to. I used to work through 
things with my son and he would grasp what I was saying but Lorna doesn't. There are 
big holes - I don't know where to begin to tackle it. I'm getting her extra tuition in the 
New Year." 
(Loma's mother -lligh Wood School) 
To a considerable extent Loma's mother could be described as an 'independent' parent 
in tenns of her relationship with the school. This type of parent, according to 
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Vincent( 1996), tends to have little or no contact with the school and may work with their 
child without referring to the class teacher. They may also arrange for the child to attend 
'extra' classes or tuition, again without seeking the teacher's advice. This would appear to 
be the case in this instance - there is little evidence of working co-operatively with her 
daughter's school. 
When cDnsidering the mDthers at High Wood SChDDI WhD were the focus of this research 
there was evidence to suggest that a prDcess Df'distancing' between themselves and their 
daughters' school took place. TD a great extent this was instigated by the school itself. 
There were vcry clear parameters concerning parental involvement Dr even presence in 
the school. OccasiDns fDr 'real' participatiDn in their daughters' education were strictly 
limited for the mothers. Only a very small number Dfthem seemed tD have any clDse face 
to face cDntact with the staff - outside school instigated meetings such as parents' 
evenings. In the eyes Df the teachers 'goDd', 'supportive' mothers were those who 
attended school events such as CDncerts and parents' evenings. Any desires expressed to 
have more cDntact and more personal involvement were viewed as intrusive and the 
mDthers \\ ere considered, by the teachers, tD be 'fussy'. The teachers were very aware of 
and guarded their 'professional' status - they were wary of having their professionalism 
challenged Dr called into question. It is possible that the mothers' own professional and 
academic backgrounds caused the teachers to have anxieties and concerns. The 
knowledge of the mothers was such that they were able to understand and question 
academic and professional issues arising within the school. This perhaps gave rise to 
insecurities in the teaching stafT and they dealt with these by keeping the parents at a 
distance. 
In contrast many of the mothers also felt the need to keep a 'distance' between 
themsehes and the school. They, on the whole, were very conscious of how the teachers 
viewcd thcm as mothcrs and were at pains to ensure that they had a positive image and 
\"ere not \ic\\cd as intcrfering. They were very aware of 'overstepping the mark' and 
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made efforts to maintain an amicable relationship with the teachers and the school. The 
mothers did not view the members of staff with great awe but saw themselves as equals. 
Indeed, many of them had higher, or similar, academic or professional qualifications to 
the teachers. This was perhaps a major contributory factor towards the nature of the 
parent/teacher relationship at High Wood School. The teachers were obviously concerned 
about having any aspects of their professionalism called into question and the mothers 
were concerned about the image they presented to the teachers. This resulted in a form of 
'distancing' by both the members of staff and the mothers in an effort to maintain an 
amicable relationship. 
Conclusion. 
The nature of the mothers' relationships with the individual primary schools were 
significant as they, to a notable extent, were indicative of their attitudes towards 
schooling and education in general. This in turn had an effect on their approach towards 
their individual daughters in terms of their primary education. 
Within the 'field' or context of the suburban schools and the rural school there was 
evidence of 'distancing' on both the part of the schools and the mothers themselves -
ho\\e\er the nature and the reasons for this appeared to vary. 
The vast majority of the mothers from the rural school had a degree or a professional 
qualification - they had experienced some form of education or training after the age of 
eighteen. In contrast none of the mothers from the suburban schools possessed a degree 
and very few had purslled any form of education or training after the age of sixteen. Some 
of them had not evcn gained any basic qualifications at all. This appeared to be a 
significant factor in the nature of the home/school relationships experienced by the 
mothers. This advantage in terms of 'cultural capital' was also significant where 'social 
capital' \\as concerned. The social networks within which the middle-class mothers were 
il1\ohed tended to include pcople from similar professional backgrounds possessing 
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similar cultural interests and tastes. This appeared to affect the nature of the attitude of 
the school and teaching stafT where these mothers were concerned. 
Where the rural school, High Wood School, was involved the parents were very 
noticeably kept at a distance - some of the parents themselves noticed this and even made 
comment on the matter. There were definite times and events when it was deemed 
appropriate for the parents to visit the school. Further to this the mothers were physically 
kept at a distance - they had to leave their children at the school gate. Any contact with 
the teaching stafT was usually via appointment only. 
The teaching stafT did not really encourage a great deal of parental contact and seemed 
very guarded in their relationship with the mothers. Any mother seeking further contact 
or involvement. or questioning aspects of the school's routine or curriculum, was 
regarded as 'interfering' or 'fussy'. The teachers were very conscious of their 
professional status and were aware that the parents of the pupils were mainly professional 
people \\ ho were well-educated. This may well have led them to feel concerns that their 
professionalism may be questioned and so they, either consciously or subconsciously, 
kept the parents at some distance - a self-protection mechanism. 
In terms of 'cultural capital' and 'social capital' the middle-class mothers perceived 
themselves as being 'on a par' with the teachers and vice versa. This appeared to pose 
difficulties for the teachers as their perception of themselves as knowledgeable 
professionals. \\hich was an inherent manifestation of their group 'habitus', may be open 
to deep scrutiny and questioning because of the social and academic standing of this 
particular group of parents. 
On the \\ hole. the mothers were viewed by the school as being 'supportive' (Vincent 
1996) in that they \\ere prepared to accept the school's view of their role in the education 
process and they attended the school initiated events and meetings. A very small 
proportion of mothers. the privileged few, were able to be 'participants' (Vincent 1996) in 
some aspects of school life but the scope oftheir activities was strictly limited by the staff 
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and the school. Being viewed as 'supportive' in tenns of education and schooling was an 
expected manifestation of the group 'habitus' of middle-class mothers - expected by both 
the mothers and the teachers. 
At the suburban schools, in contrast to the rural school, the idea of keeping the parents at 
a distance was not so marked and obvious. This may well have been due to the different 
social and economic circumstances of the families - the majority of the mothers were 
unable to go into the school during the day because of work or family commitments, 
therefore the issue of 'interfering' mothers was less likely to arise. The class teachers 
seemed less defensive concerning their professionalism being questioned and generally 
the emphasis was on encouraging parents to attend school designated events such as 
children's perfornlances and parents' evenings. However, on the odd occasion that a 
mother commented on an academic or professional issue the class teacher was rather 
affronted - the idea coming across that the mother was not really suitably qualified to 
make comment. 
On the \\ hole the mothers could be viewed as not possessing the same 'cultural', 'social' 
and 'economic' capital as the teachers. The teachers could be seen to be 'advantaged' in 
these areas and therefore did not feci their professionalism or status was questioned or 
scrutinised to the same extent as it could be by middle-class mothers. If a working-class 
mother did question a professional or academic matter the teacher perceived this as 
wholly inappropriate as the individual was seen to be lacking in the necessary 'cultural 
capital' to make "hat, in hislher eyes, was an informed judgement. 
The teachers \iewed the majority of mothers as being 'supportive' (Vincent 1996) - they 
attended scho()1 designated events and generally accepted the schools' view as to what 
was a suitable role for them as mothers. Very few mothers were able to play a 
'participant' role (Vincent 1996) in the school because of their work and familial 
commitments. The small number that did participate did so on a very limited scale - the 
tasks they pcrf~mlled were usually peripheral to the education process ie. fund raising, 
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tidying the library, mending books and occasionally hearing pupils read. The group 
'habitus' of these mothers manifested itself in that they were supportive of their daughters 
in tenns of their education but their support was limited in its closeness. They as 
individuals fclt that this was appropriate and would not feel comfortable with a closer 
relationship. This was also the role that was perceived as appropriate by the schools and 
teaching stafT. 
Onc or two mothers could be described as being 'detached' (Vincent 1996). They had 
very little contact at all with the school - they did not deem it necessary as they viewed 
education as being the sole domain of the school and the teachers. The mothers who fell 
into this category tended to be those who possessed few, or no, academic qualifications 
thcmselves. 
At High Wood School, even though the majority of 'distancing' was initiated by the 
school and the statT, there was evidence to suggest that a notable number of mothers also 
kept their distance - it was a two way process. In this instance the mothers were 
conccrned that they were seen in a positive light by the teachers and were not seen to be 
interfering or fussy. This was particularly the case for mothers who had connections with 
the world of education themselves. They seemed to be aware that they had to 'tread a fine 
line' in order to maintain the optimum relationship with the school and teachers. Here the 
mothers' 'habitus' manifested itself in that the mothers felt that they perhaps could not 
have a closer relationship with the school in case it was viewed as intrusive. An inherent 
aspect of their 'habitus' was being perceived as 'good mothers'. In terms of 'cultural 
capital' and 'social capital' the mothers were seen as being similar in terms of status to 
the teachers but felt that it was politic to maintain some distance. This view was accepted, 
albeit reluctantl)', by some mothers. 
A small number of mothers had minimal contact with the school and could be described 
as 'independent' (Vincent 1996). These mothers either arranged to assist their child 
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themselves or organised extra-curricular or private lessons - with no reference to the 
school or class teacher. 
In contrast to High Wood School, in the suburban schools, the greater proportion of the 
'distancing was instigated by the mothers. Here they felt that the teachers were the 
professionals and qualified to undertake the process of educating children. They 
themselves did not feel suitably qualified to undertake this role - therefore they were 
satisfied to play a minor supporting role. To some extent they could be described as being 
'detached' (Vincent 1996) - there was a separating of the roles of home and school. The 
mothers \\ ho had the least contact with the school were those who possessed fewest, or 
no, academic qualifications themselves. In these cases home and school were very 
definitely two distinct and separate areas. Here the group 'habitus' was manifested in a 
separation of the contexts or 'fields' of home and school. This manifestation was 
accepted by both the teachers and mothers. The emphasis was on the professional persona 
of the teachers \\ ho possessed the 'cultural capital' to carry out the process of education. 
This \\as in contrast to the mothers who felt that they did not possess the appropriate 
'cultural capital' to be more closely involved with the formal education process of their 
daughters. 
The idea of 'them and us' was evident in the three schools at the focus of this research. It 
\\as often a tWQ-\\ay process - some of the 'distancing' initiated by the school and stafT 
and some by the parents. The main differences lay in the emphasis of the 'distancing' -
the proportion instigated by the school and the proportion instigated by the parents. 
Perhaps the most significant issues lay in the underlying reasons for the apparent gulf in 
home/school relationships. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
The 1\1others' Own Experiences and How These Have Affected 
Their Attitudes Towards Their Own Daughters' Education. 
, ntroduction. 
This chapter looks at some of the issues and events that affected the girls' mothers' 
education and how these, in turn, may have played a role in structuring their attitudes 
to,\ards their own daughters' education. This is particularly relevant in that the attitudes 
the mothers developed as a result of their own educational experiences were possibly the 
attitudes that they brought to bear on their own daughters. It is important to understand 
how the mothers tried to innuence their daughters and what form that innuence took. To 
comprehend this more fully it is necessary to consider what circumstances, events and 
issues the mothers fclt affected their own education - what they actually felt determined 
the outcomes of their o\\n schooling and the forms which their education took. These 
factors \\ hich the mothers perceived as playing an integral part in their own educational 
life histories may ultimately have led them to prioritise or emphasise different aspects of 
education and schooling in general. The different stresses and priorities they placed on 
facets of their daughters' education may well have had their origins in their own 
educational experiences. 
An interesting and very significant point that needs to be made concerning the mothers is 
that" hen they were talking about their own schooling they virtually, without exception, 
limited their comments to issues connected with the secondary phase of their education. 
They all indicated that thcy had enjoyed their time at primary school but, to them, the 
significant c\cnts in thcir educational lives took place at their secondary schools. These 
sec m to have hccn the concerns that have left a lasting impression on them and affected 
their olltk)()ks in\ohing education and schooling particularly in terms of their own 
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daughters. The majority of concerns that they had for their daughters revolved around 
their futures and the nature of their secondary schooling. Their time at primary school 
was viewed as a preparation for the 'real business' of education which was to take place 
during their time at secondary school ie. preparation for adult life and the gaining of 
educational and professional qualifications. 
The mothers themselves fcH into three distinct categories - those who ended their 
schooling without gaining any formal educational qualifications, those who gained 0-
levels or the equivalent and the final group who gained A-levels or the equivalent and 
then pursued a degree course or a professional qualification. The mothers of Rachel, 
Judy, Val, Mandy and Suzie gained no academic qualifications. O-Ievels were gained by 
the mothers of SaHy, Vicky, Louisa, Toni and Tracy. The mothers of Anna, Ellie, Linda, 
Jane, Kathy and Lorna pursued some form of higher education or achieved a professional 
qualification. Further details of the mothers' education and qualifications are included in 
Chapter Four and the Appendix. 
This chapter is divided into three main sections. The first section considers aspects of life 
outside school \\ h ich atTected the mothers' attitudes and education and the second section 
looks at school issues which atTected the mothers' attitudes and education. The final 
section explores some of the issues that the mothers view to be significant: the 
significance of the type of secondary school attended, the significance of academic 
qualifications and the significance of happiness and fulfilment. 
Aspects of life outside school which affected the mothers' attitudes and education. 
This section explores three main themes: a) Parental support. b)Appropriate education for 
girls? c)Grammar school v Secondary modern school? 
a)Parental support. 
Irrespective of social background the mothers received varying degrees of support and 
encouragement from their own parents. However, on the whole, their parents left the 
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school to get on with the business of education and did not become too involved 
themselves. This was illustrated in the following comments: 
"They just let me get on with it." 
(Mandy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"My parents admit now they let education happen. They seemed to sort of say to me 
\\hich school do you want to go toT' 
(Kathy's mother -High Wood School) 
"My Dad was like live and let live - just get on with it sort of thing. I regret that maybe I 
wasn't pushed more. I think to myself you know - why couldn't he (father) have been 
stricter." 
(Louisa's mother- Whitemoor School) 
This separation of home and school life has varied according to the political and social 
mores at any gi,"en time. When these mothers were at school (during the 1970's and the 
1980's) it was likely that these two aspects of their lives were more separate than they 
would be today. Da\id(1993) looks in detail at how these boundaries have been defined 
between the more infonnal life at home and the more foOllal atmosphere at school. She 
indicates that historically there is a gulf between many of the attitudes and values of the 
home and school situations. This divide is more marked in working-class families. 
Ribhens(~OOO) also supports this view and emphasises how the home is a different setting 
to school and different practices and behaviours take place there - there being a strong 
boundary definition in many working-class families. She describes this as 'the 
family/home as castle' social arrangement. Vincent(l996) categorises the types of 
relationship parents may have with their children's school and states that working-class 
parents frequently may be described as 'detached' - they have very little contact with 
their child's school and feel that it is the responsibility of the teachers to educate the 
children within school. They do not sce how they can really influence their child's 
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academic progress. This however does not mean that they do not wish for their children 
to succeed in their school careers. 
Ribhcns(l993) further reinforces that thcre is less home/school continuity in working-
class families by emphasising that the school is a more public context in which working-
class parcnts feci under pressure and find it more difficult to cope. She suggests that the 
percci\cd inequality of power may well play a major role in this. This idea is also 
supported by Lareau( 1989) who highlights the fact that parents who have lower 
occupational status than the tcachers see them as 'professionals' who possess specialised 
kno\\ ledge and therefore they feci somewhat alienated and excluded. Further to this the 
lack of educational skills possessed by many of the working-class parents hampers their 
interaction \\ ith the teachers and may also lead them to wonder whether they are actually 
capable of helping their own children in terms of their educational achievements. 
This \\as particularly highlighted by Rachel's mother who was not only unhappy at 
school, but also experienced difficulties with academic work and fell behind in her school 
work. She said: 
"I hated going to school. I was terrified every day. A school of two thousand girls, very 
stril:t, Methodist church school. Because I was so nervous and lacking in confidence it 
just got \\orsc as the )ears went by." 
"I wish I'd gone to a school where my parents weren't afraid of the teachers because I 
think that \\as the problem. They didn't know how to cope with it. I don't think they (her 
parents) \\ere a\\are of it (the problem with school). I think they thought that as I was 
going tll a grcat schl'){llthcy didn't have to monitor anything." 
(Rachers mother -lligh Wood School) 
The scpuratcncss of home and school life was emphasised in that her parents were 
secmingly una\\are \If her plight and she did not feel it was appropriate to discuss these 
isslles \\ ith them. She also indicated that her parents were somewhat in awe of the school 
and slafT and did Ill)t feci comfortable approaching the teachers. They were obviously 
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seen by them as figures in authority and did not wish to be seen questioning this - it was 
not their business to do this. 
In contrast to their own parents these mothers had, or expressed a desire to have, closer 
contact \\ ith their daughters' schools and greater involvement with their daughters' actual 
education. This ranged from fairly minimal involvement such as hearing their child read 
at home to a much greater involvement within the school itself and the actual education 
process. The follow ing comments illustrate this: 
"1 sit with her and hear her read. I can't do the maths though." 
"1 can't get up there to the school. It's too far for me to walk because of being disabled." 
"I would like to know what's going on." 
(Mandy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"When there's things on 1 go. I go to assemblies. I go to parents' evenings. I go to the 
school fete - an)1hing like that - the discos they've had. Her Dad was a parent- governor. 
r,e always done things with her." 
(Louisa's mother- Whitemoor School) 
"I want to go in to the school. I want to because I cherish these days the children are 
going to school. I want to know what the children are learning. I do a lot of homework 
with them at home. 1 want to be involved in my children's education. I want to see what 
they're learning and how they are being taught." 
(Rachers mother -lligh Wood School) 
These mothers ob\iously felt that they should have some input concemmg their 
daughters' education and schooling. In some cases it was severely limited but at least the 
education process was not totally ignored. 
The issue of parents offering support in terms of finance was also raised. Loma's mother 
said of her p.1rcnts and their views: 
"My parents paid a fortune for it (her education). I think when I changed school it was 
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different. My parents didn't pay school fees. There wasn't the pressure on me to work." 
(Loma's mother-High Wood School) 
J lere it appears that both Loma's mother and her own parents viewed education almost 
as a business transaction with obligations on both sides. As long as her parents provided 
the money for her education Loma's mother felt obliged to work. When they were no 
longer financing her at school she felt that the pressure to achieve had been removed. 
Interestingly her o,\n views on financing her own children's education appeared to be 
rather ambivalent. She made the following comments: 
"There are big holes - I don't know where to begin to tackle it. I'm getting her extra 
tuition in the new year." 
"If\\e could afford it we'd pay for them to go to school but we don't want to disrupt our 
life style. We want to go on holidays and live in a big house." 
(Loma's mother -High Wood School) 
It would appear that Loma's mother was prepared to pay for some extra help for her 
daughter but beyond that the main concern was that the family's life style was not 
affected. 
In a v'el)' different context to the one Loma's mother experienced both Judy's mother and 
Val's mother indicated the problems faced by their families in terms of financial 
considerations and these were instrumental in the curtailment of their schooling. Judy's 
mother said: 
"When Mum was bringing us three up (herself and two older siblings) money was tight 
so they didn't encourage us. If we left early we got to pay Mum." 
(1udy's mother - Whitcmoor School) 
Val's mother snid: 
"The way I Il)()\..ed at it was - I lost my mother when I was twelve so I wanted to get 
wor\..ing and bring money into the house to give it my Dad. That was the reason for 
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Jca\ing. Ilcft school with ajob. I had a week off and then I started work." 
(Vat's mothcr - Whitemoor School) 
Both Judy's mother and Vat's mother highlighted the significance of bringing money 
into the home - this was considered more important than remaining in full time 
education. In both of these cases it was intimated that their families were perhaps 
struggling financially and extra income coming into the house would be welcome. This 
resulted in both of them taking on quite poorly paid, unskilled jobs - neither having a 
specific career structure. Schooling was not seen as a step towards gaining a fulfilling 
career, it \\ as secn as a process one had to go through before entering adulthood. In terms 
of Val and Judy's mothers' families the sooner they left school and started earning the 
better. Thcy wcre not expected to pursue a career or gain any professional qualifications-
just to start carning and help to support the family. 
Thc lack of importance of academic studies to working-class girls is highlighted by 
ShaflX.i 199-1). Shc indicatcs that they often see academic studies as abstract and not 
rclc\ant to them and ccrtainly in the past they saw education as being oflittle value to the 
limited opportunities that were opcn to them. Working-class girls expected to be wives 
and mothcrs at an early age and predominantly worked in offices, shops or factories. This 
would appear to be the case for these two women - the mothers of Val and Judy. 
ShaflX.i 199-1) further emphasises that their ambitions are linked to the immediate future 
and are not seen in the long term. The aim is to be an earner and work is not seen as a 
career but 'filling in' before possible marriage and having a family. 
Where Vic!..y's mother was concerned finance, family tensions and the break up of her 
family had a particularly devastating effect on every aspect of her life. It certainly 
affected her education. She said: 
hi \\as ahused by my fathcr and grandfathcr. My mother at the time said she didn't know. 
I \\as ta!..cn into care at e1evcn. My father was prosecuted but then the sentences were so 
stupid. lie got t\\O ) cars probation. I got locked up in a children's home for six years. I 
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left secondary school with five C.S.E.'s and three O-Ievels. I did start sixth form college 
but I was in a children's home and the children's home closed down. I'd got nowhere to 
go and so I ended up getting a flat. No money, no family so I had to leave sixth form 
college and get a job. I did some sort of training scheme. It was just impossible to live on 
the money. 1 worked in chip shops - any job to pay the rent. In the end I gave up and just 
did nothing. 1 moved in with Vicky's Dad, got pregnant with Vicky." 
(Vidy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
In ternlS of her education family support was non-existent and generally her schooling 
was not the dominant issue in her life. Her aim appears to have been to survive. The back-
up Vicky's mother received when she was 'in care' was not sufficient for her to achieve 
her potential in ternlS of academic success. She herself wished to pursue her studies but 
lack of support - particularly in terms of finance - made it impossible to achieve her 
aims. The system appears to have been inadequate where Vicky's mother was concerned 
- it did not afTer appropriate support and encouragement in place of her own family. 
Consequently she sought what she thought of as an alternative means of support and 
security - a husband and her own family. 
In ternlS of lack of family backing and support Vicky's mother's experiences were at the 
extreme end of the spectrum. The other mothers in the group did not have to contend with 
such dire circumstances. 
The mothers of Val, Judy and Vicky gave the impression that circumstances rather than 
they themscl\es decided the path that their education would take. They also indicated that 
as a result of this they were unable to pursue a more worthwhile career or one that they 
had actually chosen. They did not want that to happen to their own daughters. This was 
illustrated in the comments made by Judy's mother and Vicky's mother: 
"I want them to do \\ hat they want to do - pursue their own careers - whatever they 
choose to d~l. I want lxlth of mine to go on to college." 
(Judy's mother - Whitcmoor School) 
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"Vicky's my daughter but she's an individual. I've never took the decision away from 
hcr - I've adviscd her. I've never said you will do this, you will not do that. I'd advise if 
you can't make up your mind go on to college. As long as she's happy and hasn't wasted 
\\ hatcvcr talent shc's got." 
(Vicky's mother - Whitemoor School) 
Ilere the mothcrs emphasised that their daughters should be able to pursue something 
wortl'" hilc but something that was of their own choosing. Circumstances alone were not 
to force them into a path that they did not really wish to take. 
Perhaps the mother who experienced the opposite of Vicky's mother in terms of family 
support \\as Sally's mother. She acknowledged her very supportive middle-class 
background but found that this had actually put some pressure on her. She commented: 
"I was an only child very cosseted and protected and when I was thrust into this huge 
environment I \\as absolutely terrified. It took me a long time to settle down. I was quite 
unhappy and miseraolc to begin with." 
"I had every encouragement at home. My mother had two sisters who were school 
teachcrs and they would work with me at home." 
"1 rcmcmncr soooing whcn 1 went into the lower stream (at secondary school) because I 
really thought I'd be set in the middle. I didn't teH my parents when I got home. They 
\\ cre ah\ ays supportive." 
"1 "as under pressure to go into teaching which I didn't want to do. I feel it's not really 
mc." 
(Sally's mother-High Wood School) 
She \\as ooviollsly worried about disappointing her parents as evidenced by her 
rcluctance III tell them that she had bcen placed in the lower stream at secondary school. 
She also indicated that she felt that her family were trying to steer her towards a career in 
teaching. This may \\cll have prevented her from discussing a wider range of careers with 
them. In the early ycars of hcr life she was obviously very sheltered and protected from 
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the 'world at large'. This did not really prepare her for the 'everyday knocks' of life at 
school. In some \\ays Sally's mother gave the impression that she felt that she was over-
protected and this affected her in terms of coping with the socialisation process at school. 
WaU,erdine and Lucey( 1989) consider the part mothers play in the socialisation of their 
daughters and how this in turn affects the way they approach their schooling. They 
highlight how middle-class mothers, either consciously or subconsciously, strive to be 
'sensiti\e' mothers \\ ilh a tendency to hide authoritarianism and avoid any conflicts - in 
contrast to the working-class mothers where their power tends to be more explicit. The 
middle-class mnthers tend to push for more intellectual independence but almost 
encourage physical dependency. They encourage their children to articulate ideas and 
pro\ ide mental stimulation for them but in tasks such as dressing they are more likely to 
assist than a \\orking-c1ass mother. Further to this they are more likely to play with their 
child and be physically available to them. Where working-class families are concerned 
the rnerse is tme - the children are urged to be more independent and get on by 
themsehes. This frequently results in middle-class girls being more likely to display 
dependence and an inability to cope in certain circumstances. From Sally's mother's 
comments it would appear that the initial problems she experienced at school may well 
ha\e emanated from her almost 'over-protective', 'ultra-supportive' background which 
made it difficult for her to cope independently when she was away from the immediate 
protection of her home and parents. 
Sally's mother was very aware that perhaps her own children lived a somewhat sheltered 
existence compared to others. She particularly equated herself with Sally and did not 
\\ant her to experience the prohlems that she had had when she first started school. She 
C()l11l11cnted ahout this: 
"I can relate to Sally because I was very much the same. She's very quiet and takes 
things seriously. She didn't scttle at playgroup and I had nightmares. I made her go and 
had her clinging tn mc. I was thinking this is the right thing to do - how am I going to get 
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her to school if she dClcsn't do this? And when she came home she came like a little lamb. 
I',e not had a minute's problem since." 
(Sally's mother -llig.h Wood School) 
hen though it \\as ditlicult Sally's mother saw the need for Sally to mix with other 
children and felt that attending a playgroup would pave the way for her starting at 
primary schlx11. She used her own experiences to ease the potential problems her own 
daug.hter may' experience. 
b)Appropriate education for girls? 
Some of the mothers felt that their education was affected because they were girls rather 
than Ix,),s. Their parents had very dilTerent attitudes towards the type of schooling their 
daug.hters recei\cd compared to what their brothers experienced. Tracy's mother who 
came from a \\llr\"'ing-class background commented: 
"I passed my c1e,cn plus and was ofTered a place in two grammar schools and my 
parents said they \\ ere too far so I didn't go. Now looking back I was more intelligent 
than Ixlth of my brothers. Y ct my older brother went to grammar school, art school then 
he \\ent to college, then he did an apprenticeship. My other brother was encouraged in 
music so he had all dinerent music lessons." 
"I \\ as glxld sce. 1 \\usn't any trouble. I just pottered along. I went to school. I enjoyed 
school. I had friends. They (her parcnts) left me to it." 
"Now 1 h'k l"lad and think I didn't have a single choice. No-one ever said to me - this 
is my parents I'm thinking of - stay on. You've done quite well, stay on and do some A-
le, eis, go tll college. Nobody ever thought that. They thought, and at the school, you 
definitely \\ant III dl) otlice. You definilely need typing and shorthand, commerce, 
speed\Hiting -that sort of thing - so do those." 
(Tracy's mnther - Whitel1l011r School) 
Tracy's I1wther (lb\jl,usly felt a distinct lack of backing and family support concerning 
her schl)()1 can:\.'r. She felt that this was a direct factor in her not pursuing her education 
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further. In her eyes her school achievements were undervalued and her career prospects 
limited by her parents' perceptions of what they saw as an appropriate career for her ie. 
office work. This "'as not the case for her two brothers - she felt that they were treated 
differently in tenns of their schooling. Despite Tracy's mother gaining a place at a 
grammar school her parents did not let her attend the school - in contrast to her older 
brother \\ ho was allowed to go to grammar school. She felt that as she was not a problem 
at homc shc "as \ery much allowed to just get on with her school life without any 
intenention from her parents. Whilst this was not active discouragement it was certainly 
a passi\ e foml of discouragement - it perhaps conveyed the impression to Tracy's mother 
that her academic cfTorts were not particularly significant or important in the eyes of her 
parents. 
Tracy's mother's parents saw the purpose of education as being different for boys and 
girls. This was a \ iew many working-class families possessed and is discussed in some 
detail by Kelly et al (1982). They highlight how good prospects and security are of some 
imptlrtance where boys' employment is concerned - implying that they will be 
'prO\iJcrs' and that girls' work is less serious. This also points to the fact that girls and 
boys "ill ha\c different roles within the family when they are adults. Sharpe(l994) 
signifies that in working-class families academic achievement is seen as more relevant 
and appropriate for tx))S and men with women expecting to be wives and mothers at an 
earlier age than their middle-class counterparts. Wallace( 1987) also supports this opinion 
and feels that \\orking-c1ass girls are schooled to accept this position in society whereas 
middle-dass girls arc more likely to be educated to have careers. 
Tracy's nH)ther fclt that as she was a girl she was not afforded the same opportunities as 
her brothers. This had \cry much affected her outlook in tenns of the education of her 
0'\ n chilJren - partkularly \\ here Tracy was concerned. She said about this: 
"rwm the .. cry beginning I wanted to make sure she got the same opportunities as Dan 
(lrac)'s hr\)tl" .. r). I tl"Hlght right I'm not going to make her into a little girl." 
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"From \cry :)oung I've told the children education goes from nursery, to Infants School, 
to Junior School, to Senior School through to College or University. I've always led them 
to believe it goes on. There is no option to finish at sixteen." 
"I feel I was cheated. I know I could have done better." 
(Tracy's mother - Whitcmoor School) 
Ilcr emphasis was firmly placed on both of her children having the same opportunities 
and the chance 'to go as far as possible' in terms of their own education. She did not want 
them to feci that they had not had the chance - she herself felt that she had 'missed out' 
mainly because she was a girl. 
In contrast to Tracy's mother. the mothers of Loma and Ellie came from relatively well-
to-do middle-class backgrounds but they too were not expected to have careers. They 
commcnted: 
"My father wanted mc to do cookery things. I was just going to do that. It came as a bit 
of a shock at fourteen that I was going to have to work at all. I'd never known any women 
that" orked." 
"I'd have preferred somc pressure from home. I don't think very much was expected of 
us," 
(Loma's mother -lligh Wood School) 
"My father \\as nn art teacher and an artist. He only really had any time for my one sister 
\\ ho was an artist. lie thought women were only to cook and clean and take to bed. They 
wouldn't do an)thing else. It (education) wasn't really important because we were 
women." 
"1 could ha\c g(lfle tll a school where my mother paid which was what she wanted but he 
wouldn't allllw it." 
.. ~1y mother t111l ught they're pretty, they're girls. they're going to get married." 
(Ulie's Ill()ther -lIigh Wood School) 
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Wherc both of thesc womcn were concerned their fathers played a dominant role in the 
family and virtually detcmlined the nature of their education. Despite coming from 
rclati\cly \\cll-to-do backgrounds they were not expected to have careers - the aim 
appearcd to be to gct marricd and be kept by a wealthy man. This was particularly the 
casc for Loma's mother \\ho came from a very affiuent background. She was expected to 
pursuc activities that would prepare her for marriage and running a home. In ElIie's 
mother's case, because she was a girl, her father was not prepared to finance her 
cducation - he viewed it as a waste of money. Because of the nature of her family 
background Loma's mother was ill prepared for life in the real world. Her views of a 
woman's role wcre somewhat unbalanced - as evidenced by her saying that at the age of 
fourteen she did not really know any women who worked - hardly the best preparation 
for choosing an appropriate occupation for a working life! 
The patriarchal arrangcmcnt that existcd in both the families of Lama's mother and 
E1lic's mother \\as, according to Griflin(1985), more prevalent in working-class families 
where the f'lther is designated as the 'breadwinner' - the woman's role being to look after 
the home and the children. The subserviency of the woman was further emphasised in 
that frequently the hushand did not like his wife to work outside the family home. In other 
words the woman was totally depcndent on the man for financial support. The expected 
future for working-class girls was possibly early marriage and having a family - therefore 
there was no perccived need for them to pursue academic advancement and a career, 
Despite L()ma's mother and ElIie's mother not coming from working-class backgrounds 
this was the \kw that predominated in thcir families. Beechey(1986) indicates that since 
the Sec()f1d WNld War the idea of marriage being the dominant factor in whether or not a 
woman engages in the lahour market has gradually dwindled. This view is further 
reinf~)rced by Sharpc (1994) \\ ho points out that since the 1950's some women are now 
working and also having a family. Indecd the most likely scenario for middle-class 
women is f~)r them "l have a career and then possibly combine it with having a family. 
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Interestingly Lema's mother indicated that her husband did not possess this view and 
still had a rather patriarchal view in terms of women and their position in the family. He 
cxpressed similar views to those of her own father concerning the education of girls. She 
said about him: 
"My hushand he would educate the boys and not the girls." 
(Loma's mother-High Wood School) 
This would indicate that, to some extent, Loma's mother was in a similar situation to the 
onc that existed when she was a child in her own family. 
[\lie's mother. in a similar way to Tracy's mother, felt that her education was affected 
hecause she was a girl. She did not want this to happen to her own daughter. She said 
ahout this: 
"My life \\Quld have heen completely different. I would have done a lot better in a 
different cm ironment. The pity of it is I passed my eleven plus and went to a dire 
comprehensive w here there was shoplifting going on. I want Ellie to be in a nice 
en\ ironment. It's important that they both (Ellie and her younger brother) have the same 
opJ1()rtunities. We can't do for onc and not the other. I'll probably work full-time and it 
will just ahout pay for these two to go to school. I'd even move house so they can go to 
.... High Schnnl." 
(E!lie's mother -High Wood School) 
After her 0\\ n c:\pcricnccs she fclt vcry strongly that her children, irrespective of gender, 
should he in the right educational environment for them and was even prepared to move 
house so that they could attend a school that she felt would be more suitable for them. 
(')Grammar school v Secondary Modern school. 
The mothers of Anna and Jane highlighted tensions that arose in their families due to the 
fact that they had 'p'lssed' the eleven plus examination and gone to grammar schools. 
Both ()f these m\)thcrs went on to experience higher education and became teachers. 
Anna's mother Solid: 
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"I had a sistcr who went to the local secondary modern and very much resented me. I 
passed the e1cven plus and she didn't." 
"At the time she wouldn't let you do your homework. She went out whereas I was 
expected to sit dl.)\\n and do my homework." 
(Anna's mother -lligh Wood School) 
Jane's mother said: 
"My parents dlm't really understand the value of education. My Dad really wanted me to 
lea\e school at sixteen. lie didn't want me to go to university." 
"My parents wouldn't have anything to do with the school. They thought it was 
snobbish. Thcy wouldn't go to parents' evenings. They wouldn't buy me a unifonn. I 
only went to university because 1 got a full grant. They wouldn't have contributed." 
"I think they felt uncomfortable with the situation because they felt it was an upper crust 
school. 1 suppose it \\ as creaming ofT the kids in the area. My Dad being a factory worker 
and my Mum not working they felt that they didn't fit in." 
"There is a fly in the ointment. My sister passed the eleven plus and went to the school I 
\\ent h) and couldn't cope and ended up at the secondary modem after the first year. It 
causcd major prohlcms. My brother didn't pass either. My parents felt much more at 
home \\ ith the secondary modem situation so they used to go to parents' evenings and 
things fM my brother and sister." 
(Janc's mother -lIigh Wt)od School) 
\\'IH.-re Anna's mother was concerned the tensions arose between her and her sister. Her 
parents \\ere supportive of her but her sister showed resentment of the fact that she was 
experiencing a different style of education - one she possibly viewed as being inferior. 
These differences in education Icd the two sisters to experience certain aspects of their 
life outsidc Sdll)("1 diflcrently. Anna's mother had to spend a notable amount of time 
stud) ing \\ hercas hl'r sister was able to have more free time to enjoy a social life. The 
gulf hch\CCn the t\\O girls arose from their different perfonnances in the eleven plus 
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examination. This selection process whereby children were divided into those who were 
to undergo a more academically biased education and those who were to experience a 
more practically founded vocational education led some children to view themselves as 
failures. The t\\0 types of education were supposed to be viewed as 'equal but different'. 
This ho\\c\er "as not the case - the children going to grammar school were viewed as 
'passing' and successful - ultimately their education would open up access to careers and 
higher education. Conversely the children attending secondary modern schools seemed to 
have more limited options and were not expected to undergo higher education and enter 
professions. They were destined not to be such high achievers as their grammar school 
counterparts. 
BUr\\(Xl\J( I <)<)2) points out that the idea of an equal but different education enshrined in 
thc 19-t-t Act was ncver really realised. The two types of school- grammar and secondary 
modern - "crI.' not hcld in the same esteem and certainly did not provide equality of 
opportunit),. Grillin( 1985) and Sharpc( 1994) indicate that girls themselves acknowledged 
that the education the grammar school girls were receiving was more academic and that 
thcy \\ cre expected to pursue either higher education or training ultimately leading to a 
qualified profession. In contrast thc sccondary modern school girls expected to leave 
school and enter thc job market. 
Where Janc's mother was concerncd the rifts in her family were even greater - not only 
\\ere there dilliculties involving other siblings not attending the grammar school but her 
parents did not fl.'eI at case with the nature of the school she attended. Her parents felt 
socially inadequate \\ ith the whole situation and indicated that they thought that the 
anitudl.'s engcndl.'rcd hy the grammar school were not appropriate for people from their 
social background - describing thc school as 'snobbish'. They did not see the value it 
ofTl.'red to thc indi\ iJua!. The net rcsult was that Jane's mother was almost alienated 
within her (1\\ n f;unily. Arnot( 1986) indicates how working-class girls attending grammar 
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schools may c:\pcricnce dillicultics because the culture and requirements of the school 
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may conflict \\ ilh the individual girl's own background. It is possible that life in the 
school bears little relation to her everyday life. In some instances this can become an 
obstacle to educational achievement. 
Further to this Lareau( 1989) and Reay( 1998) point out that many working-class parents 
do not feel at case \\ hen visiting their child's school and often have difficulty in 
communicating \\ ith the teachers. They are very aware of the difference in the respective 
Inels of their education. This VCry much affects their attitudes in any dealings that they 
have \\ ith the school or members of staff. 
Whilst the mothcrs of both Anna and Jane had difficult experiences at their secondary 
Sclll)(,)ls due to them undergoing a different form of education to their siblings they both 
possessed extremely positive views concerning the education of their own children. This 
was particularly noticeable in the case of Jane's mother who said: 
"I've realised the importance of education. My parents didn't. It has coloured the way I 
think \\ ilh Jane. I would like her to do well academically but not at the expense of her 
happiness:' 
(Janc's mother -High Wl)(,x) School) 
She tirnlly pl<leed gre<lt value on education but also wanted the experience to be a happy 
onc fl)r her daughter. 
School hsu~ Which Affected the Mothers' Attitudes and Education. 
This scctil1ll c\plllfcS two main themes: a) Negative attitudes towards girls. b)Career 
prospects and ad, ice. 
a):'\egathe atticudt,s towards girls. 
A recurring issuc \\ <lS the idea of girls bcing ignored and marginalized in the classroom. 
This \\as highlighted in the following comments: 
"I think they had ,ery low expectations for girls from the school. Unless you shone 
\\ ithout any h<:Jp \\ hatsoevcr you were just left." 
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"What 1 think they lacked was looking at each individual child. If I'd gone up to my 
headmistress shc wouldn't have known who I was." 
(Tracy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"Because 1 \\as shy 1 \\as very overlooked. I was there but I wasn't there." 
(Sally's mother -lligh Wood School) 
"When I "as at school- if you can't do it then back of the class. I think they gave up on 
mc. I dl)n't think 1 was c1cvcr cnough for exams." 
(\bndy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"111ey didn't secm to care as much whcn we were at school. They used to put on the 
report 'could try harder' but thcy nevcr scemed to encourage you to try harder. I think if 
you \\cre classed as a 'no-hoper' back then they didn't encourage you. They were just 
glad tll get rid of you." 
(JuJy's Illlllher - Whitemoor School) 
"I \\as \ cl)' shy. 1 \\as so quict they said to my parents they only knew I was in the class 
becausc of the register. I guess I got overlooked. As the years went by I got further and 
furth"'r behind \\ ith my work until I came to my exams." 
(Rachcrs mother -lIigh Wood School) 
All <1f these mothers cxccpt for Sally's mother came from working-class backgrounds. 
Further to this only Sally's mothcr and Tracy's mother gained some qualifications in the 
f<'1ffll of O-Ie\ els. 11,c remaining mothers gained no academic qualifications at all. 
Generally this group of mothers felt that their schools did not really support or encourage 
them in tenns ()f their academic progress. They gave the impression that as long as they 
\\cre Ill't causing any bother thcy were just left alone and got on with their daily life at 
sc1w(ll. 11\cy \\ere Ill)t acti\Cly 'pushcd' to succeed or progress academically - they gave 
the impression that (llll)' the pupils who showed that they had some academic ability 
recci\cd aU,,'ntillfl and cncouragemcnt. In the case of Rachel's mother she felt that 
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because (lf her quietness and shyness she was virtually ignored - with rather drastic 
consequences in temlS of her scholastic attainment. 
At the particu tar time these women were at school - mainly the 1970's and early 1980's 
- Griffin( 1985) points out that it was a common occurrence for less academic working-
class girls to feci that their schools had rejected them. As Sharpe( 1994) indicates teaching 
and scho(lls arc dllminatcd by middle-class values and therefore working-class children 
are possibly disad\antaged. The different values espoused within the schools may 
contribute to worling-class pupils fceling that school has not a great deal to offer them 
and exacerbatcs their dcsire not to extend their schooldays. 
Measor and Silcs( 1992) highlight that in the day to day life of the classroom if the girls 
arc not interestcd and do not disrupt the lessons the teachers tend to ignore them as 
indi\ iduals. In many ways the teachers may unwittingly discourage them from taking 
part. This 'marginalisation' of girls is particularly explored by Stanworth(1987). She 
indicatcs that frcouent1v teachers are often unahle to name auiet I!irls and this has 
implications fllr their involvement in lessons. This certainly gives the wrong message to 
thc girls ic. they are not worth bothering with. 
The mothers discussed in this section felt that they had lacked active encouragement 
from their 0\\ n schl~lls and felt that because of this they had not achieved their full 
academic potential. Thcy gave the impression that in some ways they had been cheated 
and felt unfllllilled in h:nllS of their own education. This was certainly something they did 
not \\ant their own children to feci and often had high hopes and expectations for them as 
illustrated in the folll)\\ ing comments: 
"I want her at the cnd of her A-Ic\els to be able to think which university shall I go to. I 
don't want her hl thin" \\ here can I get a job from - which shop can I get into. I don't 
want hcr Cll thin" that. I want her to think what shall I do at university." 
"I'm also \er) pfl1ud of my children - their expcctations of life because they both believe 
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that the \\orld is their oyster." 
(Tracy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"I \\ ant both of mine to go on to college. I want them to pursue their own careers -
"hate\cr they choose to do. I'd like them to stay on. I don't want them wasting their 
life." 
(Judy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"I'd I .. ne her to go to college or university as it was something I never had the chance to 
dl) and 1'\ e al\\ ays regretted it." 
(Rachel's mother -lIigh Wood School) 
The o\crall cmphasis was on staying on at school and hopefully going on to college or 
unhersity to gain further qualifications. These mothers wanted their daughters to get as 
much as they possihly could from their education - they did not want then to feel 'short 
changed' or unfllllilled at the cnd of it. 
h)Car«r proSP!ctll and 8th'ice, 
The can.'crs ad, ice many of the women received was severely limited or non-existent. In 
many cases they aprx'ared to have had very restricted options. 
Jud)'s mother s,1id: 
"1 seen a careers officer once." 
(Judy's mother - Whilem\)()r School) 
lracy's mother s,1id: 
"Thc girls \\ollld he secretaries. If they were not clever enough they would go into a 
slwp, if they were not c1e\er enough they'd go into factories. There was never anything 
aho\c. l'\\l-('nc said to me ordinary people can be lawyers, ordinary people can be 
teachers. Your Mum and Dad work in all oflice and that's your expectations. No-one led 
mc to helic\c thcre 'HIS a future other than that." 
(lracy's "",I her - Whilemoor School) 
Rachel's 1ll1'lher C"'l1llllented: 
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"I did a secretarial c()urse. I didn't want to do that I wanted to be a vet. The school 
suggested that I go to this college and do a secretarial course and at least it was probably 
a good thing that I did because then at least I had something I could do." 
(Rache\'s m\)ther -lIigh Wood School) 
"I d\)Il't really remember having much ambition. I don't remember getting any advice 
"hahoc\er. 1 think "hat influenced me was one day I was in a building society watching 
this t) pist and 1 must have been impressed by that - which seems sad now. I fell into this 
1) ping trap. I \\ ish I'd done something more challenging." 
(Sally's nll)ther -lligh Wood School) 
The ad\ice these "omen received in tenns of possible careers and the world of work 
seemed some\\' hat limited. They appeared to have little opportunity to discuss their 
amhiti\)lls and \\ hat they \\ould have liked to do. Further to this the careers infonnation 
\\ as often misleading and inaccurate (Measor and Sikes 1992). This therefore led the girls 
10 take lip occupations and employment that were within the realm of their own limited 
cxp<.'rience and "no\\ ledge. 
Some of the nh)thers indicated that they felt that their respective schools had very low 
eXJ"Cctations fl)r them as girls. They were not expected to achieve great things 
academically and their C:lreer and job prospects were somewhat limited. They were 
steered tl)\\ards a narrow range of work situations - those traditionally the domain of 
"omen. 1'0 attempts s\.-cm to have been made to broaden their horizons and point them 
llmards fulfilling can.'CN. 
At the time these \\omen "ere at school the emphasis for the girls perceived as not being 
academic high fl~ eN \\lluld he placed on their likely future domestic role as wives and 
nH)thcrs and on gaining \\ hilt was considered to be respectable employment. 
(iriOin( 1985) and Sha~( 1994) discllss some of the limited options that were available to 
girls \ca, ing SdHX)1 and the attitudes they possessed concerning their future participation 
in the \\\)rld ,'f \\<'rl... Sharpc( 1994) highlights how office work is viewed more positively 
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and is gi\en a high~r status than factory work. This is endorsed by Griffin(1985) who 
indicates that factory work is often seen in a slightly unsavoury light and is associated 
with low ability. 
Sally's mllther, \\ ho attended a secondary modern school, was faced with particularly 
limited (lptil,ns - the pupils attending the grammar school followed a much more 
academic curriculum whereas the secondary modern pupils pursued less academic, more 
practical C(lUr~s. This meant that the majority of the girls attending secondary modern 
schl)()ls learnt (lnice s\...ills such as typing. Sharpe(\994) points out that the nature of the 
curriculum they were faced with incvitably Icd many girls to seek employment in offices. 
Sall~'s nlllther \oiccd the \ie\\s (lfmany of the mothers discussed in this section when 
she s,lid: 
"r,e told thelll (her daug.hters) all not to become secretaries. Once you seem to be a 
s,-'cretary ~ (lll get into a linn and they know YOll can do your typing and shorthand - that's 
(Sall~ 's Illllther -lIig.h Wood School) 
Generally the llther nlllthers agreed with this view and wanted their daughters to have 
much greater and \aricd career options to the ones they had been faced with when they 
,\ ere at Sdll)(ll. 
Inh:re~tingly Sllllle ()fthe Illothers who experienced higher education also commented on 
the lac\... (If car'-~N ad, ice and guidance they received when they were at school. Loma's 
"wther said: 
"Thc care,-'rs 3lh ice wc n.."ci\cd was dreadful. It was what do you want to do? Choose 
)our O-Ic\Cls.-
«(Alma's nlllthcr -lIigh \\\)(ld Sdll)(ll) 
Kath~ • s "wther Clll1HllentcJ: 
.. It \\a .. 8"UtllcJ fllr us thnt going to university was the goal but along the way 
prcparalilllls ~'-'meJ flhlrc SllCial. I Suppllse it was a very protected environment. It was so 
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pleasant really and it \\as so enjoyable. University was encouraged all the way. That was 
the pn,blcm really - it \\as assumed that you would go to university. So I went to 
uni\ersity but only f~lr a year because at that point I suddenly realised that I didn't know 
where. was g"ing. I left after a year and went to the local college and did a two year 
COUfsc and trained as a bilingual secretary. I was misguided at school. I didn't discuss it 
with enough peorle:' 
(Kathy's mother -lIigh Wood School) 
Blllh of these mothers attended girls' private schools and the major problem that they 
faced was the lad. (If guidance and constructive advice in terms of careers. The two of 
them lad,ed directil)Jl in terms of their future working lives - the schools aimed to equip 
them w ilh acadel1li~ qualiti~ations but these did not seem to be linked to potential careers. 
Anna's nwther. \\ 110 attended a girls' grammar school, expressed similar views 
conceming the guidance she reccivcd. She said about her time at school: 
"'ne lad. of freedlllll - you wcren't encouraged. Your self-esteem was almost knocked 
out of) ou. You just sat there and were taught at. It was never very interesting. If you 
didn't understand it you stnlggled. No-one ever said you'll do well or encouraged you." 
"I got no careers ad\ ice \\ hntsocvcr - teaching, nursing or in a bank. If you were very 
bright)' ou' d go tl) un i\crsity." 
... think I regret. didn't think there was a greater variety of careers." 
(Anna's 1l111ther -lligh W(x1d School) 
Anna's mother llb\ i"usly found the ethos of hcr school very restricting and rather limited 
in its aprn);tch. She indicated that she fclt that the individual was not really nurtured and 
cnc()uragcd - acndemk ,,,:hievement and progrcss were automatically expected with the 
cmphasis 1)Jl aiming tll gain a pl<lcC at university. She felt that there was little personal 
cmpathy and Ill) :llh ice cl'llceming future careers and work opportunities. The main focus 
\\n" III attend uni\ersily and ifthllt was not achieved a very limited range of careers were 
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considered appropriate. Careers advice was not really seen to be part of the school's 
function. 
The opinions stated here by Anna's mother almost mirror many of the views expressed 
by mothers \\ ho came from working-class backgrounds and attended non-selective 
schools. Griffin(1985) and Sharpe(l994) document the limited options available to 
working-class girls at that particular time in terms of careers and future aspirations - the 
schools prepare them for entering the job market and offer them a limited range of 
vocational training ie. mainly equip them with office skills. Anna's mother indicated that 
she thought that her options were equally limited but included academic qualifications as 
opposed to vocational training. She felt that she was steered towards a narrow range of 
careers. Wallace( 1987) indicates that where working-class girls are concerned they, on 
the whole, follow a traditional pattern of social reproduction ie. they are expected to seek 
employment straight from school and then become wives and mothers. In a similar vein 
middle-class girls are more likely to gain academic qualifications that lead to a career. 
Anna's mother's experiences have had an effect on how she views the prospects for her 
own daughter. She said: 
"You want it (education) to be as much fun as possible. Obviously you'd like herto do as 
well as she can. I want her to be happy in whatever she does. I don't want to put her 
under too much stress and strain. Whatever she does I want her to get a decent living 
from it. I would want her to have some career structure in whatever she went into." 
(Anna's mother -lIigh Wood School) 
Ob\iollsly Anna's mother wants Anna to find the educational experience enjoyable -
unlike how she ,"iewcd her own education. At the same time she wants her daughter to 
gain a wortl", hile career that ofTers prospects for her. 
Unlike Anna's mother, Jane's mother and Linda's mother both found their time at a 
girls' grammar school to be a positive experience. Almost from the outset they had a clear 
,iew of the career they wished to pursue - Jane's mother wished to teach "and Linda's 
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mother aimed to become a nurse. This idea of the individual's view of their possible 
future self and the link between it and academic achievement and motivation is explored 
by Lcondari ct al (1998). It is suggested that pupils who have a specific detailed image of 
w hat they would like to attain in the future are more likely to be academically successful 
and more highly motivated in terms of their approach towards school work. They are 
more clearly focussed and have a definite goal in mind. This would appear to be the case 
w here these two mothers were concerned. 
The significance of the tlve ofsecondnry school attended. 
This issue was not really raised by any of the mothers who, themselves, had not gained 
any academic qualifications. They presumed that their daughters would attend the 
comprehensive school designated by the Local Education Authority. However some of 
the mothers who had gained an O-Ievel standard of education and whose daughters 
attended WhitenH)()r School indicated that they would like' their daughters to attend a 
selective school. This was in fact a possibility because there were still some grammar 
schools in the vicinity. The comments they made included: 
"lIer Dad's got a real bee in his bonnet about her going to ...... School (a local grammar 
school). Now she's bright but I don't think she's that bright. I'm really worried about the 
secondary SdlllOI she'll go to." 
(Toni's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"1 don't \\ant her to go to a mixed school. I want her to go to a girls' school. I went to a 
mixed school. There's great things on both sides. I think if Tracy was a quiet girl and she 
didn't mix \cry \\cll I'd be looking at a mixed school - but she's very exuberant, she's 
ovcr-confident, she likes bras, short skirts, high shoes - and she's only ten. I don't want 
her to go to a mixed schl..x)1 because she'll be distracted. I mean you've got to take that 
into consideration." 
(Tracy's mothcr - Whitellloor School) 
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"I would JiI..e her to take the eleven plus. We would like her to try and get into grammar 
school. She has an older sister (step-sister) who went. She's at university now. I said to 
Louisa's father I'd hate her to fall back - not be pushed. It's so easy once you get to 
secondal)' school you get into the flow, get in with different groups. I mean if you go to 
grammar scho4.11 every child there is on the same mission. They all want to work. It's the 
kids \\ ho like the schooling. It would be good for her to be amongst people who are on 
the 5.1me Ic\cI as hcr." 
(Louisa's mother - Whitel1loor School) 
These three m4.1thers raised the issue of selecting what they saw as appropriate schools 
for the secondary phase of their daughters' education. They all mentioned, though Toni's 
m4.1ther \\ ith some resen·ations. opting for a selective school rather than the 
comprehensi\e school that the majority of children in the area would be attending. 
Further to this all of the schools that they indicated were girls' schools. This was seen as a 
particularly significant point where Tracy's mother was concerned - she viewed the 
presence of tx.)) s as a possible distraction. The idea of avoiding social distractions was 
also at the forefront f\)r Louisa's mother whose own social life had directly led to her 
curtailing her own education. She felt that the 'traditional girls' grammar school' 
presented the best option for her own daughter - she perceived that the heavy emphasis 
on the academic side of life would prevent her daughter becoming distracted by social 
issues. 
When these particular mothers were at sch4.1ol single sex schooling was associated with 
academic pri\ ilege and the majority of private schools and grammar schools tended to be 
single sex schools - a position still the same today. In the areas where these mothers lived 
the grammar schools catered for either b4.1ys or girls. Griffin( 1985) highlights how 
working-class pupils tend to associate these schools with being more academic and being 
for children from middle-class hackgrounds. Ilaving an academic education and gaining 
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\\ hat may be perceived as a middle-class profession were the aspirations these mothers 
had for their own daughters. 
Sharpc(199.t) points out that the girls attending grammar schools are being educated for 
careers not short-term, low paid employment. The expectations for them are perceived to 
be high. This particularly struck a chord with Tracy's mother who had gained a place at a 
grammar school and then had not been allowed to attend it. She felt that the school she 
had attended had \ cry low expectations for her and that she did not achieve her academic 
potential. In particular the mothers of Tracy and Louisa saw the grammar schools as 
being specifically focussed on high academic achievement and they saw this as opening 
the \\ay for their own daughters to succeed and have a greater choice in what they chose 
to do. 
A number of the mothers of the girls attending High Wood School, the rural school, 
raised the issue of possibly making use of the private sector for their daughters' 
secondary education. 
Kathy's mother commented: 
"In an ideal \\orld \\e'd like her to go to .......... School (girls' private school). She 
knows the pt)ssibil it)' because of \\ hat happened with her brother - he got moved." 
(Kalhy's mother -High Wood School) 
(]Iic's mother said: 
"Wc hl)ped to send her to .......... School (girls' private school). This had been a long 
teml plan. I dl) \HlIlI her to achieve her potential. I want her to be in a nice environment. I 
\\ant her tl) be happy." 
She said of thc local state secondary school: 
"The results are Illlt sO gOlld. The whole ambience of the school I wasn't particularly 
impressed \\ ith. There \\ ill be more opportunities at ....... School (girls' private school). 
([lIie's mother -High Wood School) 
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Kathy's mother had enjoyed her own time at a girls' private school and therefore saw it 
as a positi\c possihility for hcr own daughter. In contrast, Ellie's mother had been 
prc\cntcd from attending a private school by her father and had attended a comprehensive 
school whcrc she was unhappy and unsettled. She wanted her own daughter to have a 
more positive experience in tcrms of her secondary education and therefore would like 
her to ha\c the opportunity that she felt she herself had missed. 
Janc's mother and Anna's mother both indicated that, if they wished, private education 
could be an option hut both expresscd strong ethical objections to resorting to it for their 
daughters. 
Janc's mothcr said: 
"1 wouldn't c\en consider private education. 1 think people should be able to have a good 
education in a state school. At a rcal push we could possibly afford to send them but I 
al\\a)s think about the childrcn who can't. Why should mine have an advantage just 
because 1 can pay for it." 
(Janc's mother-lIigh Wood School) 
Anna's mother said: 
"She wants tll go to ......... School (state school). That's fine - if she's happy to go there 
and all her friends are going. If she didn't do well we'd have to think about where she 
wcnt. If she had prohlems we may move hcr into the private sector. Working in the state 
systcm it seems a bit naughty to take your kids out and scnd them somewhere else." 
(Anna's mother -lIigh Wood School) 
Thcse two mothers \\erc hoth teachcrs within the state school system. 
Linda's mother said about her daughter's prospective sccondary school: 
"1 feci quite happy. My eldest daughter went there and did well. It's a comprehensive 
and therc's a mixed range - but 1 think the approach and philosophy of the school is 
good. My Nher daughter is a hright girl but she was obviously pointed in the right 
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direction by her teachers. It just provides the stepping stone to the wider world." 
(Linda's mother -High Wood School) 
In the majority of cases these mothers from High Wood School indicated their 
kno\\ ledge and understanding of the educational opportunities that were available for 
their daughters. On the \\ hole they felt that they had some choice or say in the matter as 
to "hich secondary school their daughters would attend. They had to feel that the 
secondary school was appropriate for their individual child and there were indications 
that some of them had visited schools so that they could make informed decisions. These 
mothers certainly did not feel overawed or uncomfortable with the prospect of visiting 
and assessing the appr0priatcness of various schools. They seemed very much at home in 
their dealings" ith the education system. 
All of these mothers had quite extensive personal experience of the different aspects of 
the education s) stem and forms of professional training. This actual knowledge of the 
education system by the middle-class families is highlighted by Lareau(1989), 
Vincent(\ 996) and Reay( 1998). It inherently imbues the parents with a more detailed 
understanding of how the education process works. Compared to their working-class 
counterparts it perhaps allows the middle-class parents to more easily make informed 
decisions imoh ing their own children. They feci confident enough to make the system 
\\ork for them and arc more readily able to get appropriate help for their children. Both 
Lareau( 1989) and Vincent( 1996) show how middle-class parents find it easier to 
approach individual schools and members of stafT and discuss relevant issues and make 
requests conceming their own children. They view themselves as equals to the teachers 
and this afTl'cts the style of communication and the way the teaching stafT deal with them. 
Lareau( 1989) and Reay( 19(8) view these cultural and social advantages that the middle-
class parents ('X'sscss in terms of cultural capital which may be used to gain further 
advanlageS \\ ithin sl'lcictv. ~ . 
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Tht' significanct' of academic qualifications. 
The attainment of some form of qualification was very much emphasised by the majority 
of mothers \\ ho had either gained no academic qualifications themselves or had curtailed 
their o\\n education. Vat's mother said: 
··I'd lil..e onc of them to he a success. I don't know which one. I think I don't like them 
going into factory work. I'd like Val to work with a good job - something she enjoys and 
gets good money f~)r. I'm dctemlined they stay on school because I didn't." 
(Vat's mother - Whitemoor School) 
Mandy's mother commented: 
"I'd lil..e her to do exams hecause that is one thing I didn't do. I wouldn't like her to be 
stuck in a factOr). I'\'C donc factory work. I've done shop work and I've done bar work.'" 
··If I'd stayed on for exams I could help the kids a bit more. I wish I'd been more inclined 
to stay at school." 
(Mandy's mother - Whitenwor School) 
These two mothers had ended up doing unskilled, poorly paid work when they left 
scho(ll - they did nl)t want this for their daughters. They expressed the desire that their 
children should gain some qualifications in order to get better, more highly paid, skilled 
johs \\ hen they completed their education. Generally they viewed the passing of 
examinations as the means to financial security and hetterment. Both Val's mother and 
Mandy's mother emphasised that they did not want their daughters working in factories. 
Education \\as seen as the means of gaining greater financial rewards. 
Judy's mother, morc than anyonc, emphasised her own feelings of a lack of fulfilment in 
terms of her education and worl..ing experience. She said: 
"It's a regret on my part hecause as I've said to the kids I'd love to be able to get a better 
joh. I say 1001.. at me now in a dead end job with low pay. If I'd stayed on and got some 
qualifications and gone on to college I'd have had more choice." 
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"I'd like them to stay on - if they don't. don't think they can achieve an)thing in this 
day and age. It's not like \\hen • left. There were tons of jobs out there." 
... don't \\ ant them wasting their lives. I don't want to encourage my kids to get married 
too early. I "ant thcm to have a lifc - get a career, do what they want to do, see the world 
if that's \\hat they want to do before settling down." 
(Judy's mother - Whitemoor School) 
Judy's mother "anted her children to use their schooling as a means to gaining 
meaningful employment \\ ith a career structure - not poorly paid. dead end jobs. She also 
pointed out that if they pursued further education after they left school it would give them 
more choice as to \\hat they might do - the choice she did not have. Her emphasis was 
also on making the most of their lives and having a range of experiences such as 
travelling in order to have some self-satisfaction and personal fulfilment. 
To an extent the change in the nature of the job market has played a role in the views 
expressed by these mothers. When they left school it was still possible to relatively easily 
gain some fon11 of employment - not requiring any qualifications and only needing 
minimal skills. This was specifically mentioned by Judy's mother. This is now not such 
an easy proposition particularly with the shrinkage in the job market and less need for 
unskilled labour. Further to this, with the dramatic increase in the incorporation of 
technology in all aspects of daily life and work, in order to enter any gainful employment 
at least some basic skills and qualifications are needed. 
As Griflin( 1985) and Sharpe( 1994) indicate when these working-class mothers were 
completing their education they were not expected to pursue careers and their working 
lives were likely to be curtailed when they possibly married and had children - there was 
not a perceived need for a career. This view has now undergone a radical change -
women \\ ho become mothers arc expected. or encouraged, to combine a familial role with 
a \\orking role. David(1999) looks at the implications and dilemmas this presents in 
attempting to balance a home life with a working life. 
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With the intrO\tuction of the National Curriculum a greater emphasis was placed on 
education having links with the labour market. To the women in this particular group 
their own education had appeared to have little connection to their working lives. They 
now adnow ledge themselves that circumstances are different for their own daughters -
they sce that they arc likely to have to combine a family and work life and will need skills 
and qualifications - either academic or vocational. This is an issue that is highlighted by 
the government in its White Paper (1997) Excellence in Schools. The emphasis is place 
on the rele\ance and links education should have with employment. 
Parents now have more ready access to information concerning their child's progress and 
the National Curriculum further emphasises the importance of achieving certain 
standards. This reinf\)rces the significance of academic achievement in the eyes of these 
parents - an emphasis that was not so marked when this particular group of mothers were 
at school themselves. 
Sharpc( 199 ... ) highlights how careers advice has improved since these mothers were at 
school and how this advice is more organised and readily available. School attitudes have 
changed and indeed parents seem to be more aware of both academic courses and 
vocational courses that are available within the Further Education sector. These mothers 
certainly seemed to be more aware of some of the opportunities available for their 
daughters. For some of these mothers high academic attainment was viewed as the means 
to providing choices in tcrnlS of careers. This was illustrated in the following comments: 
"I just want her to achieve the best she possibly can in whichever area she wants to go 
into. If she can at least achieve good exam results - anything so she can better herself and 
have the choice like you know what university she wants to go to. How lovely if you can 
have 8 choice of w hat you want to do." 
(Louisa's mother - Whitemoor School) 
"1 would like her to take A-levels and go to university because that was the way I was 
headed:' 
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"Well she said she \\anted to be a hairdresser and I said to her you don't want to do that 
- stand on )our feet all day, get varicose veins for no money. I think you are capable of 
more. I kr Dad said she ought to be a lawyer or something like that as there'lI always be 
criminals. If she desperately wants to be a hairdresser I'd go with it. I'd rather she did that 
than go and \\ork in a factory." 
"M)' aim \\ ith my children is to get them an education and give them the choices. I mean 
ifs hard enough as it is - without an education it's nigh on impossible." 
(Toni's nwther - Whitellloor School) 
These mothers cxpected their daughters to have a long term career rather than viewing 
their \\orking livcs as a series of short term options involving unskilled, unqualified 
labour. They had not countenanced them leaving school before they had taken their A-
le\'els. They \\ere expected to continue their education through to university. Perhaps 
they \\ere so determined that their daughters went as far as they could in terms of their 
education because they themselves had curtailed their own education and in every case 
expressed regret about doing this. 
Slllie's mother was the only parent \\ho did not emphasise the importance of staying on 
at school or gaining further vocational or professional qualifications. She seemed to have 
a \ery 'Iaissel faire' attitude. When asked ifshe would like Suzie to stay on at school her 
response \\ as: 
"You can't make 'cm. She (Sulie) said once she finishes that's it. She could get a nice 
job. I'm not bothered really. If she ends up in a factory it's her choice." 
(Sulic's mother - \\'estfield Acre School) 
lIer view \\as that it was entirely lip to Suzie as to what she chose to do. She was not 
going to interfere or ad, ise. It was Suzic's lifc so she had to make her own decisions. 
SUlic's mother's o\\n experiences of the world of education and employment were 
se\ ercly limited. She had had her first child at the age of sixteen and had subsequently 
had three more children - the youngest heing just a few weeks old. Iler world revolved 
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around the da)'-to-day care of the children in the home. She had adopted what 
Wallace( 1987) descrihes as the traditional domestic role taken up by working-class 
women. She had a low commitment towards education and employment and saw linle 
link between the t\\o. Perhaps because of this she had a very limited knowledge 
concerning careers and training that was availahle therefore she was unable to perceive 
anything dilTerent for her own daughter. 
The signifiunce of happiness and fulfilment. 
Some of the mothers \\ho had not particularly enjoyed their own time at school 
emphasised that they did not want this to happen to their daughters. They wanted them to 
enjoy their schooling and find it a positive experience. The following comments illustrate 
this: 
··I'd like her to come out on the last day and say I really enjoyed going to school- it was 
great." 
(Rachers mother -lligh Wood School) 
··I'\e met the teachers there (secondary school Sally's going to). I like the teachers there. 
I like the fact that it's not a huge school. I'd like to feel that she'd got the best out of it 
and d\)ne the best she can. 1 wouldn't force her to do anything she didn't want to do. I'd 
like to feci she could get ajob -I don't know what. Something she'd be happy at." 
(Sally's mother -lligh Wood School) 
"I'm a bit worried that when she gets to the big school she's going to feel very lost. I 
\\ant her to do the best she can. I've never pushed Vicky into something because I 
believed it. r, e ne\er took the decision away from her - I've advised her. I've never said 
you \\ ill do this, you will not do that. At the end what maners is that she's happy and 
hasn't \\asted \\ hatc\'er talent she's got." 
(Vidy's mothcr - Whitemoor School) 
Both Sally's mother and Vicky's mother expressed concerns about the elTect starting at 
secondary scho()1 might have on their daughters. They didn't want them to be 
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marginalilcd and lost. This was somcthing Sally's mother, in particular, suffered from. 
Whcre thcse mothers were concerned they wanted their daughters, above all else, to feel 
secure and happ)'. They'" ishcd to support their daughters but they did not wish to exert 
undue prcssures on thcm. The feeling that they gave was that they wanted their daughters' 
school li\cs III he as stress free as possible. 
The \ icw s cxpressed by the mothers who had experienced higher education or gained 
profcssional qualifications emphasiscd the ideas of personal fulfilment and that education 
should be an enjoyable experience. These mothers were all mothers of girls attending 
Iligh Wood School. Thcir comments included: 
"At thc cnd of hcr education I'd hope that she enjoyed it and it provided a basis in life to 
go on Icarning. To be always ready for the next experience and of course a stepping stone 
to what she "ants to do in life. 1 see it as an end in itself as well as something to achieve a 
profession." 
(Linda's mother -High Wood School) 
·'1 just \\ant hcr to be a wcll-rounded, well-balanced person who has been given the 
opportunity to fulfil hcr potcntial. I'm not expecting miracles. I'm not expecting them to 
come out with tcn O-Icvcls then get four straight A's at A-level. 1 just want them to have 
the opportunity to do as well as possible. I'm very keen that they don't grow up to be 
insular. 1 want hcr to have had a good enough education to have the choice." 
(Ellic's mothcr -High Wood School) 
·'We'd like hcr to be happy in life and be able to relate socially to people. I'd like her to 
have a good acadcmic record but that isn't the main thing. If she wants to go and work in 
the Third World then finc. As long as she's happy in what she chooses to do." 
(lanc's IllNhcr -lIigh Wood School) 
·'I'd like hcr to be happy \\ itlt herself and with good achievement but mainly contentment 
with" hat she has achicvcd. 1 would like to see her qualified and be able to be self-
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suffi~ient. I \\ouldn't \\ant to see her as a high-flying academic - but I see it as important 
that she d~lCS ha\e a qllaliti~ation. I hope she will be happy with what she does." 
(Kathy's mother -lligh Wood School) 
Throughout the emphasis \\as on finding personal satisfaction and self-fulfilment. There 
was a general fecling amongst the mothers that they wanted their daughters to make the 
most of their educati\1n ie. achieve their potential, but this was not linked to high 
academic attainment. Schooling was seen as the means of equipping the girls to deal with 
life in general- edllcatil)n \\as seen in a broader context than just providing qualifications 
for \\()rk. The impressil)n given was very much the importance of education for 
education's sake - not just as a means to an cnd. 
This \\as in contrast to the views expressed by the working-class families. Griffin(1985) 
and Shal"JXi 199~) indicate that working-class girls and their families very much see 
education in temlS of its relevance for gaining employment and everyday skills. Where 
middle-class families arc concemed education does not have to be linked to a specific end 
but is .. aluahle in its own right. 
Altlwugh these mothers did not appear to place overt emphasis on high academic 
achie\el11ent there was an underlying assumption that their daughters would gain 
qualifi~ations that \\ould ultimately lead to meaningful professions and careers. There 
was an expectation that their offspring would not just 'go to work' at the first opportunity 
but would become professional people with career prospects or have qualifications that 
could stand them in gl)(.xJ stead in the future. 
From this perspective the idea of social reproduction of middle-class values comes to the 
fl)re. Wallacli 1987) points out that the general trend is that middle-class girls are more 
lil..ely to be educated fM a career - a view supported by Griffin(1985) and Sharpe(\ 994). 
There is an assumption that middle-class girls will remain within the education system to 
gain qualificatilllls and a profession. 
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Condusion. 
All (If the nlllthers, irrespective of their own social background and their own academic 
achie\cments, \\ished their daughters to gain something from their schooling and find it a 
positive cxperiencc. TIlerc \\as a general feeling that it was really important that the girls 
gained some qualificatillns. The reasons for this appeared to vary according to the 
mothers' o\\n educational backg.rounds. Mothers who had gained no academic 
qualificatil)ns 5.1W it as a necessity for entering the world of work - whereas they 
themseh es had been ahle III relati\ely easily gain unskilled employment requiring no 
qualifications this (lptilln \\as no longer so readily available due to changes in the nature 
of the job market. They also did not want their daughters to enter, what they saw as, low 
status employment in factories - education was the means of avoiding this. Within the 
'field' or cO/l!ext of h..lth working-class and middle-class families factory work was 
pcrcei\cd as being the domain of the least academically able and also allocated the lowest 
status in tenns (lf empll'yment. Where these mothers were concerned education was seen 
as a means of ohtaining the appropriate 'cultural capital' to avoid this low status 
cmplll) ment. A manifestation of the 'habitus' of the mothers, irrespective of their social 
background, \\ as the inappropriateness of factory work for their daughters. 
The mothers \\ ho fclt that their education had been curtailed, either through decisions 
they had made <.lr due to specific circumstances outside school, forcefully expressed the 
desire that their d,wghters staycd on at school and pursued either higher education or 
some fonn of professional tmining. They wanted their children to go as far as they 
p<lssihly c(luld \\ ithin the education system. High academic achievement was seen as a 
means of personal bettennent and providing the opportunity to gain access to higher 
status can:ers and professions. The idea of their daughters being provided with the 
p<lssihility (lf c111)ice was cmphasiscd. The 'habitus' of these mothers manifested itself in 
the great \ aluc they placed on education as a means of acquiring 'cultural capital' for the 
purpose of bcttCnllcnt. This was perceived in terms of gaining in both 'social capital' and 
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'economi~ capital' and thus perhaps gaining entrance to the 'middle classes'. The idea 
came across that this group of mothers felt that they had underachieved both in terms of 
their academic and their social standing. They wanted their daughters to achieve their true 
p<l tential. 
The mothers '" hn had gained higher academic qualifications and could generally be 
percei\ed as now heing of middle-class status did not overtly place the emphasis on their 
daughters achie\ ing high academic qualifications. They placed great importance on the 
concept of self-fulfilment and actually enjoying the education process. However, 
although the need fllr high academic achievement was not voiced, there was an 
under!) ing assumption that their daughters would gain qualifications and have the choice 
of entering meaningful professions and pursue worthwhile careers. The 'habitus' of these 
middle-class mothers was manifest in the high value they placed on education and the 
expectation there \\as for academic attainment. The actual education process was viewed 
as a significant contrihutor to an individual's self-fulfilment. This was the ultimate 
characteristic ()f the 'group hahitus' concerning education where the middle-class mothers 
were concerned. 
Some of the \\or\"ing-dass mothers who felt that they had not achieved their own 
academic p<llential. partly hecause their own schools had underestimated their abilities, 
saw sclecti\(~ educatil)Jl as the means for their daughters to gain success. They wanted 
them to gain access to a grammar school type of education. When the mothers were at 
school attending a grammar school was seen as a mark of academic achievement and the 
means of going on to higher education and successful careers. These working-class 
mothers associated the grammar schools with middle-class cultural and social values. 
They \\ere a means to gaining both 'cultural capital' and 'social capital' by allowing 
jndi\ iduals to enter the professions or high status careers. 
Where the middle-class l1lothl:rs were concerned great significance was placed on the 
nature of the secondary phase of education their daughters were going to experience. The 
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mothers' (l\\ n more detailed lno\\ ledge of the education system enabled them to make 
use (lf the I~)ssihlc chl)iI;es 8\ailahlc to them - they were more readily able to make the 
system work fl)r them. Becausc of their relatively more comfortable financial 
circumstances Sl)I1lC of them were preparcd to take advantage of the private sector for 
their daughters hl complete their education. On the whole the middle-class mothers 
pos .. e'",eJ the 'cultural" 'social' and, in some cases, the 'economic capital' to take 
ad\antage (lf the s) stern and obtain the hest possible outcome for their 0\\:11 daughters. 
Generally the wor\..ing-dass mothers saw education as the means by which their 
daughters could impw\c their life chances and (lpcn up choices for themselves. Although 
this \\ as perhaps true f\)r the middle-class mothers they saw education more as a means of 
self-fulfilment - educatil)n for education's sake. 
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CI~IAPTER NINE 
Conclusion. 
The girls and their mothers \\ ho participated in this research project came from a variety 
(If S<lCial hackgrounds. These dilTerences in background and the variations in life 
cxperienccs. of ~lth the girls and mothers. contributed to a diversity of views and 
opinil1fls c()flccrning the flmnal education process. Indeed the social background of the 
indi\idual was a major contributory factor in fashioning the actual nature of their 
educational c"pcriem:e. The conte"t in which the fornlal education process itself took 
place ie. the sclH1(ll. was also afTected by the social environment in which it was situated. 
The SllCial and cultural hackgrounds of the families involved with an individual school 
\'ere. to a great cxtent. instrumental in dctennining the style of the relationships between 
the SclHl(ll. the h:ai:heN. the families and the pupils. This in turn affected the attitudes and 
appwaches adl1ptcd \\ ilhin the school - thus dirci:tly affecting the nature of the individual 
pupil's cdui:ation. 
Thc girls as pupils \\ ithin their respective schools had certain expectations placed on 
them b)· their p'trents. their teachers and their peers. These expectations were influential 
in dctentlining hll\\' the indi\ idual girls behaved and approached their life in school. 
The girls' mothers and their social background were two of the most major influences the 
girls cXJX·rienced. Th\.'se influences p\.'rmeated the girls' lives at school and certainly 
atTected the girls' Olltil'<l\..S and how they perceived their schooling. 
BefllfC the girls started school they formed opinions and developed attitudes by making 
sense of the cultural and social world in which they lived. The most immediate social 
circle in \\ hich the)' were involved was their own family and this context or 'field' 
pro\ ided the first intluem:es. The social networks within which the families were 
imoh ed pro\ idcd a wider social and cultural context. It was from these two sources that 
the inJi,idual girls acquired the cultural and social resources to cope and progress when 
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the)' started school. Bourdieu( 1977, 1984) refers to these cultural resources as 'cultural 
capital' and this can be a major influence on how well pupils adapt and adjust to life in 
school and may also in turn influence academic achievement. The different social 
backgrounds of the girls resulted in them possessing different attitudes towards their 
education and schooling. This was also reflected in the nature of the support the girls 
"ere offered by their mothers - the support frequently reflected the 'cultural capital' of 
the different family circumstances. 
Dourdieu(1 990a.l 990b) indicates that certain essential aspects of culture are, in his view, 
incorporated and internalised within the actual individual and this gives rise to a person's 
tendencies to think, feel and behave in particular ways. This he defines as the 'habitus' -
this reflects how an individual relates to the world around himlherself. This concept was 
particularly significant in terms of how the girls and mothers from different social 
backgrounds related to, and participated in, the education process. Depending on the 
social background the individual's 'habitus' was manifested in a variety of ways. Some 
aspects were uniform for a particular social group thus indicating a 'group habitus' ie. 
certain behaviours and attitudes were expected of individuals within specific social 
groupings. An individual could be a member of a number of different cultural and social 
groups and so their attitudes and behaviours could vary with context -there were different 
manifestations of the 'habitus'. 
Irrespective of social background where the primary curriculum was involved certain 
perceptions and attitudes were inherent where the girls were concerned - and also their 
mothers. These were very much linked to how they perceived the hierarchical structure of 
the actual curriculum - some subjects were allocated a high status and others a low status. 
This inevitably affected the girls' attitudes and approaches concerning different subject 
areas. Universally English and mathematics were allocated a high status as these were 
perceived as enabling the girls to be competent in the adult world and would also assist in 
them gaining credentials that they believed would help them in the future (Measor 1984, 
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Stables 1997, Paechter 1000). Competency in these subjects was essential to be a 
succes~ful pupil - manifestations of each individual's 'habitus' were to be literate and 
numerate. In this respect notable influence came from the girls' mothers who emphasised 
the importance of the 'basics' and saw the teaching of them as the major role of the 
primary school. They saw these subjects as a means of acquiring literacy and numeracy 
and therefl..)re the means of gaining 'cultural capital' in order to succeed in life and also to 
succeed \\ ithin the education system. 
Inadequacies in the realms of mathematics and English gave rise to concerns - both from 
the girls and their mothers but there was a slightly different emphasis. The girls expressed 
far ml)re w()rries than their mothers concerning mathematics. Sometimes the style and 
approach used in the teaching of the subject caused discomfort and insecurities for the 
girls(~e"stead 1998, Boaler I 99.t, 1997a, 1997b). The dislike of confrontational and 
competiti\e methods of teaching appeared to be incorporated into the group 'habitus'. It 
seemed to be assumed by both the girls and their mothers that mathematics was a 
'difficult' suhject - an accepted manifestation of the girls' 'habitus' was the feeling that 
mathematics \\as not easy for girls and they would be expected to struggle for success in 
it. 
In contrast to the girls. the mothers were more concerned if their daughters were not 
succeeding in an aspect of English - particularly reading. It was expected as normal for 
girls to succeed and be proficient in this subject area. An integral part of the female 
'habitus' \\as to associate more readily with English than mathematics - success in 
English being more likely to be attributed to girls than boys. 
A subject that proved to be an anomaly was science. Both the girls and their mothers 
placed little emphasis on it whereas in terms of the schools and the education system it 
\\as allocated a high status. The girls' 'habitus' gave rise to the feeling that they were 
unable Il) relate to the subject and they almost disassociated themselves from this 
curriculum area. I le re the mothers' influence perhaps came into play. They had rather 
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negative \ ie\\ s of their own science education and mainly linked the subject with the 
second.try phase ()f education. In their eyes it did not seem to have a place in the primal)' 
curriculum and that really the main aim of primal)' education was to enable their 
daughters to become literate and numerate. Expertise in science was not part of the 
persona of a primary school pupil. The mothers also indicated that individuals either 
sho\\cd a predilection for 'arts' subjects or 'science' subjects - the more accepted route 
of study being 'arts' subjects for girls. Here one has the idea that science is a 'male' 
suhj\.'Ct (~tcasor 198~. Siskin 199~. Paechter 2000). These feelings concerning certain 
suhject areaS secm to he incorporated as manifestations of the 'group habitus' of the 
majority of fcmale pupils. 
Suhj\.'Cts that appeared to he designated as peripheral by the girls included the humanities 
subjects of history, geography and R.E. (Stables 1993, Paechter 2000). These subjects 
were really seen as 'extras' to the main business of schooling which was the acquisition 
of literacy and nUllleracy skills. The working-class girls saw little relevance in these 
suhjects at all but the middle-class girls were not quite so negative and dismissive in their 
\"ic\\s of these p~,rticular suhjects. These differences most probably emanated from the 
ditTercnt social backgrounds of the girls and the influences exerted upon them by their 
families - specifically their mothers. The 'habitus' of the middle-class families 
incorporatl!d the idea that aspects of these curriculum areas were culturally desirable -
they cn:thled indi,idu:tls to acquire significant 'cultural capital'. It was considered 
apposite to pursue interests connected to these subject are:ts, in the form of hobbies and 
\\hat could be c:tlled 'cultural recreation', outside of school time. These could be seen as 
cultural enridllllcnt a~tivities. The working-class mothers frequently were not able to 
pro\ ide this type of 'c:\tra' - mainly because of financial constraints. 
The curriculum subjccts that the girls found most enjoyable revolved around art, music, 
r.E. and gamcs but these were allocated a low status in terms of the hierarchical structure 
of the curriculum IInd \\ere vie\\ed as 'informal' subjects (Measor 1984). They were 
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often pursued outsidl.! school. Ill.!re the 'field' or context of social class presented 
differenccs in attitude to\\ards the approach adopted in participating in these activities. 
The middle-class girls tended to pursue these in a more organised way. These were seen 
as desirahle cultural 'extras' - a way of gaining further 'cultural capital'. In contrast the 
\\orking-dass girls participated in these activities in a more ad hoc manner - the activities 
being unstnlctured and self-generated. 
When the girls were experiencing difficulties with their schoolwork the manner in which 
they \\cre helped to ovcrcome their problems was frequently indicative of a different 
social hackground (Lnreau 1989). The middle-class mothers often possessed the 
appropriate kno\\ ledge and 'cultural capital' to provide 'extra' help themselves or, in 
some cases, they financed private lessons. In contrast the working-class mothers felt that 
they frequently did not possess the appropriate knowledge or 'cultural capital' to provide 
adequate assistance. They expected the necessary support to come from their daughters' 
schools. 
In terms of evaluating their own and others' abilities the girls used various criteria but 
the prcd~)minant factor was prowess at mathematics (Jones and Smart 1995). Both the 
girls and their nwthers endowed this suhject, along with English, with a high academic 
status. Aehic\ ement in these subjects was perceived as essential - thus these subjects 
were \ie\\ed as indicators of ability. Being accomplished in these areas was an essential 
manifestation of the group 'habitus' of female pupils - from the perspective of the girls 
themselves and also their mothers. 
In tenns of the girls it was part of their individual and group 'habitus' that they felt that 
mathematics \\ as 'dinicult'. This perhaps emanated from the actual nature of the subject 
which seemed to manifest itself in what could be described as a masculine manner -
focusing on theoretical contexts, rationality, quantitative methods and a linear way of 
approaching issues. Mastery of this subject was therefore taken as exhibiting high 
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academic prowess because it was not seen as an area in which girls naturally excelled or 
"ith "hich they were nomlally aligned in terms of their gender. 
Again" ithin the 'fields' or contexts of both the home and school certain behaviour and 
personality traits were expected of the girls in their approach towards schoolwork and 
education in general - working hard, being quiet, generally behaving in a decorous 
manner, being neat, not drawing attention to themselves as individuals (Walden and 
Walkerdine 1985, Walkerdine 1988, Dclamont 1990, Measor and Sikes 1992). These 
behaviours could be said to be typically feminine traits and were engendered into both the 
indi\ idual 'habitus' and the group 'habitus' of the girls. The behaviours were reinforced 
by both the girls' teachers and their mothers. Whilst adhering to these codes of behaviour 
the girls arc decmcd to be successful at their primary schools but there is a cumulative 
undesirable cfle:ct. Because the girls' behaviour was not bad, teacher criticisms became 
dircctcd towards the academic content of work and this, in turn, could have had an 
undennining innucnce concerning self-esteem - particularly the individual girl's 
academic self-cstecm. Ultimately this could have led some girls to underestimate their 
tnle abilitics and be ultra-critical of their own work (Murphy 1991, Licht and Dweck 
1987). The girls who scemed the most affected by the 'double bind' imposed by the 
expectcd bdla\ i~)urs and the resulting teacher approaches to their work were the middle-
class girls who \'cre \cry able. The 'middle-class habitus' engendered achievement and 
academic success. This was perhaps a contributory factor as to how they perceived their 
individual achievcmcnts and \\hy they reacted as they did to criticisms of their work. 
They to()k to heart criticisms and at the same time constantly compared themselves to the 
nll)st ahle pupil in the class. This resulted in them focusing on their mistakes rather than 
the work that was correct. The end result was that they exhibited some anxieties and also, 
more often than the other pupils, underestimated their abilities. 
The relati~)nships of the mothers \\ ith the individual primary schools were significant as 
the)', to a nl)tahle c\tent, \\ere indicative of their attitudes towards schooling and 
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education in general. This in turn had an effect on their approach towards their individual 
daughters in ternlS of their primary education. The nature of the educational experience 
and the academic and professional qualifications gained appeared to be significant factors 
in the nature of the home/school relationships experienced by the mothers. The middle-
class mothers from the rural school who, on the whole, had gained some qualifications 
were advantaged in terms of 'cultural capital'. This appeared to affect the nature of the 
attitude of the school and teaching staff where these mothers were concerned. In terms of 
'cultural capital' and 'social capital' the middle-class mothers perceived themselves as 
being 'equal' \\ ith the teachers and vice versa. This appeared to pose difficulties for the 
teachers as their perceptions of themselves as knowledgeable professionals, which was an 
inherent manifestation of their group 'habitus', could be open to deep scrutiny and 
questioning because of the social and academic standing of this group of parents. From 
this point of \ iew the parents were kept at a distance by the school(Vincent 1996, Reay 
1998). 
On the \\hole the middle-class mothers were viewed as being 'supportive'(Vincent 1996) 
in that they \\ere prepared to accept the school's view of their role in the education 
process and they attended the school initiated events and meetings. A very small 
pn1portion of mothers were able to be 'participants'(Vincent 1996) in some aspects of 
school life but the scope of their activities was strictly limited by the staff and the school. 
Being 'sllPJ'Io)rti\c' in terms of cducation and schooling was an expected manifestation of 
the group 'hahitus' of middle-class mothers - expected by both the mothers and the 
teachers. 
At the suburban schools. in contrast to the rural school, the idea of keeping the parents at 
a distancc \\as not so marked and obvious. This may well have been due to the different 
social and ccoJ1l1mic circumstances of the families. On the whole the mothers could be 
\ic\\cd as nl)l J'Io)sscssing the same 'cultural', 'social' and 'economic' capital as the 
leachers. Thc teachl.'rs therefore did not feel that their professional status was questioned 
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or scnltinised to the same extent as it could be by middle-class mothers. If a working-
class nwther did question a professional or academic matter the teacher perceived this as 
\\ holly inappropriate as thc individual was secn to be lacking in the necessary 'cultural 
capital' to make \\ hat, in his.11er eyes, was an infomlcd judgement. 
The teadlcrs \iewcd the majority of the working-class mothers as being 
'supporti\c'(Vincent 1996) - they attended school designated events and generally 
accepted the SdllX)ls' \iew as to \\ hat was a suitable role for them as mothers. Very few 
mothers \\ ere able to play a 'participant' rolc(Vincent 1996» in the school because of 
their \\ork and familial commitments. The small number that did participate did so on a 
\ cry limited scale - pcrfomling tasks peripheral to the education process. The group 
"hahitus' of these mothers manifested itself in that they were supportive of their daughters 
in tenns of their education but their support was limited in its closeness. They as 
indi\ iduals felt that this \\as appropriate and would not feel comfortable with a closer 
relationship. This "as also the role that was perceived as appropriate by the schools and 
teaching staff. 
Onc or t\\O mothers had virtually no contact with the school and could be described as 
"detached' (Vincent 1996). They did not deem it necessary as they viewed education as 
being the sole dl)lllain of the scillx11 and the teachers. On the whole these tended to be the 
mothers \\ ho possessed few, or no, academic qualifications themselves. 
Where the middle-class mothers were concerned there was evidence to suggest that a 
notable number of them also kept their distance - albcit reluctantly. In this instance the 
motlu.'rs \\ere concerned that they were seen in a positive light by the teachers and were 
not seen to be interfering or fussy, Here the mothers' 'habitus' manifested itself in that 
the mothers felt that they could not have a closer relationship with the school in case it 
\,as \ ic\\cd as intrusi\c. An inherent aspect of their 'habitus' was being perceived as 
'glxld mothers', 
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A small numhcr \)f middle-class mothers had minimal contact with the school and 
arranged h"l a .. ,i,t their child themselves or made alternative arrangements for support 
\\ ith n,l n:fl.·rcn~e hl the Sd1001 or class teacher. They could be described as 
'in~kpc:n,knt'(Vin~ent 19(6). 
The \\0r'"-ing-c1;w. ml,thers generally felt that the teachers \ .. ere the professionals and 
qualified to underta'"-e the education of their children. They themselves did not feel 
suitahly qualified tll underta'"-e this rok - therefore they were satisfied to play a minor 
supl"'rting wlc. To sOllle e\tent the)' could be described as 'detached'(Vincent 1996) -
then: \\ as a separating of the roles of home and school. The mothers who had the least 
contact with the sdHlI.ll wen: those \\ ho possessed fewest, or no, academic qualifications. 
Itere the group 'hahitus' was manifested in a separation of the contexts or 'fields' of 
IHlllle and SdHlI.ll. This was accepted by both the teachers and the mothers. 
Ine\ itahl)· the mothers' 0\\ n personal experiences of the education system had affected 
their outhl,"-S and how they rc\lIted to it in terms of their daughters' schooling. Whether 
or nllt the) had had a g,,,ld ('If a bad experience all of the mothers wished their daughters 
to gain S4.)lllething fnllll their education and find it a positive experience. 
The mothers ow n experiences had affected the ambitions they had for their own 
daughters. Generally the mothers felt that it was really important that the girls gained 
S\lll1e qualifi~ati,)ns. Mothers who had gained no qualifications themselves saw it as a 
necessity f,lr entering the \\orld of work and they also saw education as a means of 
a\oiJing IllW status elllplllYlllent in factories(Sharpe 1994). Where these mothers were 
conccnted cdll\:ati\ln "as s(.'en ItS a means of bcttcnncnt and obtaining the appropriate 
'cultural capital' III 3\ oid I\)w status work. 
Am· nlllthers "hn fdt that their own education had heen curtailed for whatever reason, . , 
"ere ah'illluldy adamant that their daughters stayed on at school and pursued either 
higher C'dll~atillll <lr S{lllle fllrm of pn1fessional training. They wanted their children to go 
as far a'\ they possihl:y c<lulJ within the education system. The 'habitus' of these mothers 
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manife~ted itself in the great value they placed on education as a means of acquiring 
'cultural carital' fM the purpose of betterment - perhaps gaining entrance to the 'middlc-
classcs·(l .. 'lreau 1989. \,in~ent 1996, Reay 1998). They wanted their daughters to achieve 
their true ",'tentia!. 
The miJJk·dass I1H)thcrs pla~ed great importance on the concept of self-fulfilment and 
a~tllally cnjl)) ing the eJu~alion process. Ilowever, there was an underlying assumption 
that their d;llIt!hters \\~)uld gain qualifications and have the choice of entering meaningful 
pwfcssi{)fls anJ pursuc \\ortl", hile careers. The 'habitus' of these middle-class mothers 
\\as manifest in the high \alue they placed on education and the expectation there was for 
acaJc.:mil: attainment. The a~tllal education process was viewed as significant contributor 
t\) an inJi\ iJual's self·fulfilment. 
Concerns "erc \oked by S\)I1lC mothers revolving around their daughters' potential 
sec\)l1d;u)' eJu~'lti{1Il. Some of the working·c1ass mothers who felt that they had not 
achieH:d their tKademic p"lential wanted their daughters to attend selective grammar 
sdll'lols. They linked this \\ ith a~adernic achievement. The middle-class mothers also 
placed great signili~ance on the nature of the secondary education their daughters were 
g()ing to rc~ehe out the)' \\ere ahle to make use of the education system and assess all 
p')~sihh: d1()i~es. In some instances this involved making use of the private sector(Lareau 
)989. Vinccnt 1996. Reay 19(8). On the whole the middle-class mothers possessed the 
'cultural'. 's(l~iar and. in some cases, the 'economic capital' to take advantage of the 
s, stcrn and ohtain the hest possible outcome for their own daughters. 
The influcnccs ~\f the girls' mothers and the girls' social backgrounds pervade their 
attitudes and apl'n)'lI.:hes llmards their education. Both of these were major influences in 
h:nllS ()f Ill)\\' they related to the education system. In turn these may well affect their 
cducatil)nal e:\pcdati{1Ils and potential achievements. 
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Appendix 
Educational and Employment Backgrounds of the 
~Iothers from the Suburban Schools 
~ .. mc Prest'nt Education Qualifications Prniolls f_nl11lll\ nwnt Emplo\'ment 
State Primary 
SUlle's nwther 
-
and None 
-
Comprehensive 
State Primary Worked in 
Judy's mother Shop assistant and None supermarket 
Comprehensivc Factory work 
State Primary 40-levels Photographic 
Louisa's Trainee display and C.S.E's assistant 
mother artist in chain Comprehensive Arts Aerobics 
store F.E. College Foundation teacher 
course 
~bnJy's State Primary Shop assistant 
-
and None 
mother Comprehensivc Bar work 
Worked in 
Runs a State Primary 50-levels photographic T 0111 's Illother children's and 4 CSE's laboratory 
nursery Comprehensive Company 
representative 
Works in local State Primary C.S.E's Clerk 
Tracy's Illother hOllsing and BTec in public Secretary 
dl'partmcnt Comprehensive administration Library 
assistant 
State Primary 
\'al's mother 
-
and None Shop assistant 
Comprehensive 
State Primary 3 O-levels \,idy's mother 
-
and 5 C.S.E's Shop assistant Comprehensive 
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~ilme 
Anna's 
mother 
Kathy's 
mother 
Loma's 
mother 
Sally's 
mother 
[Ihe's 
mother 
hne's 
mother 
Linda 's 
mother 
Rachd's 
mother 
Educational and Employment Backgrounds of the 
;\Iothers from the Rural School 
Prest'nt Education Qualifications Pre\'ious Fmll!!~' nl4.'nt Em~IIl\'ment 
State Prima!)' and Girls' 80-levels 
Teacher Grammar School 3 A-levels -
Teacher Training 
College B.Ed 
State Primary and Girls' 80-levels Administers 
husband's Private School 3 A-levels Bilingual 
\eterina!)' University - I yr Bilingual secretary 
practice College - 2 yrs Secretarial qualification 
Private Primary and 
Secondary School 
Trainee State Comprehensive - Worked in 6th form lOO-levels teacher Cookery course at offices 
college 
Typing course 
State Prima!)' and 
Secretary for Secondary ~lodern 40-levels Trainee 
husband's School Secretarial medical 
company College - Secretarial qual ification secretary 
course 
State Prima!)' and 5 O-Icvels Nurse Comprehensive School Nursing -
qualification 
State Primary and Girls' 90-levels 
Grammar School 3 A-levels Teacher 
-University B.A, 
Polytechnic P.G.C.E 
70-levels 
Nurse Statc Prima!)' and Girls' 3 A-lcvels 
-Grammar School Nursing 
qual ification 
State Prima!)' and Girls' 
Comprehensive School Secretarial Secreta!)' . in Australia qual ification 
Secrctari;:.1 course 
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